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1. INTRODUCTION
Intellectual Outputs IO1 and IO2 are part of the research stage which to us was detrimental in order to
create an appropriate and useful content of a training programme that would meet its objectives. Through
the Preliminary Tasks we identified the key players of the ecosystem of social and sustainable fashion
entrepreneurship in every partner country, and the major European ones. We created an excel sheet and
did a situation analysis and research on these key players. We also did a mapping of every partner country
of this ecosystem. All this data was presented by each partner during the kick-off event in January in
Amsterdam.
During the kick off, we organised a design thinking action learning workshop with major stakeholders of
ethical fashion community of Amsterdam, including ethical designers, ethical professionals, consultants,
educators and representatives of non-profits. This helped us interact with our local target group, recruit
participants for our training programme and SOFE supporters and ambassadors. Even most though this
helped us identify how fashion entrepreneurs co-create and what are the needs and skills of ethical
entrepreneurs, their major challenges, and their preferred training platform.
The results from these activities helped us understand that our dual Research and Training Objectives on
co-creation and collaboration on one hand and on the 21st entrepreneurship skills on the other hand were
in reality interrelated and interconnected and should be pursued simultaneously through the same means
of research. We reviewed literature on co-creation and entrepreneurship skills and created our conceptual
research framework for both constructs and entities.
After designing our conceptual framework, we decided we had to research in depth the best practices of
social and sustainable cooperative fashion enterprises in our countries to see how co-creation is achieved
and what are the entrepreneurship skills that contribute to successful performance in accomplishing social,
environmental and financial objectives. We selected our case organisations based on our specific selection
criteria; we chose two per country and performed multiple interviews, observation, collected photographs
and reviewed their corporate files and data. We performed an extensive analysis through analytic induction,
multi-level coding and categorisation of elements. Based on the results of our qualitative study on one hand
on co-creation and co- sharing and on the other hand on the new 21st entrepreneurship skills we designed
our survey questionnaire. The results of our explorative qualitative study were sufficient to design the
content of our handbooks and textbooks.
IO1 Contains all our activities and results referring to the design of our conceptual framework and our
research on co-creation and co-sharing activities.
The primary objective was to create the skills framework for the design of the ‘SoFE’ appropriate
pedagogical programme which was achieved through the following Tasks:
Task 1: Research Design Methodology. The first action was the design and execution of an exploratory
inductive research, including: define research problem, issues to be addressed and research questions;
design research methods; identify research population and design sampling methodology, how to select
respondents in order to ensure reliability, credibility and generalisability of research findings.
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Task 2. The research phase itself. The research results is a list of factors that are considered as key
elements for co-creation,
The final report includes findings, discussion, conclusions and recommendations setting the ground for the
design of the training programme, handbooks, e-learning modules and workshops at the following IOs.
The purpose of this aggregated report is to provide insight into the current situation of social fashion
entrepreneurs in Europe and identify their perceptions and needs related to co-creation and collaboration.
The document introduces briefly the conceptual framework used to design the survey and to identify the
case studies. The latter are considered complementary and developed to gain more detailed insight into
the co-creation and collaboration processes. Finally, a series of conclusions is presented with
recommendations to be taken into account for the development of IO3 (Co-creation handbook).
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2. SOFE PROJECT CONTEXT
The objective of ‘Social & Sustainable Fashion Entrepreneurs- SoFE’ is to develop, organize and evaluate
an experimental pedagogical plan for the training of the future fashion entrepreneurs and professionals,
targeting mostly the young unemployed and structural unemployed prospective fashion entrepreneurs as
well as early stage existing fashion entrepreneurs. Using alluring and efficient action learning and elearning methodologies on co-creation and entrepreneurship skills it aims to stimulate the needed 21st
century skills for the development of innovative, creative, environmentally sustainable, socially responsible
and ethical, globally competitive, actively networked and financially sound fashion and creative industry
enterprises.
In fashion industry, we see that production has been driven to the cheap labour countries around the globe
leaving behind high rates of unemployment, causing bankruptcy to complementary suppliers in the supply
chain and gradual extinction of traditional technical professions from many local European economies.
Lately we see a growing entry of new designers and artists in the fashion industry. These professionals are
mostly artisans, struggling with fierce competition, facing very high marginal costs of production, having
small scales, being very locally oriented unable to reach other geographical markets and isolated from the
wider entrepreneurship ecosystem. Those emerging designers are often innovative in nature using
sustainable production processes and materials, like the case of up-cycling and creative reuse, what is
called social and sustainable innovation.
‘SoFE’ will, on one hand, examine the issue of achieving co-creation through developing the appropriate
mindsets locally. On the other hand, will help fashion industry stakeholders acquire the needed skills for the
21st century leading to innovation and entrepreneurship such as questioning, challenging, dreaming,
imagining, experimenting, learning, problem solving and critical thinking.
SoFE addresses different dimensions of the challenge: 1) investigate co-creation; 2) investigate how
innovation and triple bottom line sustainability –including people, planet & profit- can be achieved through
co-creation and learning; 3) support their application in different areas; 4) identify co-creation processes
that can lead to the new skills needed for the 21st century.
‘SoFE’, as part of the work will focus in part on co-creation for growth, on how creative industry
stakeholders can work in order to address their challenges. The development of the present report on “Cocreation & Collaborative Practices Framework” (O1) is part of this effort. The present report lays the
foundations for the SoFE pedagogical approach and learning programme.
The report pulls together the results from the mixed methods research carried out by the partners,
combining desk research, field-work and case study analysis. The combined methods aimed to identify
current practices and status as with regards to co-sharing and collaboration in the fashion industry.
A set of recommendations are provided, based upon an analysis of the research outcomes, which lay the
baseline for the SoFE’ Co-creation & Collaborative Practices Handbook (O3), which in turn forms the basis
for the development of the e-modules (O6).
SOFE-IO1-Frawework
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3. SOFE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Co-creation is an active, creative and social process, based on collaboration between producers and users,
that is initiated by the firm to generate value for customers. (Humphreys et al, 2009). It is “about cocreating
a new community from the ground up, with the company embedded in its foundation. Such vibrant ventures
are built on dialogue and joint action, not data and delivery times” (Simanis and Hart, 2009:79).
One of the early definitions of co-production was offered by Solveig Wikström in 1996 (p. 362): "I define coproduction (collaboration, consumer co-operation, etc.) as company-consumer interaction (social
exchange) and adaptation for the purpose of attaining value".
The most important capability that is needed in co-creation is social embeddedness. There are different
definitions in literature as with regards to this term.

3.1.

Social embeddedness: definitions

Social embeddedness is “the ability to create competitive advantage based on a deep understanding of
and integration with the local environment. This capability involves the ability to create a web of trusting
connections with a diversity of organizations and institutions, generate bottom up development, and
understand, leverage, and build on the existing social infrastructure… is based on the ability to craft a
strategy that relies on resources and knowledge in the external environment as sources of competitive
advantage” (London and Hart, 2004:364).
“Embeddedness is the realization that economic relations can never be grasped purely in terms of their
economic rationality but need to be seen as organically situated within specific features of social settings”
(Clegg et al, 2005: 496).
Embeddedness (Granovetter, 1985, 1992; White, Owen-Smith, Moody, and Powell, 2004) is a central
concept in economic sociology and one of the most commonly cited ideas in the networks literature. Within
the context of richly differentiated networks- social, political, economic, and familial- relations can provide
interlocking configurations of multiplex and cohesive support for one another. Embeddedness, as
formulated by Granovetter (1985), is a property of structures in which actors that are integrated in cohesive
clusters or multiplex relations of social networks face different sets of opportunities and constraints than
those who lack such connections or encumbrances.
“Embeddedness refers to the fact that economic action and outcomes, like all social action and outcomes,
are affected by actors’ dyadic (pairwise) relations and by the structure of the overall network of relations”
(Granovetter, 1992: 33).
“(Embeddedness refers to) the fact that exchanges and discussions within a group typically have a history,
and that this history results in the routinization and stabilization of linkages among members. As elements
of ongoing social structures actors do not respond solely to individualistically determined interests”
(Marsden, 1981: 1210
SOFE-IO1-Frawework
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The capability of firms to become embedded in their social environments and engage with stakeholders
has been further analyzed by Hart and Sharma (2004). Hart and Sharma place special emphasis on the
need to interact with so-called “fringe” stakeholders - the poor, weak and non-legitimate stakeholders, who
are likelier than key stakeholders to bring forth truly novel and even radical ideas and concerns. They
suggest that such a capability is built on two complementary skills:
•
•

the ability to extend the scope of the firm and systematically identify the voices of various fringe
stakeholders either via networking from the core to the periphery or by putting the last first.
the ability to reconcile and integrate diverse and contradictory knowledge and views with their
existing know-how. This requires the creation of mechanisms for complex interaction with and
empathy for fringe stakeholders.

Embeddedness of actors in social networks creates norms such as commitment and loyalty, the
precondition of the rationale of the creation of the network is mutual trust. The features of the social
relationship between a pair of actors in a network, serve as imperfect substitute for the assurances
provided by money in an economic system (Marsden, 1983: 692).

3.2.

Collaborative Venturing as co-creation of value

Agents in a co-creation process need skills to formulate (initiate), create (process), govern (manage,
structure) and successfully (outcomes,
performance) operate collaborative ventures.
The desk research and survey should thus bear
in mind the different aspects as mentioned in
this section.
Measuring co-creation
The existence of co-creation is normally
measured based upon 3 levels:
•
•
•
•

High level: the existence of shared
destiny and co-creation of value, new opportunities, space, joint goals, joint leverage
Medium level: share and create knowledge to joint development
Low level: collaborate with suppliers, share information to improve processes
No co-creation: traditional arm’s length transactions.

Measuring co-creation based on interdependence: Reciprocally interdependent are if the strategic
rationales of the partners included sharing complementary technology, jointly reducing the time needed for
innovation, or joint development of new technology, marketing or distribution skills. Sequentially
interdependent alliances are when the output of the one is handed to the other, for whom it is an input,
expand market access, access to new products. Pooled are when the rationale was to share risk and costs,
to share financial resources, or to build joint production facilities. The higher was reciprocal, then sequential
SOFE-IO1-Frawework
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and then pooled. In order to classify actors in each one category we used Gulati and Singh’s method
(1998) and Zajac and Olsen’s (1993),

Figure 1: Collaboration a
s co-creation (Prahalad a
nd Venkatram Ramaswa
my)
https://sharingvalue.word
press.com/2012/03/13/th
eres-nothing-special/

Co-creation process
Co-create: value, meaning, processes, measurement of impact KPIs
•

•
•

Step 1 open up. Start deep dialogue in the community, raise understanding of community, project
team development, create partnerships with local entrepreneurs and agents = Business Concept
Co-creation
Step 2 build the ecosystem. Collective entrepreneurship development, formalize business venture,
establish shared commitment = Business Prototype Co-creation
Step 3. Enterprise creation. Test prototype, strengthen local entrepreneurs and management
through new capabilities development (training), build market base = Enterprise Creation

Important elements in the process of co-creation of a venture formation are: local co-invention and bottom
up development; the product and business model are co-evolved; local ownership and involvement; they
raise awareness; information sharing; self-financed growth and self-generated financial resources; self-help
groups; they rely on existing resources of the local communities and existing social infrastructure; they
invest in local capacity building; they rely on patient innovation (element of time very important), there is
external (from the community) parties participation; they ally with non traditional to the industry partners like
NGOs and community groups; they engage in public policy dialogue; they create relevant associations and
institutions

3.3.

Formation Motives and Partner selection criteria

Profile of cooperator Partners: Innovative, Cooperator, Risk taker, Rule breaker,

SOFE-IO1-Frawework
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Social agent of change/worlds change agents, value driven (to make a difference is a primary objective).
Learning capabilities (start renewal, embed renewal, break the frame), team orientation, empathetic,
altruistic.
Skills needed (ability for social embeddedness): to be able to include marginalized people in cocreation- ability to engage with ‘fringe’ stakeholders; to share control over their activities; to collaborate
across organizational boundaries and across sectors; to be able to engage and foster local entrepreneurs;
ability to extend scope and systematically identify voices of various stakeholders via networking; ability to
reconcile and integrate diverse and contradictory knowledge; ability to have complex interaction and
empathize with marginalized/fringe stakeholders; ability to deliver the social performance that all partners
(incl. marginalized and locals) value; ability to understand and appreciate local societal conditions; open
inclusive and collaborative leadership style
Resource based approaches
Institutional theory elements: regulative e.g. reaction to governmental measures; normative e.g. for
cultural reasons; cognitive e.g. beliefs etc; mimetic
Who is the initiator of the venture? E.g. A spin off from an existing organization either for profit or non for
profit; a technology transfer; a commercialization strategy; a social impact creation strategy
Entry of a venture capital made by non-financial corporations in start-up ventures for strategic and financial
purposes usually the outcome gained is organizational learning and social capital
Network motives: existence of prior direct ties (trust) and prior alliances, social networks through their
referent power (indirect ties- trust)

3.4.

Governance/ implementation/ management /Processes:

Type of governance mode: relational/network governance (social embeddedness and social norm of
governance) versus hierarchies, social contract versus legal ones
Ø Relational contracting, psychological contracts, relational governance variable:
• trust, reciprocity, be equal to all members, role integrity (protect members pay and domain).
• social capital embedded in multiplex exchanges and social interactions
• collective strategies that eliminate rivalry through tacit coordination based on mutual
understanding, unrestricted learning, internal knowledge sharing, open solicitation, seeking
domain consensus (the last are operationalization variables based on Doz and Ring, 2000)
• prior ties (enforceable trust)
• profits distributed to shareholders, employees, local community
Ø Transformational and empathetic engagement:
• share skills, share business networks, co-create, engagement in all processes from ideation to
outcome measurement, engagement and collaboration of the entire network, depth of
SOFE-IO1-Frawework
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Ø
Ø
Ø

Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Ø

3.5.

collaboration, sustainable collaboration, dialogue, humility, joint problem solving, individual and
collective learning, conversational engagement
• shared values (on social and commercial objectives), shared meaning, common sense of
purpose relationships- quality of relationships dialogue, access, interactions, transparency,
Free access to shared platforms for all, high distribution of resources to all, pragmatic
philosophy of social innovation that accepts experiments, trials and errors
Commitment, solidarity, mutuality, harmonization of conflict (existence of committees),
symbiosis and commensalism
Restraint of power (type of powers that exist referent, expert and reputational types of
power)
Ties- existence of relational ties (all the above): It is not the mere existence of ties but the level,
frequency, reciprocity, density reachability, centrality and multiplicity of ties. Strong ties as opposed
to weak based on time, emotional intensity, intimacy and reciprocal services. Both direct ties
(relational embedded) and indirect ties among members (structural embeddedness based on
positioning) – the strength of weak ties
Culture (lack of greed)
Exit policy of members (is there one?)
Equity exchanges (are there? What is the equity structure and spread to agents) it creates
commitment
How are roles and responsibilities defined? (they should emerge from the social network)
Sanctions very important? How is non-conforming deviant/opportunistic behavior penalized?
Should be through peer pressure, through loss of identity and status in the collaborative venture.
These are the self-regulating mechanisms in embedded networks.
Due diligence management: in the case of existence of philanthropy venturing or venture capitals
what is the level of collaboration and involvement? How is the due diligence done and by whom?
What is the exit strategy? What is the level of resources and capabilities committed by the external
capital providers?

Alignment of Logics

Duality/contrasting logics commercial and social affect collaboration: Different institutional logics of
partners they may speak different language in case of non for profits where the logics that prevail are
process and principle and for profit partners whose prevailing logics are products and profits

3.6.

Transformational Outcomes

Ø Make a difference to improve the world, job creator 2 jobs for every 1, environmental impact,
social impact, cooperate (to help others follow a dream), economic performance benefits, learning
objectives,
Ø increased legitimacy, increased uniqueness, increased funding success, increased complexity
Ø Network embeddedness benefits (makes actors more reliable, trustworthy, prestigious,
reputation quality, perceived legitimacy, access to social networks)
Ø Rethink business models in a sustainable matter
SOFE-IO1-Frawework
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Ø Innovation: Transformational engagement and co-creation have as an outcome/ they engender:
new behavior, new identities, commitment, new mindsets. Measurement of impact (how?)
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4. METHODOLOGY
4.1.

Introduction

There are four main characteristics in qualitative research that we have addressed through our research
design: control, replication, operational definition and hypothesis testing. Control in figuring out what the
causes of our explanations are through our observations. We try to figure out the reason for the cause of
the social franchise formation and the behaviour of actors within this context. We began our exploration by
posing a number of research questions of ‘how, what, why’ and through our first case studies and
interviewing with participants, theses questions became eliminated and narrowed down to specific topics.
Secondly, we have addressed the issue of replicability. Though various researchers consider replicating
studies to be either important or unimportant; another replication of a study is another partial truth added to
research (Horseborough, 2003). Thirdly, operational definition can be defined as elements that require a
set of processes to measure these elements. We considered the following elements and described them
clearly in our narration: what the purpose of the study is through narrative data; the inductive approach; the
formation of research propositions; limited literature review prior to findings; naturalistic setting; our
sampling has been purposive targeted for in-depth understanding; measurement has been through
narration; our research design has been flexible and minimal disturbance; data collection through informal
interviews and document collection; data analysis through analytic induction of what was said in the
interviews; finally, data interpretation is speculative and examined on a continuous basis (Morgan, 2007).
Both primary and secondary data have been the sources of our empirical study: primary data was collected
from interviews, observation, conversation and self-administered questionnaires. While secondary data
came from many sources and in many forms mostly from the EU, UK and Greek central and local
authorities in the form of reports, research, legislation, evaluation reports, strategy reports, specific
programmes, public procurement bids, organizational reports from our case companies, websites and
other.
Mixed methods approaches were used by the majority of researchers in social entrepreneurship and social
alliances studies; their methodology indicates that data were collected in multiple rounds of data collection
and from a variation of sources: participant observation, retrieval of archival data, in-depth interviews and
case studies. The mixed method design allows for each methodology to target different perspectives on the
objective of the study thus dealing with different enquiries. As it can be argued one of the differences
between realism and pragmatism is that the former seeks reasoning of why things are the way they are,
while the latter accepts things as they are and examines them. The use of a mix of methods helps by
ensuring that the weaknesses and blind spots of one approach are compensated by the strengths of one or
more other approaches (Saunders et al, 2009). Confidence in the conclusions is higher when different
approaches have produced similar results. The use of our mixed research design is a more pragmatic
approach depending on the problem we are researching, our skills, preferences and resources available
(Curran and Blackburn, 2001). Epistemological and methodological pluralism is a solution to the debate
between the two research paradigms for many small business researchers. We are not simply crude mixing
of two, on the contrary constructing interpretations and explanations which combine the results of the two
paradigms is more difficult than when employing a single paradigm. We suggest the use of qualitative
SOFE-IO1-Frawework
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methods to explore meaning and then confirm or validate the findings by a quantitative study (Crotty, 1998;
Curran and Blackburn, 2001; Saunders et al, 2009).

4.2.

Conducting Qualitative Research

Interviews are more effective when drawing relational data as it helps establish trust (Sloane and O’Reilly,
2013). The interviews increased in focus and depth over the period because of the interactive and
cumulative nature of the fieldwork. Our first interviews were more of a conversation; we had as few
questions as possible and engaged in identifying what is this sector, how does it work, who are the
constituents, what are the motives of each stakeholder group, etc. We took biographical accounts from all
respondents addressing background and motivational issues. In biographical account research three
dimensions can be found important to investigate the ethnic culture of the entrepreneur, their background,
motives, traits, their biographical narration and personal evolution, alongside the story of the development
and growth of their sustainable fashion business venture. This is how we collected data on the
individual/psychological profile and on the co-creation collaborative model. Each interview lasted between
one and a half hour and three hours following a standard protocol for capturing emerging themes in field
research, when the interviewee consented it was recorded and always transcribed verbatim.
Throughout the interview phase we used a comparison strategy to compare among informants and identify
essential points of synergy or contrast. Throughout the process, we refined emerging themes and asked
respondents to comment on these new themes. So, the questions that we asked ware developing through
time following a protocol that was being in parallel developed with the research project. The use of external
participants who were asked to state what they knew about specific enterprises and network practices and
effectiveness and to reference us to other entrepreneurs alleviated the potential bias of respondents and
allowed us to draw more meaning from the data. Also, to avoid bias we ensured anonymity and that the
use of this data was strictly for academic use and would not be distributed to the Greek authorities. Parallel
to that we were collecting various types of secondary data, like online reports, authority’s strategic plans,
research reports and evaluation studies, historical reports, legal and political documents. This provided us
with hard copy material of the institutional context interventions and policies. So triangulation was
accomplished to attribute reliability to our data and validate our findings (Yin, 2008). The process that we
followed in conducting our empirical study which is known as analytic induction is also reported in similar
research studies (Battilana and Dorado, 2010; Mair, Battilana and Cardens 2012; Sharir and
Lerner, 2006).
We created a Research Protocol and a Template to Approach Cases (please see Appendix I)
We then created our Interview Questionnaire which included both questions on co-creation and on
identifying the needed entrepreneurship skills to achieve co-creation in collaborative practices

4.3.

Main research question

How does co-creation/collaboration add value to (customers and other stakeholders of) sustainable fashion
enterprises?
SOFE-IO1-Frawework
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Sub questions:
1. How is the enterprise embedded in the (local) ecosystem? (see 3.1)
2. How are marginalized groups involved in co-creation?
3. What’s the level of co-creation? (see 4.1)

4.4.

Interview Questionnaire

Setting the scene
In this section, it can be helpful for you as the researcher to (mentally) fill in a triple layered business model canvas fo
r the organization you’re speaking with (see below). Estimated interview time is 1,5 hours.
Having in mind that there exist two projects. The individual project of the partner of the collaborative venture and the
collaborative venture itself. So, you need to build the story of both and make the distinction. What is important to us i
s not the individual level, or dualistic relationships, we want to grasp the network level of relationships. This holisticall
y through this research! According to the position/role of your interviewee reform the questions.
1. What does the name of your project/enterprise/brand/collection (from now on ‘project’ for the individual
business of the respondent and ‘venture’ for the collaborative venture) mean? How did you choose it?
2. Tell me about the story of your project. Please describe how you got started and how it has evolved. What is
the current ‘business model’ of your project? (I might add here: value proposition, and income – would be
great to go into more detail, such as whether the entrepreneurs can actually live from what they make, or
whether it’s still donation dependent; who pays upon what product/service received etc; General description
of the venture’s operational activities, value chain and connect to how collaboration plays into that)
3. Who do you target with your project and why this specific group(s)?
4. What are some of your hopes and dreams for the project?
5. If you used just a few sentences to describe yourself (as a designer, entrepreneur, project manager, creator
or something else?) what would come to mind first?
6. Do you consider yourself a social, ethical or sustainable entrepreneur? Why? Can you give examples of
how you see yourself as a social, ethical or sustainable entrepreneur? (ask them separately for each
terminology)
7. Did you create this business to make a difference in the world? (value creators-value driven)
Story of collaborative venture (Formation/Partner Selection/ Process for building co-creation/ Performance
measurement)
8. How did the collaborative venture begin?
a. Who was the initiator and how where/are partners selected to join in?
b. Is it important to be referenced by others? Were there existing prior direct/indirect ties with most of
the members? (trust/network embeddedness)
c. Can you describe the most important moments in its creation? Who made the decisions and how
were decisions made?
d. How did the local community of entrepreneurs engage and at which stage of the creation of the
venture were they involved? Were members of the target group empowered to become
entrepreneurs themselves?
e. Have you considered the interests of marginalised groups of the community? Do they participate
and have a voice in the venture?
f. Do you offer training to the members of the venture or/and the local community?
9. Why was the venture created? What are its goals?
i. To create jobs, we create 2 for every 1 job needed, (job creator)
ii. To protect the environment (environmental impact)
SOFE-IO1-Frawework
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iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

To help solve a social issue (social impact)
To help others follow a dream (co-operator)
To increase our turnover and profitability, to lower our costs (economic benefits)
To increase innovation and/or enter new markets (strategic benefits)
To learn
To gain reliability and increase our reputation, to get connected with other stakeholders
and networks
10. Would you say the venture is successful? How do you measure success of the venture?
11. Again, I think detail about the kind of impact and what they measure would be helpful especially if we want
to add some fun facts into the book
Governance of the venture
In this section, it can be helpful for you as the researcher to draw a map of stakeholders visualizing the different relati
onships. You can use for example the model ‘Collaboration as co-creation’ (Prahalad and Venkatram Ramaswamy 2
004).
12. What was the best moment for you since you have started your project? And the worst moment? When you
recall these moments, what were some of the key people or interactions that are particularly vivid (are they
from the venture? solidarity)?
13. Can you tell me how these key people have influenced your own inspiration, motivation and/or activities
along the way? Think for example about your target group, suppliers, (financing) partners, customers etc.
Examples of activities are new collaborations, business model development, testing prototypes etc.
14. Would you say that your participation in the venture has changed you as a person? Your behaviour,
mentality (transformational engagement/outcomes)
15. How have your relationships with these people and organizations evolved over time? Think about the time
these activities took and think for example about the level of co-creation: from sharing knowledge and
information (low/middle involvement) up to co-creation of value and developing joint business models (high
involvement).
16. What type of qualities/characteristics are crucial in sustaining and developing these relationships? Which of
those qualities did you acquire during the process?
17. Do you own equity in the venture? Does the venture hold equity in your business?1
18. How do you make money from the venture performance? If the venture goes well will you make more
money?
19. Has the venture attracted money from external sources? Philanthropic ventures or angles/venture capitals.
What is their level of involvement in your activities? What do they get for the resources offered? How do
they exit?
20. Do you trust your partners in the venture?
21. What are your responsibilities and role in the venture? Who defined them?
22. When problems arise how do you deal with them? Both of your own project and of the whole venture.
23. Do you have committees in the venture2? Do you participate in any of them? Describe how they work, how
people are selected, how voting takes place, how often do you meet, how do you share your decisions with
the rest (relational embeddedness)

1 Usually

collaborative hubs offer equity to the entrepreneurs that become partners (1 share 1 vote if they are cooperatives like in Germany, Fra
nce, Spain, Italy, Greece) but at the same time take an equity stake of usually 10-15% at the incubated start uppers companies.
2 Collaborative ventures are governed through committees. Strategy design committee, designer’s committee, sales committee, Ethics committ
ee, Operations committee. They do the work that departments do in hierarchical companies. They also allow stakeholder groups to form their o
wn committees like licensee’s committee, or customer’s committee. This increases commitments, mutuality solidarity, harmonization of conflict
and parity of power. The norms that govern relational organizations like these ones that we study.
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24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

a. Are the decisions of the committee taken into account in decision making of the venture?
Are you informed often about the performance/decisions/issues of the whole venture and of the individual
members/businesses of the venture?
Does your own opinion count in the venture? Are you near the decision making center?
Are there any cultural barriers to people or organizations fully perceiving your project as you would have
intended them? If not, what does get lost in translation? How do you try to overcome these barriers? What
would you hope to achieve in the people you interact with?
How is unacceptable behaviour of members penalised?
Here possibly a question of how the partners ensure quality might be interesting, especially in multistakeholder environments, this tends to be tricky and I think we should address it as a topic. Could connect
it to impact/performance measurement?

Future orientation
29. Where do you see the greatest opportunity to make a difference through your project in the next five years?
30. How do you see your role change within the next 5-10 years (ask specifically about the financial
sustainability of the project)?
31. What would you like to share that we have not covered yet in this interview?
As an interviewer evaluate the existence of co-creation in the venture after the interview. Choose from the following f
our options:
a. High level: the existence of shared destiny and co-creation of value, new opportunities, space, joint
goals, joint leverage
b. Medium level: share and create knowledge to joint development
c. Low level: collaborate with suppliers, share information to improve processes
d. No co-creation: traditional arm’s length transactions

4.5.

Sampling Design

In qualitative research, we used a purposive sampling technique. We are therefore seeking to have
richness in our data, and so the sample is recruited purposefully (purposeful sampling) instead of randomly,
which was the aim of this qualitative research (Teddlie and Tashakkori, 2006). The reason was so that the
entrepreneurs could be interviewed specifically. Through the key informant sampling technique, we
targeted our units. In selecting respondents within sample units in both quantitative and qualitative studies
we targeted through the key informant’s purposive technique the founders and co-founders of the ventures,
the designers and collaborators, employees and managers; because these people have the deepest
knowledge of the issues that we are investigating. Issues with non-probability sampling are that: findings
can only be generalized to the population from which the sample was taken, findings may be specific to the
characteristics of the population, findings may be locality specific, and findings may be temporally specific.
The sources of errors in survey techniques are: sampling error, sampling-related error, data collection
error, and data processing error. There is also the sampling frame error, the random sampling error and the
non-response error. All these have been addressed at the previous section on errors and constraints.
We created a target profile of fashion enterprises that were: (a) Owned and managed collaboratively (2)
socially embedded in a (local) eco-system. Ideally the enterprises had an environmental component most
often enacted in the use of sustainable materials.
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Using a variety of online resources and conversations with key stakeholders in sustainable fashion, we
located 3-5 cases in each of the five countries. Norms for theoretical sampling (Glaser & Strauss 1967) led
us to select two cases per country leading to 12 cases (10 plus 2 “case in case”) in total that showed a
variety in the type of activities and target groups. We conducted a minimum of two interviews with two
different stakeholders in each venture and spent 5-20 hours per case observing how they work. As part of
the ethnography, we took photographs and collected leaflets, flyers and other visual material. Interviews
were conducted in the local language, audio-recorded, transcribed and then translated into English. Table 1
describes our sample including the name of the venture, the location, the year it was established and the
target group(s) it primarily addresses. In this study, the target group is the marginalized community that is
involved in the co-creation of the fashion products.
As part of the framework, and complementary to the survey, a set of case studies were identified, with the
aim of gaining more in-depth insight into the co-creation and collaboration processes of fashion
entrepreneurs.
The criteria for selecting the case studies were that they had to include all of the elements below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fashion
Social
Collaborative
Environmental awareness
Profit/ not-for-profit
Education

A template was developed for having the first conversation with the selected case studies, and a research
protocol designed, which recollected the process and incidences taking place during the interviews with
stakeholders from the selected case studies.
Apart from reference date on place, date, interviewer, interviewee and if recording took place, the protocol
asked the interviewer to describe the interview process using the following aspects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Cas
e
1

Atmosphere of conversation: Locality, sentiment, behaviour of interviewee
Mental state: Of Interviewer, interviewee
Rapport: Relationship between communicators
Progress of conversation: Development dynamics of the entire interview
Interactions: Specific phenomena between communicators
Special features: Of general nature
Remarkable topics: Ignored or highlighted topics related to research questions and beyond
Interferences: During the interview
Venture
ARTemei
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Location
Greece

Founde
d

Website
http://www.artemeis.gr/

Target group
Disabled people

Interview
s
2
20

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

11
12

s
SOFFA
House of
Denim
Rambler
Not Just
Shop
Showroo
m
Ecoluxe
London
Here
Today
Here
Tomorro
w
Co-shop
Moves to
Slow
Fashion
Baobag*
Miu
Satin*

Greece

Youth
unemployed
Youth and
refugees
Street youth

2

Disabled/ sick
children
Local designers

2

Eco fashion
designers
Nepalese
women

2

Eco fashion
designers
Eco fashion
designers

2

2014

http://www.coshopcollection.com
/es/
http://www.movestoslow.com/

2013

http://www.baobag.es/

Mentally/physica
lly disabled
Local Eco
designers

2

http://soffa.gr/

Amsterda
m, NL
Amsterda
m, NL
Warsaw,
Poland
Poland

2009

http://www.houseofdenim.org/

2009

http://www.rmblr.com/

2012

https://notjustshop.com/en/

London,
UK
London,
UK

2010

http://www.ecoluxelondon.org/

2010

http://www.heretodayheretomorrow.com/

Barcelona,
Spain
Barcelona,
Spain
Spain
Spain

https://www.showroom.pl

http://www.miusutin.com

2
2

2

2

2

2

We structured our methods in accordance with established procedures for theory-building inductive
research (Denzin & Lincoln 2005; Miles & Huberman 1994). In each country 1-2 researchers gathered data
for two cases, wrote case reports and looked for common themes and variations.
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5. QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
5.1. Case Description
5.1.1. SOFFA
SOFFA stands for Social Fashion Factory and is a spin off from a Greek social cooperative. The vision is to
be an industry disruptor leading in producing and manufacturing ethical fashion through empowering
people and ideas for ethical and sustainable industrial transformation. For their production line of clothing,
footwear and accessories, they use sustainable and recyclable materials and employ trafficked women and
refugees to (re)integrate them in the work environment.
5.1.2. ARTemeis
ARTemeis started from a training program for people with disabilities and vocational rehabilitation in
Greece. Part of vocational rehabilitation was the creation of a social cooperative enterprise: ARTemeis.
Together with the support of volunteers, the team built up a production site where the disabled people get
the possibility to be involved in the manufacturing process of presents, wedding invitations and jewellery.
For the future, they aim to built up a sustainable commercial cooperative enterprise.
5.1.3. Co-Shop
To re-establish local fashion production in Spain, Co-Shop offers a working space and local production
possibilities to small-scale designers. In this network, they work together with local workshops that employ
vulnerable groups, like former prisoners. Moreover, the team of Co-Shop shares their expertise of branding
and customer relationship with the designers to help them building up a brand.
5.1.4. Bao Bag
One of the brands selling with Co-Shop is Bao Bag. The owners started printing illustrations on jute bags
using artisan methods. A collaboration with an NGO has resulted in co-owning a workshop where people
with disabilities are engaged in printing the fabrics, while receiving training and support from their partner
organization. Bao Bag is now offering their printing services to other entrepreneurs who want to produce
with a social impact.
5.1.5. Moves to Slow fashion
Moves to Slow fashion (MTS) is an online platform for sustainable fashion and was the first of its kind in
Spain. MTS has the objective to demonstrate that fashion and ethical and responsible consumer choices
are compatible. The founding team of MTS works from a small office in Barcelona where they are
surrounded by a diverse group of entrepreneurs. They hope to see MTS evolve into a catalogue for a
sustainable and ethical lifestyle.
5.1.6. Miu Sutin
One of the brands selling on MTS is Miu Sutin, after years of experience in Fast Fashion, the designer
decided that it was time for her to become an entrepreneur, but differently. Her brand is dedicated to
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ecological fabrics and local production and in collaboration with a range of work-shops and production
networks that focus on social inclusion of seniors, former sex workers and people with disabilities. She is
currently preparing to expand outside of Spain.
5.1.7. Rambler
Rambler is a social venture created in 2009. The aim is to support street teens in developing their creative
voice as a way to get their life back on track. Rambler has a studio and shop in the heart of Amsterdam
where the teens develop and sell their own fashion designs guided by a creative coach and social worker.
Rambler has opened a second studio and shop in Berlin in June 2016 and aims to roll out the concept to
New York and Sao Paulo until 2021.
5.1.8. House of Denim
Created in 2009 in the Netherlands, the House of Denim (HoD) is a platform for sustainability and
craftsmanship in the denim industry. The mission of the HoD is to turn the industry towards a brighter blue making it dryer, cleaner and smarter through projects relating to education, R&D, enterprise and
networking. The platform has therefore developed several projects, like the “Jean School” - the world's first
and only independent vocational course dedicated to mastering the jeans-related crafts.
5.1.9. Ecoluxe London
Ecoluxe London is a not-for-profit organization that collaborates with charities, organizations, social
enterprises, other non-profit entities and the media to promote luxury with an ethos. Therefore, a platform
was created that supports ecological and sustainable luxury fashion. Ecoluxe cooperates only with ecoconscious brands and designers and provides them with full-spectrum business support. They offer training
and consultancy as well as support with production.
5.1.10. Here Today Here Tomorrow
Here Today Here Tomorrow (HTHT) is a collaborative fashion design label with a studio in London where
sustainable and ethical fashion and accessories are designed, showcased and sold. The three designers
are specialized in various sustainable design methods. Thus, they work with a wide range of products, like
knitwear of recycled yarn, natural dyed textiles and accessories, up-cycled second-hand materials, high
quality organic fabrics and vegetable tanned leather products.
5.1.11. NJS
The company established in 2012 with the motto „to change the world for a better one”. They help
disadvantaged children by involving them in the creation process of fashion. Notjustshop collaborates with
numerous hospitals and other organisations. Moreover, Notjustshop cares about the environment. Besides
100% local manufacturing, they buy their fabrics and knitwear from local companies that hold the Oeko-Tex
Standard 100.
5.1.12. Showroom
Showroom.pl is a platform created by young entrepreneurs supporting Polish fashion designers. They
collaborate with local brands which produce with respect for workers' rights and the environment. They rely
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on cooperation with the designers, who buy the textile and sew the collections in the local market. Besides
that, they organize together with Glamour magazine a series of professional workshops – ‘Fashion
Workshop’, dedicated to the process of creating a fashion brand.

5.2. Qualitative Data Analysis on Co-creation Strategies
Data analysis was conducted in stages which helped us to go back and forth and avoid premature
analytical bias. Firstly, in stage one we presented a narrative account of our findings by ordering raw
material per social unit, it included quotes. To substantiate our understanding, we checked the accounts
with investigators from the opinion leaders group. We used data from these groups and from an archival
analysis to support and balance those findings. In the beginning, we tried to identify patterns by counting
the frequency of words and phrases in data sets to see any repeated ideas and themes. Secondly in stage
two we identified themes and coded them. Using content analysis, we produced categories (variables) of
our constructs, we didn’t use any existing categorization from other research thus allowing for categories to
emerge from our data; this inductive open coding approach is appropriate for theory building; these codes
are called first-order codes (Battilana and Dorado, 2010; Mair, Battilana and Cardens, 2012; Sharir and
Lerner, 2006). These codes deal with storing, labeling and retrieving the data. We used data displays to
facilitate us through graphs, diagrams, and drawings. The categories that we displayed consist of the data,
coded data, and revised codes. Our coding scheme built out a map. Our scheme included a categorization
of various spheres that emerged which were formal institutions, social institutions, organizational context
and individual context. It included descriptions, labels using interviewees own words, relationships. In
constructing codes, we asked the questions that we have mentioned above. The first stage resulted in
creating codes for individual profile categories, social innovation model categories, formal institutions
interventions categories and network embeddedness categories. We were interested in seeing where these
categories intercept and the linkages that are created between the various spheres within which actors
interact. Then in stage three we kept on collecting data and comparing with existing codes and categories
to identify similarities and contrasts, relationships and patterns. Any new codes that emerged were grouped
around the spheres we had identified. Codes were grouped together in broader codes or reformed. We
reviewed codes and categorized them into broader codes (using words from the interviewees) and when
codes seemed similar we grouped them under one coding name. This process is called axial coding (Mair,
Marti, and Ventresca, 2012; Pratt, Rockmann and Kaufmann, 2006). The use of tables and matrices to
compare patterns across cases is a common method used in qualitative data analysis (Alvord et al, 2004).
At a later stage, we went to existing theory to compare the emerging themes of our findings with other
research findings. The final stage was a confirmation of these refined themes and relationships with the
broader set of data that we had gathered through all our research methods. The results from this process
are presented in the formulation of propositions; the fact that these propositions are common across all
cases strengthens their plausibility (Alvord et al, 2004). Content analysis was performed on the secondary
data and reports we gathered through the archival research method comparisons were made with the
primary data and other studies (Sharir and Lerner, 2006).
The first level coding took place on a country level and then second level and categories emerged from the
aggregated analysis that was performed by Wageningen University.
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5.2.1. First Level Coding Co-creation and 21st Century Skills
Please see Appendix I for 1st level coding for co-creation strategies that emerged and for 21st century
skills.
5.2.2. Second Level Coding on Co-Creation
In the coding tables, we mention quotes and refer to the numbered cases and the page of the report where
the quote can be found. The table below shows an overview of the cases and the assigned numbers.
Curating: << respondents live their creativity by acting as a curator >>; << not trying to be social in the first place >>;
<< strongly influencing the connectivity of actors, materials and relationships on all four levels >>
F:'' At the moment the venture is a spin-off of one of the social cooperatives businesses that I belong to, so its equity is through
there, it doesn't have its own legal entity at the moment. When it will have its own legal entity, I will have equity and so will the
partners.''
And also, the photos, because a lot of times they make photos at home in a way that doesn't allow them to sell online. We
started developing the online platform, and the photos many of them don't have the photographs that allow them to sell online,
so we have a photographer, who shares the space. We are also learning bit by bit and trying to create solutions that we all
need.
For the designers it's important, that we share the insights we have on the client. Often, they don't know of the effects some of
the changes they might want to make on their sales, so we do try to give them feedback.
But if you want to sell it, you need to understand who will pay for what. and this part, the more market oriented part is hard to
bring across to the creatives sometimes. They see themselves as artists and they are, but if you want to live from it, it takes
more than creative talent. I am still learning the language of the creatives.
I searched for sustainable fashion brands that were interested in what we wanted to offer, and had a good aesthetic; explained
what we wanted to do and what we could offer them, and what they could offer us, and the reality is that 98% of those we
contacted said yes. Because they like the image, our aesthetic, and we create trust by demonstrating that we know what the
market is about.
And then a tricky issue is the design, I have also had to turn away brands because they are... well let's say not in line with our
aesthetic, and what our clients look for. What is clear to me is the aesthetic part of the platform is very important, it is fashionable
and we can sell it.
In reality, brands that don't have a minimum of brand identity, and an image they care for... well, this is usually a symptom
indicating other issues, like the lack of production, the lack of a collection...etc.
We offer to create looks using our products, to show how to combine the different pieces offered. We look for synergies between
the brands. This creates trust and a collaborative atmosphere between the brands."
We also do physical sales, we have retailers in Belgium, Japan and France who come here looking for the brands we have
online to sell in their stores. So, to create this visibility and offer an ample supply, creates that the brands are selling to new
retailers.
Last week a Japanese girl came to buy stock from here. And if a girl comes from Japan, because she saw products on your
webpage that she wants to buy and bring back, that's success.
For example, I don't have money to pay for professional shooting or hire models; but I found a photographer willing to do it for
hardly anything; the same with models, and just today I was offered a space for free to create a shooting.
It is funny how a professional environment, with the relations that are not friendships but interchanges or help professionally,
grow when it is not about financial return directly. But when you are not yet creating volumes of return, doing things is not as
easy, but it's growing with all of the brands we work with.
The workshop, is more than collaboration. We are co-owners.
We grew, because we had success. We did not grow because we made investments, and 1000 t-shirts, and selling all over the
place. No, we started growing because it works. Yes, because the client asked for more.
And to me it's the most important national platform: because it was the first, because it has a lot of sustainable fashion brands.
And also, because I really like the aesthetics.

Commingling : << respondents strongly empathize with the marginalized groups they cooperate with >>; << they not only want
to integrate them venture, but rather strive for an interweaving (of strengths and skills) based on equality >>
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Collaboration with HVO and Streetcornerwork enables Rambler to get access to the target group. These youth 17-27 years often
have (multiple)traumas, have psychological problems such as psychoses and schizophrenia and have difficulty getting their life
(back) on track. Ira is the spider in the web and constantly coaches approx. 18 youth: they first come to her and she is the one
who can refer them and is in touch with the network of aidworkers around them.
When we design a project these people (who need help) are not in the back, they are in the centre.
Our people are the heroes of the project. We never presented poor children with sad look in their eyes. Our kids are the heroes
and we want them to see that they can spread their wings and do something amazing, like the able-bodied ones. For example
the “Give me a high five” ….. The kids appeared on TV not because they were blind but because they did something cool. A cool
T-shirt, a cool project.
“I’ve learnt a lot from my friends who run enterprises of different sizes, manage projects and collaborate with people. I enjoy
being the proverbial ‘dumbest among the wise’ and I try to surround myself with people I can learn something from.”
“I’ve learnt a lot from my friends who run enterprises of different sizes, manage projects and collaborate with people. I enjoy
being the proverbial ‘dumbest among the wise’ and I try to surround myself with people I can learn something from.”
“We are constantly keeping track of the opinions of our customers because they are most important to us. We respond to their
comments and try to keep our finger on the pulse. Products don’t come to us directly but we try to attend a lot of fashion events
where various brands present their clothes and where we can check their quality.
“To us, minimalism is an essential issue, the most important elements in the Showroom app are product photos, other elements
are in the background.
For example, a milliner, perfect milliner, but now there’s not much demand for hats, so we worked with her now and she has
started doing jewellery, handbags, even bags, products that are easier to sell. By co-creating we are sharing value for our
customers. Yes, definitely, and then they share their knowledge with us, so…
The Association for Craft Producers who we work with and have built a great relationship with mainly work with family run groups
and women. They go above and beyond Fair Trade certification. The organisation is really trying to create a robust organisation
which does provide for its workers, things like childcare and education. One of the things they do is training, so, you know,
there's huge unemployment in the country and so if they can find young people, young women, young men, depending on what
their areas are, to train in different crafts so, you know, training new people with the weaving or the knitting, that is part of what
they're doing, but you know, obviously having to be hand-in-hand with their clients and customers, like us, and lots of other
different brands and companies from around the world that they're getting those orders to sustain training new people in those
skills and to do that.
We don't offer courses, but we are not firm either. When we see that a brand needs help we support as much as we can. IF
someone doesn't know how to calculate a margin, is creating too many bottoms and too little tops, doesn't know how to do
billing, of course we help...sitting with them for 2 hours doesn't create us any income, but in the end, we think if they improve we
all win.
I learnt, also, that the small businesses are much more open to collaborate, and especially when they want to see a better world
and do their own thing, they have a strong intrinsic motivation, and the rest, well they are easily identifiable.
Yes! They tell us, why don't you try this, many clients have been asking, or this colour is more popular, and that illustration is
great... So, a little. We have also once made something particular that they asked us for, because many were asking.
And I started looking for workshops dedicated to social inclusion. The first workshop I found was Donna Colours, run by an
NGO, they have their own brand and work as a workshop for other brands. It worked well and they continue to be an important
workshop for me. But it all depends on the quantities. They work with women, who come from conditions, well, form the street
and they give them training to give them a different future. So, they need time to learn to do the pieces well, and it becomes
more complicated with important quantities
When I work with a social workshop I don't try to negotiate the prices, because I understand that the work is for them, so that
they learn. When I was a buyer the negotiation was the basis, but here no. You must understand and respect the working
conditions.
. And so apart from being able to sell on the platform I can also communicate what my brand is, which is very difficult when you
are a standalone brand. So, to be able to be on this platform, which is also the first platform in Spain, gives me the chance to
disseminate in a way that would otherwise be very difficult. They also communicate the general message of what sustainable
fashion is, here in Spain.
Collaboration is my interaction. I am now alone in the in creating this brand; and I still always talk in we form, because I feel like
the work is a collective one. The collaborator who has helped me the most is the association for sustainable fashion. I see it like
a constant learning process.
And the events that happen, we all partipate actively. There are shootings and events and presentations and we all support each
other by sharing each others news. This is something natural that happens everyday. This is not a strategy it's an integral part of
who we are.
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Spacing: << The physical space is helpful to engage with the aesthetic of the company >>; << serves as a place for cocreation >>; << draw attention to customers who can interact or get motivated to purchase >>
The studio was created in November 2010 with the organisation OASIS that develops workshops: in two weeks, they
worked together with the youth to build the entire studio including the furniture, decoration, renovations, painting etc.
Zeedijk studio is perfect as it is downtown (where most youth hang around), close to some of the key places for street
youth and because the Zeedijk attracts a lot of tourists: they wanted to see what the target group of customers for their
products are – people between 25-40 mainly tourists.
“The idea for Showroom emerged by accident when we were running a social media agency with Michał Juda, some
friends who had just established their own fashion brand came to us. They asked us for help in getting their online sales
going. As we specialised in the use of social media, we developed an app for them, making it possible to sell products
directly on Facebook. Then we decided to go to the Fashion Week and ask other designers whether they would like to use
Showroom. It turned out that virtually everyone was interested, so when we returned to the office, which was located in
Michał’s flat at that time, we started creating accounts of other designers
. From the Pop-up shop we actually learned what’s selling, we actually learned that we had a shop where the customers
appreciated unique things and actually wanted to learn about the designers behind the product.
So we wanted to get a space together where we could continue our projects, or collaborate, or build new things, we were
looking initially for a studio together that we could share and struggled to find anywhere, this shop space was empty at the
time, and we passed by one day and out of interest just asked what the rent was and it wasn't actually that dissimilar from
the studios that we were looking at, and we thought well, this is an opportunity for us to have a space where we can work,
where we can practise as design and makers, but also sell directly to customers and open out that process of how things
are made and get people involved and understanding the time and materials and the processes that go into making
products. So it was very much about being within this very sort of micro space and the concept of being transparent in that
way, people can walk past and see, you know, fabrics and machinery and items, accessories or bags or clothes or
knitwear being made and then a day later appearing on the shelf or, you know, they can come in and watch that
happening. So that was very much the sort of initial concept of the shop, of the studio space, having this dual use and it
revolved from there,

Case

It doesn't have to be a perfect webpage, but an Instagram account, a couple of photos, this demonstrates that they are
serious about their project.
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7

42

8

44

10

62

5.2.3. Second Level Coding 21st Century Skills
<< Ask someone/yourself about something that is uncertain to you >>; << Feel or express doubt about smething raise objections
to sth >>
Is ARTemeis viable? D:' 'So far yes. It has a profit of 10% which we use it as a reserve.''
. For example, in the beginning we had seven employees because we were supported by OAED for a few months, but funding
why? It's totally different when the circumstances help you, with the taxes or with European Programmes.
S:''I think I have been always this behaviour mentality so is just more of real formation of who I am and something that will be
able
to
push
my
boundaries
to
even
become
better
in
the
mentality
or
behaviour.''
F:''Yes,definitely I would say this changing me,I don't know…I think others should say that.It's always based on who I am and
what my ethics are.
With the people from the Europe and the US I don't find cultural differences, I have found it very easy. Now in terms of the
specific groups of trafficked women and refugees I don't know to tell you yet.
“(…)we started to think of whom to help with the use of the money.
After the project the kids should receive a compendium of knowledge in a nutshell – how to design the process? So that they can
reason, on the basis of what they are doing, how a project is made, what its stages are, how one should plan it, so that when they
have a dream, they can make it come true.
“(..)because you will eventually reach a point when the money will no longer give you the satisfaction, you’ll look for the thing, the
passion! That’s why you should devote some time now to developing the passion, to find it for yourself. And them (note: children,
young people) of course don’t believe me …”
The problem is that people think money is the most important and will buy them everything they need. But money is just a means
for doing something cool. A means for reaching goals.
We’ve got an extended network of ethical fashion designers pretty much all over the world now so, you know, why not use it and
they can get some promotion and maybe we can get some sales.
It’s a marketplace but we’re still debating, that’s why we had the pop-up shop, we’re still debating whether we’re selling
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p.

1
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1

2

2

15

2

20

5

29

5

31

5

30

5

33

7

40

7

41
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something that you can repeat, or we’ll also have something unique, because I think one of the biggest trends is to sell an
experience
wrong, you know you never know, that’s why you’re doing it [both laugh], I may be proven wrong, I don't know.
it's always, you know, thinking back to the beginning and to where we've come on that journey, it's been a lot of times along the
way that realisation of things and communication, you know, is gonna be harder than you thought it was for a moment, you know,
Mmm, that's an interesting question. Any barriers... not that we're aware of is the only answer that you can give that. If there have
been then we've not heard about it!
I don't see co-shop as a shop for established brands, but rather as the birthplace.
So, I created a social enterprise, but I don't know if I am a social entrepreneur first.
We do not buy stock, nor do we ask for deposits. Why? because both those things are related to thing that in my opinion are
going wrong in the fashion industry
I believe that one of the reasons the sector has not grown is, because it was sustainable people, who were not focusing on style
and design.
Local really does not mean fair. Also in Europe.
To me, a business, whether it is sustainable fashion or not; well, the world will not be sustainable, society will not improve if the
businesses are not sustainable (meaning, cover their costs). To me everything is a mix, I will not say it's 50:50 but we need both
the social goals and the business goals. If you don't cover the minimum by generating income, you will not be able to have a
positive impact on society.
To solve problems? Well you talk, right? And you continue talking.
You need to be careful, because the conscious consumption boom also leads to the fact that many say they are sustainable - but
you need to see some of the conditions in the factories in Alicante or Malaga. The people work more hours than in Bangladesh,
and most of them don't have contracts.
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5.2.4. Qualitative analysis: conclusions
First order codes that emerged were for example ‘synergies’, ‘capacity building’ and ‘challenges’ that we
clustered into several second order codes such as ‘entrepreneurial formation’ and ‘partner value’.
Eventually the iterative coding led us to define three main strategies of building collaborative enterprise
‘curating’, ‘commingling’ and ‘spacing’.
We found that collaboration is formed around aesthetics; aesthetics act as the leverage around which
actors are chosen to collaborate with or not. In other words: partnerships are formed around a common
understanding of beauty and style, which plays out on several levels.
1. Entry at the gate: aesthetics is the key in the selection between who joins the project and who is
not allowed access to the collaborative enterprise. This becomes especially visible in the cases
that have built a platform to promote local/sustainable designers/brands.
2. Deepen the bond: when people are ‘in’ the network and want to do projects together, they again
mainly connect on the basis of aesthetics.
3. Tipping point of sales: when aesthetics doesn’t appeal, companies won’t sell and will be either
kicked out of the network or mentored towards developing a better aesthetic.
4. Co-ownership: only when actors get acknowledged/valued for their aesthetic, they are able to
become part of the collaboration up to the level of co-ownership.
Throughout these four levels, we found three strategies that are crucial in building collaborative enterprise.
1. Curating: In the majority of cases, respondents’ main aim is to conceive something as an outlet for
their creativity and not necessarily because they want to have a social mission. Most often the
founder acts as a curator and strongly influences the connectivity of actors, materials and
relationships on all four levels.
SOFE-IO1-Frawework
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2. Commingling: Our respondents clearly indicate their commitment to the marginalized groups they
cooperate with. They go beyond wanting to simply integrate these groups in their venture, but
rather strive for an interweaving of strengths and skills based on equality.
3. Spacing: The curation of space is essential in conveying and enabling actors to engage with the
aesthetic of the company. A physical space can serve as a co-creation place for team members
and draw in customers who can witness or even interact with the process of design and embark on
purchase. ‘Holding the space’ online denotes the difference between the ability to attract or appeal
potential partners and clients.
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6. IO1 CO-CREATION AND COLLABORATION SURVEY
6.1. Networks
In this question, respondents were requested to indicate how strongly they agreed with a series of
statements as with regards to them belonging to structures or networks. Respondents rated along a scale
of: Strongly Disagree/ Disagree/ Don’t Know/ Agree/ Strongly Agree.

I’m Part of a Network Organization
(like social enterprise, cooperative,
collaborative partnership)
Co-creation and Collaboration are
very important to me

Strongly
disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Not answered

16,46%

23,78%

43,29%

16,46%

3,66%

20,73%

74,39%

0,61%

It is evident that a large majority of the respondents strongly agree with the statement that co-creation and
collaboration are very important to them, although at the same time the percentage of those that belong to
some king of network organisation is smaller. This might be explained by the fact that although co-creation
and collaboration are considered important, the respondents have not taken the actual step to become a
part of a network and/or that the collaboration takes place on a more informal level.
Although the percentages of responses vary per country, these are not significant and the overall
tendencies are aligned in relation to the number of respondents that agree or not with the statements
regarding the networks across the participating countries. Across all countries the majority belong to a
network organisation (those responding agree or strongly agree to the statement) and consider co-creation
and collaboration as very important. Only in Poland respondents tended to select agree more than strongly
agree with respect to this statement, while the for the rest of the countries the majority opted for “strongly
agree”.

7.1. Marginalised groups
With regards to extending the scope of their activities to include any of the marginalised groups, the
answers were:
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Do you intend to extend the scope of your activities to include any people from
marginalised groups?

3,6%

10,9%

Yes
No
Never thought about that

85,5%

The majority of the respondents from Greece, the Netherlands, Spain and the UK indicated to plan to
employ marginalised persons, in this question Poland represents an exception where more than half of the
respondents indicated not to plan to employ marginalised persons.
The following question only was answered by those who respondent yes in the former question, and asked
to identify the groups from a pre-determined set considered to belong to the marginalised groups.
Respondents could also opt for “other” for which they were asked to specify which. Groups are ranked
based upon the most easily employed, starting with 1 and reaching up to 7, where 1 indicates the most
easily employed and 7 the lowest ranking.
A person facing physical
disabilities
A person facing mental impairment
A refugee or migrant
A survivor of human trafficking
An ex-offender
An ex-drug addict
A homeless person
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12,77%

18,09%

22,34%

17,02%

9,57%

10,64%

4,26%

7,45%
39,36%
20,21%
7,45%
2,13%
9,57%

7,45%
25,53%
21,28%
3,19%
6,38%
15,96%

11,70%
6,38%
22,34%
6,38%
8,51%
20,21%

15,96%
8,51%
18,09%
6,38%
9,57%
20,21%

24,47%
4,26%
5,32%
13,83%
20,21%
17,02%

11,70%
4,26%
7,45%
21,28%
28,72%
10,64%

17,02%
10,64%
2,13%
36,17%
20,21%
3,19%
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If yes, rank which of the groups mentioned below you would most easily
employ(move the bars in your order of priority,starting with the most important one)

A homeless person

3,66
5,16

An ex-drug addict
An ex-offender

5,37

A survivor of human trafficking

2,98

A refugee or migrant

2,68

A person facing mental…

4,52
3,44

A person facing physical…
0,00

1,00

2,00

3,00

4,00

5,00

6,00

As this question only was answered by those who respondent yes in the former question, and asked to
identify the groups from a pre-determined set considered to belong to the marginalised groups, the Polish
respondents are under-represented in the overall analysis. However, those who did respond yes show a
similar tendency as the rest of the countries. Although there are differences in the response levels with
respect to a specific level of easily employed or not, the tendencies with regards to the consideration to
easily employ (or not) a specific subset of marginalised persons are not significantly different.
The constraints for integrating a person from a marginalised group, were pre-identified and respondents
were asked to identify from the list the three biggest constraints. Respondents could also opt for “other” for
which they were asked to specify which.
The bar chart represents the rating average, which is calculated on the basis of the mean of frequencies.
Fear
Lack of trust
Lack of skills on how to provide adequate training and
management
An increase in operational cost
I don’t find it relevant or useful to do so
I believe it would be bad for business
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1
7,77%
10,68%

2
16,50%
21,36%

3
22,33%
26,21%

4
30,10%
18,45%

5
9,71%
7,77%

6
6,80%
4,85%

58,25%

12,62%

5,83%

6,80%

8,74%

3,88%

11,65%
7,77%
0,97%

33,98%
3,88%
5,83%

16,50%
12,62%
5,83%

17,48%
6,80%
8,74%

7,77%
22,33%
31,07%

2,91%
33,98%
34,95%
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Rank which are your biggest constraints in integrating a person from a
marginalised group(move the bars in your order of priority,starting with the most
important one)

I believe it would be bad for business

4,92

I don’t find it relevant or useful to do so

4,53
2,83

An increase in operational cost
Lack of skills on how to provide adequate…

2,03

Lack of trust

3,07
3,41

Fear
0,00

2,00

4,00

6,00

The bar chart represents the rating average, which is calculated on the basis of the mean of frequencies.
When looking at constraints it is evident that the main concern is related to the lack of skills on how to
provide adequate training and management, followed by the perception of an increase in operational costs
when employing a marginalised person. The lack of trust is third but closely followed by fear, which are
interrelated constraints and retro-feed into each other.
With respect to the constraints that are differences across countries, the table below provides an overview
of the top 3 constraints per country:
Ranking

Greece

Netherlands
Lack of skills on
how to provide
adequate
training and
management

Poland

Bad for
business

Spain
Lack of skills
on how to
provide
adequate
training and
management

1

Lack of Trust

2

Lack of skills on
how to provide
Do not consider Increase in
Increase in
adequate
it relevant or
operational
operational costs
training and
useful
costs
management

3

Fear
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Lack of Trust

Increase in
operational
costs

Lack of Trust

United Kingdom
Lack of skills on
how to provide
adequate
training and
management

Increase in
operational
costs

Fear
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Despite the differences per country, most have in their top 3 similar constraints, with the exception of
Poland. Lack of skills on how to provide adequate training and management, have a negative impact on the
operational costs, as it is perceived that considerably more time needs to be spend on training and
management, while the respondents do not consider themselves prepared for the specific issues with
regards to employing marginalised persons. The lack of trust and fear are closely intertwined, as the lack of
trust leads to fear, vice versa. As such employing marginalised persons has how main type of constraints,
one related to the business considerations (lack of skills and the costs) and one related more to emotions
(trust, fear). Both are taken into consideration into further work.

7.2. Partnership Challenges
In the survey, respondents were asked to identify the biggest challenges which they upfront when forming
partnerships, a pre-defined set of challenges were identified in the survey. Respondents could also opt for
“other” for which they were asked to specify which. Each respondent ranked the items in order of
importance, where 1 represented the highest ranking and 10 the lowest
Lack of Trust
Diverse Values & Vision
Availability of Partners
(finding them)
Governing the
relationship (contracts,
sharing profits,
protection from
fraudulent behaviour)
Losing Money
Losing Power
Fear of Sharing Industry
Secrets
Training They Will Need
Time Needed to Invest
Difficulty in Ending the
Partnership

1
5,83%
10,68%

2
5,83%
19,42%

3
3,88%
10,68%

4
9,71%
10,68%

5
13,59%
9,71%

6
12,62%
7,77%

7
16,50%
4,85%

8
6,80%
9,71%

9
10,68%
5,83%

10
6,80%
4,85%

34,95%

16,50%

12,62%

7,77%

2,91%

2,91%

3,88%

4,85%

1,94%

6,80%

12,62%

8,74%

13,59%

21,36%

10,68%

10,68%

5,83%

2,91%

5,83%

0,97%

2,91%
6,80%

10,68%
5,83%

11,65%
5,83%

4,85%
2,91%

9,71%
7,77%

6,80%
4,85%

10,68%
9,71%

14,56%
4,85%

13,59%
17,48%

3,88%
23,30%

10,68%

3,88%

5,83%

5,83%

5,83%

11,65%

6,80%

10,68%

12,62%

14,56%

3,88%
7,77%

4,85%
17,48%

7,77%
17,48%

14,56%
10,68%

10,68%
10,68%

15,53%
8,74%

10,68%
6,80%

10,68%
8,74%

4,85%
3,88%

5,83%
0,97%

1,94%

4,85%

5,83%

4,85%

9,71%

6,80%

12,62%

12,62%

10,68%

19,42%

The bar chart represents the rating average, which is calculated on the basis of the mean of frequencies.
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Rank your biggest challenges when forming partnerships(move the bars in your
order of priority,starting with the most important one)

6,91

Difficulty in Ending the Partnership

4,35

Time Needed to Invest

5,64
6,23
6,86
5,83

Training They Will Need
Fear of Sharing Industry Secrets
Losing Power
Losing Money

4,29

Governing the relationship (contracts, sharing profits,…

3,37

Availability of Partners (finding them)

4,59

Diverse Values & Vision

5,92

Lack of Trust

0,00 1,00 2,00 3,00 4,00 5,00 6,00 7,00 8,00

In relation to the challenges, respondents were also asked about the occurrence and their frequency of
certain cases in their partnerships.
The biggest challenge across the participating countries is the availability of partners, or better set finding
the (right) partner(s), by difference this is the greatest challenge. Governing the relationship and the Time
needed to invest, together with diverse values and vision can be seen as the second set of most important
challenges. Again, here there are some differences in the top 3 across countries as expressed in the table
below:
Ranking

Greece

1

Diverse values
and vision

2

Governing the
relationship
(contracts,
sharing profits,
protection from
fraudulent
behaviour)

3

Availability of
Partners (finding
them)

SOFE-IO1-Frawework

Netherlands

Availability of
Partners (finding
them)

Governing the
relationship
(contracts,
sharing profits,
protection from
fraudulent
behaviour) /
Time Needed to
Invest /
Diverse values

Poland

Spain

United Kingdom

Training They
Will Need

Availability of
Partners (finding
them)

Governing the
relationship
(contracts,
sharing profits,
protection from
fraudulent
behaviour)

Difficulty ending
the partnership

Time Needed to
Invest

Availability of
Partners (finding
them)

Losing power

Governing the
relationship
(contracts,
sharing profits,
protection from

Time Needed to
Invest
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and vision

fraudulent
behaviour)

Again, here the responses from the Polish respondents are different, but across the rest of the countries
the same challenges pop up in the top 3.
It is clear that any further work and training in SoFE needs to properly address the 3 most quoted
challenges which in the cross-country analysis are seen as the most important. Special attention needs to
be paid to the aspect of finding partners, as the quality and alignment with your partners, will determine to a
great extent the quality of the relationship with regards to its governing and the time needed to invest.

If our Partners Perform well this Means that We will also
Perform Well M1
Our Partnership has Good Potential for Future Success, So We
Expect Stable Future Benefits M2

Completely
untrue

True

Completely true

Not applicable

0,00%

15,18%

67,86%

16,96%

12,50%

22,32%

30,36%

34,82%

It is evident that a large majority of the respondents agree that if their partners perform well, this will have a
positive impact on their own business performance. The view on the potential of the partners and
expectations with regards to future benefits are less clear, although a short majority indicate this to be
(completely) true, there is a considerable percentage which considers this to be completely untrue. And
also, a significant number of respondents indicated it to be not applicable, which is most probable due to
respondents which are not involved in any networks at this stage.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
From our quantitative research, we found that collaboration is formed around aesthetics; aesthetics act as
the leverage around which actors are chosen to collaborate with or not. In other words: partnerships are
formed around a common understanding of beauty and style, which plays out on 4 levels. Throughout
these four levels, we found three strategies that are crucial in building collaborative enterprise.
1. Curating: In the majority of cases, respondents’ main aim is to conceive something as an outlet for their
creativity and not necessarily because they want to have a social mission. Most often the founder acts
as a curator and strongly influences the connectivity of actors, materials and relationships on all four
levels.
2. Commingling: Our respondents clearly indicate their commitment to the marginalized groups they
cooperate with. They go beyond wanting to simply integrate these groups in their venture, but rather
strive for an interweaving of strengths and skills based on equality.
3. Spacing: The curation of space is essential in conveying and enabling actors to engage with the
aesthetic of the company. A physical space can serve as a co-creation place for team members and
draw in customers who can witness or even interact with the process of design and embark on
purchase. ‘Holding the space’ online denotes the difference between the ability to attract or appeal
potential partners and clients.
The qualitative research confirms the conclusions from the quantitative research and has allowed to gain
some additional insights, of importance for the development of further work and outputs in SoFE.
With regards to networks and partnerships and engaging in collaborative practices, it is evident that the
handbook and training needs to pay sufficient attention to the difficulties in finding the (right) partners, and
once one started engaging in a partnership, to the challenges with regards to its governing and managing
the time needed to obtain results.
Concerning the issue of employing marginalised groups, it is clear the most respondents are willing, but
feel there are constraints from a business point of view (they perceive to have a lack of skills to adequately
train and manage them) and from a more emotional/personal point of view, which is related to the lack of
trust and fear (due to the “unknown”). Both aspects need to receive attention and be treated in conjunction,
not only through awareness raising but also by providing access to examples and good practices which
show and demonstrate that the challenges and constraints are overcome by the benefits of working with
marginalised groups.
The SoFE’ Co-creation & Collaborative Practices Handbook (O3), as such thus needs to provide an
understanding and training on how co-creation and collaborative practices can emerge in the social and
sustainable fashion entrepreneurship ecosystem at all levels and among various stakeholders adopting a
holistic approach, including ways of entrepreneurs’ interaction, commitment, preconditions to enhance
collaborative and networking processes, and ways to create relationally embedded and structurally
embedded networks in the European fashion industry.
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As such the handbook will have to be designed in such a way so that it serves to demonstrate the unique
ways of leveraging co-creation and collaborative practices for growth and impact, thereby giving the reader
a diverse overview of implemented practices and best-practice example among five different European
countries. It should also encompasses “check yourself” exercises and questions for potential and existing
entrepreneurs to evaluate their current situation and explore additional options directed at exploring the
best ways for them to grow using co-creation and collaboration.
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9. APPENDIX I FIRST LEVEL CODING CO-CREATION
Case 1: ARTemeis (GR)

The name
D:'' The name it's ARTemeis and it's a game with the words ''art'' and ''emeis'' wich means ''we''. It's not the name ''Artemis''.''
Story of the project
D:''ARTemeis started from a program that we had ''TOPEKO'' for training people with disabilities and vocational rehabilitation.
Part of vocational rehabilitation was the creation of a social cooperative enterprise, ARTemeis. Initially, the project was
undertaken by a volunteer. I work for ELEPAP for 18 years. I am a sociologist from the Department of European Programmes
and adults. When the previous chairman decided to resign, ELEPAP's chairman offered to me the company's management. Ms
Ieronimou is in charge for the production.''
How did you get involved with ELEPAP?
D:'' From the previous chairman, because I didn't know about ELEPAP before. But having study social sciences there is no
surprise I have dealt with this programme.''
I:'' Initially I was a volunteer in ELEPAP and helped with the set up of ARTemeis. Next year, in March 2015, I joined in more
substantially and exclusively and becam in charge of the production and sales.''
Target population
D:'' People with disabilities, preferably ELEPAP's gratuades. Not all of them, because from the beginning we hired people from
TOPEKO programme who were suitable because part of their training was manufacture jewelry. So we saw two people who
could participate and then we have another two for the management department who are ELEPAP's gratuades. So, as a whole
we have five employees.''
Hopes and dreams
D:'' To be able to hava as much as possible for employees people with disabilities. All the employees are people with disabilities,
the rest of them are volunteers. We couldn't make it, with all this production and sales, without the volunteers. Sometimes, when
a volunteer provides us with extra work, then we might give him nominal fee with an invoice services making.''
Roles in ARTemeis
D:'' I'm in charge for the empoyees who are not my personal choice. As a team we can make some suggestions but ELEPAP
has the final decision. The progress of the employees, professional attitude, effectiveness are also very important for me. And of
course the financially because the sustainability of social cooperative enterprise and the employees are depended on that.''
I:'' My role is substancial. Coordination, planning, creativity and clearly communication are significant because you are dealing
with partners, customers,people with disabilities and volunteers. Therefore I believe that these features are conciderable for
someone in order to be efficient. It's like I have a small venture. It might not be mine, but my goal is to make the business plan
and strategy marketing
Do you consider yourself an entrepreneur?
D:'' No, I don't think so. Maybe ms Ieronimou, but I don't see myself as an entrepreneur. On the other hand the funding of the
social cooperative enterprise is essential. We can't talk about sustainable enterprises if we count on the government. For
example, in the beginning we had seven employees because we were supported by OAED for a few months, but funding why?
It's totally different when the circumstances help you, with the taxes or with European Programmes. Although we are not
entrepreneurs, if ELEPAP didn't exist we would try to find other actors in order to be sustainable.
I:'' I consider myself a sustainable entrepreneur. For me the profit is a key issue. Not only the profit but the existence of
ARTemeis.''
who is responsible for the profitable strategy?
I:'' I am. We are four in our team but the final responsibility is mine.'' D:'' Also the administration of ELEPAP, we are not
completely autonomous.''
Value driven
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I:'' Regarding this, I'm retired. One of my dreams was to assist the local communit so I would say the satisfaction through the
social work.''
D:'' The existence of employees that are people with disabilities, which is our goal too. Nowadays, if it's difficult for someone to
find a job, for the people with disabilities is extremely difficult, so the satisfaction would be great.''
Initiator
D:'' It was an initiative from some people who were engaged in TOPEKO programme and through us, the employees. Also from
some people with disabilities who are working in the management department and already knew about ELEPAP.''
Selection of industry production
D:'' There were various ideas. In relation to TOPEKO programme it was created another social cooperative enterprise that had to
do with the tourist sector. We wanted a sustainable social cooperative enterprise where adults with disabilities could work.''
Attitude towards ARTemeis
D:'' ELEPAP has a Parent Association but doesn't have an active role in ARTemeis.
I:'' Our ultimate goal is employment of people with disabilities.
D:'' And because of that (employment of these people) there are no objections.''
Transformational engagement
I:'' I'm involved in ELEPAP for five years now and in ARTemeis for 2,5 years. I wouldn't say I had changed as a person. Of
course the direct contact and communication with these people affects you, it makes you see life from different point of view. In
the past I was more stressed now I deal with my problems more calmly. I suppose it has to do with what kind of person you were
before, if you're already sensitive.''
Important moments
I:'' A successful moment is when we achieve our goals regarding the sales. When some of these people(with disabilities)
managed to have a good result under the volunteers' suggestions. I would never forget the time when someone was able to
construct a bronze butterfly. As a worst moment I can consider when we have difficulty in communicating with these people.
When we haven't reach our goals in sales. Then we conduct a study in order to find out what went wrong.''
Committees
I:'' We have a team that is consisted of members and executives of ARTemeis. I try to assign tasks to the volunteers but the the
final responsibility is mine. There is a volunteer who is responsible for the communication between the other volunteers when we
have sales. Another one is in charge of the workshop. There is separate person who will deal with the digital sector(website,
facebook). This team has four to five members. The rest of them are volunteers who also have a consistency but not as much as
this team of five people.''
Performance review of ARTemeis
D:'' The General Meeting and the members of ELEPAP, ELEPAP's chairman and ELEPAP as an
actor which is represented by ms Katsouridi the general secretary.''
ART emeis updating
D:'' The get informed by e-mail and ARTemeis rulling body is usually once in a month. The rulling body is composed of two
people, the chairman(ms Diamantopoulou) and an employee of ELEPAP.''
Board of directors/Decision making
D:'' We don't have specific roles in the Board of Directors. When a topic is arised I communicate with the chairman through email or meetings. Although I participate in the councils and in the decision making process I am not part of the board.''
Relationship permanence
I:'' Effectiveness which is the most important and planning.''
Problem solving
I:'' When problems occur in ARTemeis , I am responsible to resolve the (..) If there is an economic issue then we ask ELEPAP's
chairman. ELEPAP always help and support us. For example, when some companies that provide for ELEPAP are doing
bazaars, we can go as ARTemeis because we can make sales instead of ELEPAP.
Collaboration
As a result I believe that these two actors are complementary.''
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D:'' Because for ELEPAP, ARTemeis is significant as it provides adults with disabilities with work.''
Customer profile
I:'' Part of our customers is the e-shop where we can upload different pieces and jewelry, the companies and the bazaars that we
participate.''
Role of aesthetic to us
I:'' It's very important to us.''
D:'' Sometimes there is a great deal of division on this issue.''
I:'' For example, we like some jewelry but we can't construct it because the volunteers don't have the same skills. There is a
volunteer who model the paper into the shape of a box, another one who lace the cap, someone else who cut ribbons and then a
person who place them. So, we find it difficult to communicate these things because everyone has its own way of
communication.''
Role of aesthetic to the customer
I:'' It depends on where you go. In Golden Hall(shopping center) aesthetics plays a great role but in Syntagma square they care
more about the price.''
D:'' We have all kinds of customers.''
Do you care about the objective
I:'' For our customers are important first the purpose, then the price and last the aesthetics.''
D:'' There is a combination. Some of them are already aware of ELEPAP, so they'll came and
might afford 100-200 euros in order to help ELEPAP. Others who know our goal will try to fin something they like and have a
resonable price. And others who don't care about our primary aim and just want to find something and buy it.''
I:'' The customers are divided into these three categories.
Cultural barriers
Greeks are unbelievable sometimes. They are bargaining over our products. So we tell them that the less money they are giving
the less money are going for the children.''
D:'' This is a missunderstanding because money are not for ELEPAP. ELEPAP is a founding member of ARTemeis. Most of
them are aware only of ELEPAP. We try to explain them what is ARTemeis and a social cooperative enterprise. It is something
knew for the Greece and most of them are unable to understand it.''
I:'' So we just say it's an institution for the occupation of people with dissabilities.''
Salaries of employees
D:'' What is normally provided by the state. Only one employee is full time and the rest of them are working part-time. For
example the administrative staff who comes three times a week has the salary of 300 euros, for fall-time is 495 euros.
Unfortunately, there is no difference in the salaries just because they are people with disabilities.'
Is ARTemeis viable?
D:''So far yes. It has a profit of 10% which we use it as a reserve.''
I:'' We consider use this somehow, but not at the moment.''
D:'' It wouldn't make any sense now because our aim is to be sustainable.''
Intention to hire people with no disabilities
D:'' Not at the moment. Our goal is to offer jobs to people with disabilities. As I said before if someone offer extra work we're
going to give him a nominal fee.
I:'' We consider cover some of volunteers' expenses, we did that once.''
D:'' We don't mind give a nominal fee to our volunteers but not as employees.''
I:'' Maybe in the future we might be able to give them a percentage of the sales.''
How do your volunteers survive?
I:'' Most of them are retired''
At this point ms Zafeiropulou asked if there are younger people who are coming
I:'' Of course we have. They are coming while they are searching for job. Young people are difficult to commit while they don't
have a steady work, so they come twice a week. Also it wouldn't be fair to give them money while other volunteers don't get
paid.''
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Ms Zafeiropoulou stated that the other volunteers are retiring. She, also, highlighted the fact that unemployed can't be
volunteers. If you use them as volunteers you are obligated to compensate their expenses. they volunteer because they are in
need to do something.
D:'' But it's their decision to do it.''
I:'' We hope to be able in the future to give them a percentage of the sales, but at the moment the oldest volunteers have
economic self-sufficiency.''
Future orientation
I:'' we would like to have sponsorships particularly in the sector of communication and exposure. We would accept possible
participation depending on the sponsor.''
D:'' The people with disabilities couldn't get paid.''
I:'' Up to now it's under control.''
Motivation
I:'' For me it would be really sad. Among others is a way to do something. When you were working for 35 years, 15-18 hours a
day, you can't just do nothing. Also, to offer my services, to be able to help. If it evolves well, we would consider a percentance of
our profits for the volunteers. But first we have to be sustainable.''

Case 2: SOFFA (GR)

Introduction
Name of the project
All the interviewees explain to me what's the meaning of initials
N: ’'SOFFA stands for Social Fashion Factory that provides service where designers work through different platforms to get
designs and products to the marketplace.’’
L: ‘’Social Fashion Factory means that we create a factory for designers and brands that want to be sustainable and ethical. The
key point that differentiate us is work social.’’
Intention
S: ''And it’s a twist of the word ‘’sofa’’ which is also a furniture. What we wanted to portray is that… sofa is something that we set
in the living room and we wanted to portray the fact that we wanted to give up the ‘’sofa’’ and just do something to make a
change in the industry of fashion.’’
F:''The name of the project is SOFFA and it's an abbreviation of Social Fashion Factory which is actually what we do.I thought
that the abbreviation sounds very good because it makes a game of ''sofa'' that is a couch and it's a word that means
something.''
Story of the project
Each interviewee described to me the story of SOFFA from a different standpoint.
Motivation
F:'' The project is a spin out from the Nest, a social cooperative that was established in March 2014. So, the idea was to create
an incubator and help people grow their social enterprises. I also wanted to established, to reborn the family industry of my father
''ZITA'' but with production in Greece. I was looking for someone to help me with production, I met Nicholas in London. Then one
day at the same time I was in impact hub and I met Natasha whoshe was lodging bags from recyclable materials. She discussed
me about the Fashion Revolution movement, we all became part of that and with my cousin Fiori that is a designer and I shared
with them my goal and we all became part of the same project and that's how it started.''
Values
S: ‘’The story of the project…the project began from an idea from ms Zafeiropoulou who told me about her idea after having sat
down one day and discussing about different projects that we are all involved then and because one of my ideas had the same
goal…the same basis as the idea of SOFFA, which we started to collaborate together because we both believe in the idea of
changing the fashion industry as well as involving people…the bottom of the pyramid people, such as trafficked women…so
that’s how really started.''
Project's evolution
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S: ''...after we became partners, the team grew to involve other people with different quality and expertise...We are a dedicate
team and we’re now trying to begin this project by putting the pieces together and open the factory and getting all the labels done
as long as the incubator from the independent fashion designers.’’
Values
N: ‘’As a designer and shoe maker I have always been interested in the process of where and how things are made. As a cofounder of the project sharing vision with other co-founders is where my role as a team member will be fulfilled.’’
How it started
L: ''It started as a mean to change the mentality through education of fashion stakeholders to be more ethical and expanded to
the creation of an actual social factory in which ethical designers can produce the collections and the creation of two
marketplaces..and an incubator in order to built their enterprises. ''
Values
L: ‘’Being sensitive about the practices and problems that fashion industry causes to people and the environment. Our cause is
to disrupt the industry, change its mentality and transform it to more ethical.''
Business model
Lila gave me a short answer in this question while all the three of theminsisted this question to be answered by Ms Zafeiropoulou
the founder of SOFFA.
L: ''The revenues from the factory and the marketplace financially support the whole project and its years incubated, financially
support next cycles.’’
F:''It became a factory where we would all been incubated, my label and theother labels,it would produced from sustainable
materials and the business model that we established from earlier from then was actually to producein the factory for big
customers and retail,big international change in Europe.''
Customer profile
Nichola's answer was mainly oriented towards the social part, while Lila's and Fiori's towards the fashion enterprises. Stratis
include in his answer both of these.
Social: N: ''With the current socio-economic climate in Greece there are many vulnerable groups of unemployed people looking
to get back into employment.''
Fashion; L: ''Fashion designers and brands and for the incubator all enterprises that have to do with fashion.''
Fashion: S: ''From the point of the factory we target different labels as well as fashion designers in the marketplace who are
already established in order to collaborate of producing a sustainable line.
Conscious: Second group, we are target for the consumers who are conscious about how consumers and where they buy their
clothes, they want to know where the sources are. Now the other aspect is from the social enterprise part where we have two
parts. We focus on two different groups, one is the rescued trafficked women. Trafficked women who want to make a change in
their life and want to learn some skill-set and so we collaborate with NGO called ‘Treads of Hope’, who train them to sew and to
other types of needle-thread work in order to be able to incorporate to our business as well as to work in the factory.
Unemployed: And the other group is unemployed young fashion designers who would like to build their own brand.''
Fashion: F:' 'We target cooperative ventures among fashion entrepreneurs. It could enterprises be anyone from designers,
producers, digital fashion entrepreneurs, bloggers, researchers, educators anybody that wants to establish a fashion enterprise.''
Hopes and Dreams
The interviewees hope to bring upon changes to both the society and the environment, as well as revolutionize the way that
fashion industry works.
Hopes
S: ''We hope to be able to change the fashion industry in the way it works and how it corporate. We like to make more
transparency to supply chain as well as making eco-friendlier, therefore reducing the pollution as well as raising the awareness
of human rights of abuse that goes on the fashion industry. And the dreams that we hope will be able to make it a success
because once it becomes a success then we can achieve our goals''
L: ''To change the mentality of fashion industry and create resources andservices for fashion stakeholders to be ethical and the
support of rescued women victims of trafficking to improve their lives, skills and find a job and structure unemployed people to
develop their own enterprises.''
N: ''I would like to see this project develop into a sustainable and viable business. My dream is for SOFFA to be a successful
platform for theunemployed and unprivileged people to develop and overcome hardship in a creative and ethical way.''
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F:''My hope would be to establish a new culture of cooperative ventures and have people collaborate and share innovation and
production abilities and resources to earn money for each one but also for them. My dream would be to join a production unit in
Greece.''
Profile Description
N: ''As a designer I’m optimistic that anything we can visualize can be made. As a co-founder and working with other like-minded
individuals is where I believe we can make these into reality.''
Ethical entrepreneur: I would consider myself as an ethical entrepreneur as this is a core value in my personality. I would say
that the social and sustainable aspects stem from that as they are key to the whole model of the SOFFA idea.
Value driven: We all strive to make a difference in the world. Our personal and professional contribution is our best asset to
achieve the best we can in our every day pursuit to make a difference.
Insight
F:''I would describe myself as somebody that is altruistic, empathetic, that is creative and innovative, that is resourceful, I identify
opportunities which I want to cover by mixing resources. The opportunity to me is something that is in the market in a way that
will resolve the social issue as well. I also see myself as someone who identify talent in people and help them grow and provide
livelihood. I would consider myself a social, sustainable and ethical entrepreneur
Examples: Example is my job and what I'm actually doing. So the Nest is a social and ethical,SOFFA is a venture that is both act
on the environmental implications of fashion industry, it’s social because it's inclusive and on every level ethical. Our target
customers are the big international change of Europe but the beneficiary and the people that we are target in the venture is in
Greece and not only in Greece, is professional fashion entrepreneurs that would be interested in joining forces other SOFFA
and it's also women victims of human trafficking and at the moment refugees are interested either to work at the factory or to
become fashion entrepreneurs.''
L: ''Determined, organizing, dreamer, trying hard to reach my goals.
Social entrepreneur: Social…yes, because I help vulnerable groups and because I provide services in order fashion
entrepreneurs to build their enterprises.
Ethical: I’m being ethical because of transparency in the whole supply chain and procedures.
Sustainable: I’m sustainable because of the marketplace(sustainable textiles).''
S: ''I’m a very passionate entrepreneur that once I go into a project I really believe it and I want it to succeed. I like working
behind the scenes because that’s how you can make things work and get things done.''
I am empathetic to a lot of the problems in this world and in everyenterprise that I have started or have been involved in has had
either an ethical, a social or an environmental aspect to it. For example started my business the EVO3 olive oil forms which has
an environment as well as a social cause behind it … for every product which is bought weplant a tree in a deforest area in Africa
and we also collaborate with a women’s cooperative on the island of Lesvos which we give them financial boosting where they
are vulnerable in the small villages.
Value driven: My model is that…however I came into this world and found our world, I would like to leave it at least as good or at
least not better when I leave this world for my children and my grandchildren. You don’t have to make a difference in everything,
just choose one thing that you are passionate about and try to make a difference in that part.''
Story of collaborative venture
Stratis, Nicholas and Lila indicated Fiori as the initiator of this project.They mainly concurred with the existence of indirect ties as
well as with the important moments in venture's creation.
Initiator of the venture: F:''The venture began by myself.It was parallel to the creation of fashion revolution in Greece, of the
movement. I always had the idea of doing a factory in Greece,in shoe work and to reborn my father's factory,our family label.On
the other hand, I had learnt about the existence of social fashion factories and I was very into that, to see how this factory could
be a social factory and not the classical factory like my father that was an industrialist but something that could be shared by
many people. It all started with the people that were in the movement of fashion revolution and I started talking with them and my
cousin who is a designer as well she was next to me to all that.So as we started discussing about that is was becoming more
apparent, it was selection of shaking my mind.The choise of people was pretty open and still is,especially in the beginning. I was
thinking what is the role that we need people to play, what are the skills that are needed and I had in my mind that I needed
somebody for example knew how to produce shoes. And then as I was travelling in London I went to a dinner and I met Nicholas
and asked him if he wanted to join. So it was people that I was meeting through my social life that matched the profile of the
people I was thinking that I need.''
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Importance of being: F: ''It provides some type of trust to me. But this doesn't mean that if I met referenced accidentally
someone,to be honest it will never be completely accidental,it would be through my existing networks,so there is always some
type of connection.''
Indirect ties: S: ''There were some indirect ties and that’s how the members were chosen, because they would base on prior of
either knowledge or acquaintance or just knowing someone and so there was a trust factor and that as well certain members that
did not become partners based on the fact that there was luck of trust. And so, yes there is a trust issue involve in choosing the
members.''
Important moments
L: ''The forming of the group, our collaboration with Threads of Hope.''
S: ''when we started collaborating with the NGO ‘Treads of Hope’…when we got the marketplace running and hope we can build
on that.
F:''The most important moment was when we got the the sponsorship to go to Web Summit in November. And then it was when
the whole groupof all the people that have joined, met in AUEB and were all discussing and introducing each other.''
Decisions made
S:''These decisions were collaborative. Ms Fiori Zafeiropoulou being the head but of course with the collaboration between all of
us and that’s how we end to operate the team.''
N: ''As each member is contributing to different avenues of the business, we have all contributed and made decisions based on
our strengths.''
F:''Now it's started for all the other people to make decisions.Up to now decisions were mine.Everybody's opinion is being
counted and everybody ask but because people are not that committed,I have to take the final decision. Now that people have
been deticated,they're making decisions and I'm trying to push as much as possible to empower people taking decisions
themselves. But to be honest I trust my instinct and I count a lot on my instinct on taking decisions,even that is made friom what
others believe.''
Engagement of entrepreneurs
F:''From the beginning since it was through Fashion Revolution that is a voluntary movement of fashion entrepreneurs,so it was
from the begging that other fashionn entrepreneurs joined me and we co-created the whole model. So everybody was creating a
business model,a presentetion,so what it was needed at several stages,different partners that were creating content.
In terms of vulnerable groups,they joined recently because they were brought in by Stratis,one of the co-founders and that was
the trafficked women in Threads of Hope,so these have joined us the last two months,so we are still try to capture how to
incorporate them.
Becoming entreprenuers
This is now the stage,it's the trafficked women,first thing now,that we will do because we are at the stage of designing,is to ask
from the girls which one of them would like to design for us.I know that one of them has said that wants to become an
entrepreneur,so probably maybe she will.Second one will be to integrate the refugees,but as we working with Threads of Hope
we have to find another front line NGO that is working directly with refugees so that we can pass our call for action.''
Partitipation of marginlisedngroups
N:''We have considered the needs and interests of marginalized groups and believe that through our employment opportunities
and mentoring they can be empowered to become entrepreneurs themselves''
L:''we’re trying to give them voice among all procedures''
S:''They do participate and have a voice in the aspect of creating value for the factory as well the project.''
F:''I think that's what we are target.We will let them create stages,so the first stage at there will be the stage and not the design
and we will see how this can be go on.
Training
S:''one is for the young unemployed fashion entrepreneurs who would like to start their own label, so we train them to give them
different aspects of how to start a business...give further training to the trafficked women who would be employed in our
factory.''
N:''We will offer training that will work across different levels of the business model, for example: we can train designers to be
more industry focus and realizing their ideas to create future fashion entrepreneurs.''
L:''We have one case of training one member of the venture.''
Informal training
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F:''The training that is been offered,at this moment is informal.Only one member that she left got a formal sponsorship to a
Business School,so we gave her a sponsorship to be trained there but unfortunately she left us just after the training.And with
the other people I think they've trained from each other but they already have skills and capabilities on what they have come,to
SOFFA, to offer.So we're designing the training which will be land in January,so that would be the formal procedure.I'm trying to
deticate stuff to people and to leave them alone so I do all the job training.I just leave them in the white ocean.''
Venture's goals
All of them indicated the social and environmental impact of the venture by using sustainable materials and change the fashion
industry. As well as create jobs for marginalized groups.Moreover Stratis and Fiori mentioned that they hope to bring fashion
production back in Europe.
F:''The venture was created because we believe that Greece needs production processes and in needs to rebirth its industry,in
needs direct creation of jobs positions,so that was one.Second one,was the severe unemployment of designers and fashion
entrepreneurs,generally young people who want to be activated in the fashion industry.The third one was the catastrophic,and
thiswas what I learnt from Fashion Revolution,the catastrophic consequencies of fashion industry in the environment and the
human trafficking issue and lately when we talk about unemployment we also talk about refugee
unemployment.''
S:''we wanted to help the environment by offering to different customers to create their line sustainable and environment friendly
material.''
N:''The introduction of sustainable materials is a key factor achieving this.''
S:''we want to create jobs or at least help create a business for these young entrepreneurs. As well as create jobs for the
marginalized groups. Such as trafficked women, in our factory...hopefully create this trend of bringing back fashion production
back to Europe and not outsourcing to developing countries such as India and Sri Lanka.’’
N:''we are creating jobs and encouraging innovation through design and manufacture.''
L:''to help unemployed, women rescue victims of trafficking and fashion stakeholders primarily to build their enterprises…so job
creator''
N:''Our aim is to have a social impact by employing marginalized and unemployed youth.''
L:''through education and the incubator we change the mentality of fashion stakeholders for being more ethical''
Success of venture
All the interviewees appreciated the fact of venture's early stage but indicated the positive feedback they have received so far.
S:''I believe that so far the venture can be called initially a success but we still have a long way to go before we can actually label
it as a successful venture''
N:''Our venture is a working progress and has received very positive feedback from a range of sources ranging from the general
public to investment opportunities.''
L:''Because of early stage we can’t answer this question but we can say we have our successes.’’
F:''I know we wouldn't be able to say that yet.I would definitely say that the It's a good start start-up is going very well,the people
that have joined now and remain are the people that are more ethical and believe in the goals of the venture and they exceed
their skills and time and resources to achieve our goals.I would measure success by units we would sell,by customers that we
satisfy,by job positions that we create,so at the momentwe can provide minimum wage to some people,to five people at the
moment,but it's very minimum,it's way beyond the living conditions.''
Governance
Best moment in venture so far
Creation of team: S:''I think the best moment is basically the time when we have found our team and we start working on it''
Events abroad: F:''The best moments would be the Fashion Revolution events the last three years.It would be being in Web
Summit and following Fashion Summit there and learning.It would be being in Skoll,in Oxford University and getting to
know people in the fashion industry there and getting to know ventures in and collaborate other people that are willing to help
us,I end up it was very moving.The best with them moment was the meeting that we do all together,these are very important…
I don't know,to me they count a lot.''
N:''Best moment for me is to be able to contribute to the project in my field of expertise''
L:''All moments of meeting people who have a dream and their goal want to transform it into an enterprise''
Worst moment
N:''I would not consider worst moments as I would say that they are hurdles that we need to overcome''
S:''we don’t have any worst moments, hopefully, not yet at least. ''
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L:''As worst moment can be considered the pressure that we had when we’re trying to redact the proposals for Erasmus+,for
both, Fiori because she’s the founder and CEO and Stratis who is the co-founder.''
F:''The worst moments were when people betrayed us. I didn't mind people not joining.It was a very hard moment when Natasha
before living for Web Summit she would make my life hard by fighting against SOFFA and why should we call,what we had to
say and when I was tell ok don't come, Stratis will come or somebody else,she wanted to join.The same happened when we did
the workshops and when she came to Amsterdam and we realize that she was only coming alone to meet people and that she
was living.The same betrayal was from Konstantina,I gave all the opportunities and at the moment I was at Skoll and everybody
was running to organize the Fashion Revolution events,she just left us in vacuum.Maybe she joined,I don't know,because she's
still with Natasha…could be that she join just to learn stuff and pass it on…could be,I have no idea.Other bad moments were the
moments when I'm burnt out and physically and mentally,but I think that in the end we will succeed so that's make me stand up
and go on.''
People who influence your motivation
S:''The most inspirational, for example, I saw from the trafficked women who have been rescued, has also influenced me and
motivated me to work even harder to reach our goals in order to be able to help these women and
more women. But also all the marginalized groups that we want to help. By talking to people, like-minded people and seeing
some young fashion designers who want to be part of this venture, has also given some more
motivation to try to disrupt the fashion industry as much as we can''
F:''The people that are in the moment in the group of SOFFA and my cousin also,they have greatly inspired me because they
know stuff that I don't know. So I learnt a lot from them,because I don't know about fashion industry,I only know the stuff that I
know because I was born in that environment but it was mostly the entrepreneurial part that I know and I've been working since I
gratuated from school,I was working at an other company that my father had, a shoes company,so I learn a lot about there,but I
had no idea about all the other parts that I felt it was important,the actual production,the actual
designing and the people that are in the SOFFA team they're helping me in that and the decisions that are made are very much
based on their opinion.So key people in different domains each one and a lot of partners from abroad that are in Erasmus +
program that helped us a lot.I mean there are a lot of people around SOFFA,many people.We also provide income to those
partners because we raised 220.000 euros which is split around all partners.''
Transformational engagement
Nicolas enriched his professional skills, for Lila it is raised concers for the social part while for Stratis and Fior was more of a
confirmation of who they are.Fiori also stated the fact of learning new things.
N:''’I would say that my participation in the venture has changed me as a person. As part of a group, working as a team,
interacting other members and potentially with groups people from various socio-economic backgrounds gave me the chance for
professional development by applying all the skills I’ve learnt over the years.''
L:''it make me consider more the social impact''
S:''I think I have been always this behavior mentality so is just more of real formation of who I am and something that will be able
to push my boundaries to even become better in the mentality or behavior.''
F:''Yes,definitely I would say this changing me,I don't know…I think others should say that.It's always based on who I am and
what my ethics are. It taught me many things,how to manage people,how to deal with people.''
Collaboration
Stratis highlighed the importance of trust with these people and organizaions. On the other hand Lila, the creation of a bond
through these collaborations. Fiori indicated the evolution between the members of the SOFFA as well as with the other
partners.
S:''the more you create with them, the more you involve them in your activities, the more trust is build. So I think that yes, it’s a
trust aspect that is build over time and of course once we see their capabilities, the more we involve them in the creation of value
in our fair factory, even if it started off as lower type of creation, it can go up to a high involvement of creation of value.''
L:''To become more bonded, more wise…and more organize''
F:''It has evolved.With AUEB we have been able to be provided space and be incubated.The partners from the European
Consortium they provide us with very valuable information,networks… I mean Kim from Amsterdam,she'snetworking us with
people in fashion industry,with top institutions and organizations and we have managed to be partners at the moment…
I mean Stratis and Nicholas had become co-founders,Elias is near and will probably become,yourself (Christianna), there are
many people that they come close to SOFFA, they collaborate for a bit and then our relationships become more close and we
create income for both sides,for all sides.''
Skills/Qualities/Characteristics
Everyone highlighted the importance of trust.
F:''What I've learnt is very very important ethics and morals…very important! These are the first think that has to be in
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common,so if we share the same values we can collaborate.The second is that they have to be efficient and they have to be
ready to make sacrifices and to share the goals.Commitment is highly important.Solidarity to each other because not everything
should go and can go through me,so partners should have to be solidary and built their own relationships and things should stop
go through me.''
S:''I think that the qualities and characteristics are open to communication, trust building and sustaining this relations, because
once a level of communication becomes more open and more creative and more trusting then the collaboration and the
productivity becomes even more accelerated as well as I think is more stronger bond between the parties. And of course the
qualities that are required in the process is more trust because you get the fear for the relationship with other persons or
persons’ organizations as long as you work with them. For the time you do then you get to know them better and so trust quality
is something that required in the process.''
L:''Respect, hard-working, trust, transparency and sustain our passion.
Equity
The question was if they own equity in the venture and if the venture hold equity in theis business.
F:''At the moment the venture is a spin-off of one of the social cooperatives businesses that I belong to,so its equity is through
there,it doesn't have its own legal edity at the moment.When it will have its own legal edity I will have equity and so will the
partners.''
S:''I do own equity in the venture as a partner.'
L:''Yes''
Income
F:''Of course,and so everybody.We are built it in a way that everyone will make more and that everybody has to be paid only if
they bring money,not everybody but most of it.At the moment making money and our first social income is through European
Programme.''
S:''Owning equity in the venture, of course the better the venture does, the more money that not only the factory make or the
venture will make but also the partners.''
L:''I have a small salary that will increase with the success of the company.''
F:''Apart from the European Commision not yet.A small amount now come from TOM shoes.We are looking for investors,for
sponsors but they haven't joined yet.For example we have one investor but they haven't invest money, they're investing in
opening,in finding...acting as investors founders and they get a fee that is 5%.''
S:''The venture has attracted money from external sources. We have gone on Erasmus+ program from the European Union for
learning education last year but we’re also looking for more investment into our factory for angel investors or venture capitalists
and so…we don’t have anyone involve yet… we have a potential investor, but there is no involvement yet in our activities. But if
they do decide to invest on us then they will be a vital part investor and have a say, the building or the factory or the
establishment and the sustainability of the factory.How did they exit…Well that would be controlled on the investment
agreement that we sign with each investor who’s willing to came into the factory…to the venture but there’re will be a fix period
where they’ll be able to exit.''
When they have been asked if there is trust between the partners of the venture all answers were positive.
S:''Yes I do, otherwise I wouldn’t have been agree to be in this venture at all.''
F:''Yes''
N:''I’ve invested a lot of my spare time developing my part of this venture and therefore I trust my partners in the venture as they
have guided and supported me.''
L:''Yes, I trust them.''
Definition of roles
F:''Being the head I define mine and I try to define most of the people's roles based on what the have expressed that they want
to do and based on their skills and then as we test that, I ask about the opinion of everyone and the performance of everyone,so
I try to do something like a 360o evaluation but is not formal yet.So everybody feedsback on everyone and then roles change
and adapt to that.And if people fail unfortunately they're out.''
S:''’Basically , the responsibilities and the role in the venture are that I have legal skill-set, because I’m a lawyer…so I help out
with the legal aspects of the venture as well as the investment and funding part of the venture. These will defined by my
experience but the person who defined them was Fiori Zafeiropoulou.''
L:''I am Head of Designers Hub Community and Sales. They’ve been defined by me with collaboration of Fiori.''
N:''I’m a co-founder. With this I bring my expertise in the footwear department of the factory. I would be in charge of production
and development of the factory through training the working staff. My role and responsibilities were jointly defined with the other
co-founders.’’
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Governance communication
F:''We seat together and speak about that.We will do group meetings and I talk individually to people,I don't know if they also talk
individually about issues,I hope they do,and then we decide what we should do.''
S:''Well, when there’s a problem rises I tend to…try to talk with other partners of the group about these problems and see if we
can resolve them in a more ollaborative way. This is also for the venture itself.''
L:''With presence of mind first try to find the solution and then identify the reason that problem created in the first place.''
N:''As a social business we deal with as equal partners at all levels of the business. When my expertise is required I would
present the best possible solution to the team and resolve the matter through dialogue and action, for the best possible outcome
for the business.''
All the members of this venture are informed about different issues. They all have a voice and their opinion is being counted.
F:''Being the lead on that all the information comes through me and I try to talk to everyone,I send them emails about what we've
done,what we are doing and what we're about to do.Include everyone on everything so that
everybody keeps touch in what we are doing.''
S:''Yes we are all informed about the decisions and issues of the whole venture, as well as the individual. We are get informed,
we always get communicated with each other.Yes my opinion does count in the venture, I would like to think so and yes we
are…I am near the decision making center. Like I said is more of a collaborative decision making process. Although Fiori
Zafeiropoulou has the ultimate say, she does listen to our opinions as partners and we try to make a joint decision on different
aspects.''
N:''I would say that I am kept informed on the decisions and issues that affect the venture. I may not be directly responsible to
take action on these matters but I am kept in the loop.As a co-founder I would say I have a strong say in the decision making
process .'
L:''I'm always informed and my opinion,generally, count in the venture.''
F:''They're off the venture.The whole group sits down and we tell them what they need to do.Actually we don't tell tem to
leave,they leave.We tell them what they have to do to stay and they decide in the end to leave.''
L:''First we underline the unacceptable behavior and find a way to solve or stop this behavior. And then, if this doesn’t work, exit
from the team.''
N:''Through dialogue with other members of the team to identify the severity of the behavior and to be dealt with accordingly.''
S:''Unacceptable behavior, of course is something we try to avoid and if does appen then we address it directly with the
person…and if it continues or we see that something is not fixable then we shall have take action to exclude them from
membership or being a partner in the venture.''
Cultural barriers
F:''There are cultural barriers. There is a first cultural barrier that I wouldn't expecting and that is of the Greek mentality in terms
of collaborativeness. Greek mentality is not trained and it's due to our education system, it's very individualistic, so there was a
very big problem there. People are more individualistic,they're after their own interest and they haven't yer realised
that they will learn more while sharing. In Europe this is already a given, people know that. So, that was one problem. A problem
was the fact that in Greece the market it is very unstructured and this makes very hard for people to work, I mean you can find
people stealing ideas, this wouldn't happen in Europe. In Europe people know how to work, in Greece it's very unstructured, very
chaotic, people are allowed to everything. So you try to talk to people, to train them on your ethics but then I realise
that in the end if you can not train them, they have to have that or not. You have to try to create the structure, all the members of
the venture have to create the structure. With the people from the Europe and the US I don't find cultural differences, I have
found it very easy. Now in terms of the specific groups of trafficked women and refugees I don't know to tell youyet. I know that
trafficked women are very fragile,they have very specific issues that they are facing so that they can be integrated only in stages.
The other cultural issue is that we are working with NGOs and NGOs are a bit eurocratic and they are very slow while we need
to work faster.And with reference to the Greek state because is characterized by high level of corruption we have lost a lot of
opportunities and we haven't been able to work as we wish but now this last year I think we're moving.''
L:''Different personalities sometimes bring misunderstandings as happens with every group of people. We overcome them with
discussion and better communication.''
S:''There’s no cultural barriers even though two of our partners are half… are Greek but have lived abroad, one of them lived
abroad such as myself. But I don’t think it’s a hindrance to them. I think is more of an asset, but if we go beyond the members we
don’t have much cultural barriers. With our partners and the organizations we collaborate with, even though they’re not Greek
themselves, I think we have the same goals.''
Committees in the venture
F:''Yes we have committees and we are grouped in committees and this is how we will be working. We will be working on a
committee base.''
S:''Not really committees but different roles in the venture because there are different departments. I wouldn’t call them
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committees, but yes there is more of a collaborative air to the venture itself so we do involved to the different aspects of the
whole venture even if our roles and responsibilities are defined, we try to participate in all of them although is difficult to make
yourself available for all the activities being discussed. There is no really a voting, there’s more of an agreement type basis, we
come to decision if the whole team is happy and so if we don’t like it or at least some have raise disapproval we try to find
another more vulner range for everyone. We try to meet as often as possible but seems like we have been doing it..so, for
around once at a week.''
Future orientation
F:''I see that the greatest opportunity in our innovation will be that we're based on the talents of many different people in the
fashion industry. I see that our very big opportunity is that we are transforming into a network that can integrate ideas and
knowledge from different countries, different environments and this co-create everything. I see that what we will be doing in the
next five years, I believe, will be the sustainable and social production factory for Europe in Europe. Creating job social in terms,
that will provide social inclusion for both refugees and trafficked women of both unemployed Greek people,youth and
sustainable in terms of the materials that we will be using. And the producers of these materials, our suppliers, will be people that
will be paid ethical, the workforce will work into conditions that they could survive. So actually what we do is that we provide for
the livelihood of people, if it's the livelihood of people refugees and Greeks that are here in Greece, or the livelihoods of people
that are our suppliers so that they don't have to emigrate. My role is as a start-up CO.I'm dedicating the things that I do now to
different committees and I see my role as control an opening up new opportunity. What I want to see is that this could work
without me, I mean that, when I feel that the venture will still be committed to the social values and the sustainable values and be
financially sustainable then I will leave. The financial sustainability will be generating income of the venture itself.''
L:''Make the first step in order for the production industry to come back to Greece and Europe.At this point of time we are not but
we’ll be a financially, social enterprise.''
S:''I think the greatest opportunity is the factory itself. I think the factory is the key to this whole venture because without the
factory we will not be able to connect other pieces. We need the factory to get it established, to start creating sustainable clothing
or accessories or shoes with environmentally friendly material and then we will be able, also, to start the incubation of the young
fashion entrepreneurs and also get the trafficked women to organize. So I think that the factory is the key and I think is the
greatest opportunity to make a difference and disrupt the fashion industry as well as creating jobs and helping environment all in
one goal.I would hope to think…I would like to think that the next 5-10 years, if this project is continuing and success, I would
hope to see myself taking on a bigger role in decision making aspects of the project as well as seeing the collaborative and the
co-creation value added to the aspect to be more of an involvement from everyone as well as myself and to get on a larger
scale, so the sustainability but also the scalability of the project I would like to see it grow. So hopefully I would be able to sustain
this same position in the project if it grows to the goal that we have it to grow.''N:''I see our greatest opportunity in setting up the
business that has a clear and focused goal. As a factory I consider the set up and production of goods at the highest level as
our key selling point.Within the next 5-10 years since launching the venture I feel my role would remain the same. As a role I
would like to challenge new ideas within the same position. I would like to add that the skills, ambition and desire of the team is a
good mix of ethical values I would like to see make a difference
Case 3: House of Denim (NL)

Name of the project?
HTNK is an abbreviation of her surname.
Story of the project?
House of Denim is a foundation set up by Mariette Hoitink and James Veenhoff, both consultants in the fashion industry.
Who do you target with your project and why this specific group(s)?
Youth wanting to train as denim specialists.
What are some of your hopes and dreams for the project?
To create sustainable business models for the X-bank designers as well as for Mariette herself. Right now she works for House
of Denim, but gets paid through her consultancy & recruitment services.
Do you consider yourself a social, ethical or sustainable entrepreneur? Why? Can you give examples of how you see yourself as
a social, ethical or sustainable entrepreneur?
Mariette is a social entrepreneur
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Did you create this business to make a difference in the world? (value creators-value driven)
Mariette is totally concerned about sustainability, everything she does and breathes is related to sustainability and innovation.
Story of collaborative venture/How did the collaborative venture begin? Initiator?
Mariette approached schools like AMFI, but also universities as she envisioned to install a Chair for Denim at Nijenrode
University. Nobody was interested and in the end they collaborated with ROCvA to educate students on an MBO level as denim
developers. Today AMFI does have a denim developer module in their curriculum.
Is it important to be referenced by others? Were there existing prior direct/indirect ties with most of the members?
Mariette has a huge network in the fashion industry, but she is being used as a great example/illustration for EU DG’s and other
funding bodies. So they never really put money into her projects - this should change.
Can you describe the most important moments in its creation? Who made the decisions and how were decisions made?
Mariette and James are the drivers and connectors, they organized the Denim breakfast at the Mayor’s home in 2012 and all the
embassy visits. They connect with people that support their mission and vision.
How did the local community of entrepreneurs engage and at which stage of the creation of the venture were they involved?
Were members of the target group empowered to become entrepreneurs themselves?
The local (and global) jeans brands are guest speakers and trainers in the educational programs. Students are usually being
hired by these brands after graduation. There are more and more one-man jeans brands and they are successful, possibly
students will also find their ways as entrepreneurs.
Have you considered the interests of marginalised groups of the community? Do they participate and have a voice in the
venture?
Legislation makes it really complicated to involve these people. They have tried to employ Syrian refugees, create a
manufacturing facility and hire these type of often very skilled people, but Dutch legislation often does not enable refugees to
work. One Syrian young man ended up working in the factory illegally, and would have to hide when authorities visited – he just
could not stand sitting around doing nothing in the asylum centre anymore.
One of the students (a black guy) ended up going to remote places in Japan for his traineeship, places where they have
specialized processes and people for the denim design and production. They had never seen a black person there and he ended
up in the Japanese newspapers.
Do you offer training to the members of the venture or/and the local community?
9. Why was the venture created? What are its goals?
i. To create jobs, we create 2 for every 1 job needed, (job creator)
ii. To protect the environment (environmental impact)
iii. To help solve a social issue (social impact)
iv. To help others follow a dream (co-operator)
v. To increase our turnover and profitability, to lower our costs (economic benefits)
vi. To increase innovation and/or enter new markets (strategic benefits)
vii. To learn
viii. To gain reliability and increase our reputation, to get connected with other stakeholders and networks
House of Denim contributes to ii, iii, iv, vi, vii and viii. The project is not a project but a vision, a strategy to bring real change to
the denim industry. Towards a brighter blue is their slogan.
Would you say the venture is successful? How do you measure success of the venture?
In terms of societal and environmental impact, House of Denim is hugely successful – it could be viewed as an ongoing
campaign for a cleaner denim industry.
Governance of the venture
(….)
How have your relationships with these people and organizations evolved over time? Think about the time these activities took
and think for example about the level of co-creation: from sharing knowledge and information (low/middle involvement) up to cocreation of value and developing joint business models (high involvement).
Mariette is definitely operating at the level of high involvement.
Do you own equity in the venture? Does the venture hold equity in your business?
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Mariette does not own any equity in any venture outside of HTNK.
How do you make money from the venture performance? If the venture goes well will you make more money?
It’s a foundation, so no money is earned, Mariette works for free.
Has the venture attracted money from external sources? Philanthropic ventures or angles/venture capitals. What is their level of
involvement in your activities? What do they get for the resources offered? How do they exit?
Gemeente Amsterdam and some public funding, collaboration with Turkish guy for the stone washing facilities in the Denim
Factory, C&A Foundation put the furniture in the Denim Factory and more….
Do you trust your partners in the venture?
Most brands that say they are sustainable are not sustainable at all. Mariette knows the factories and knows which brand does it
well, Edun and Mud Jeans are just marketing stories.
(…)
Are there any cultural barriers to people or organizations fully perceiving your project as you would have intended them? If not,
what does get lost in translation? How do you try to overcome these barriers? What would you hope to achieve in the people you
interact with?
People don’t ‘get’ it, what we want with House of Denim. We applied for funding at Click.NL but they refused us (Jose
Theunissen etc). http://www.clicknl.nl/nextfashion/over-clicknl-next-fashion/ Universities don’t get it and the EU and other funding
bodies don’t get it.
(…)

Case 4: Rambler (NL)
Name of the project?
Rmblr not choosen by Ira, but by Carmen and Tim.
Story of the project?
Ira started as a trainee, brought on board by Tim – she has since 2010 developed the entire social part of the organisation and
operates next to founders Tim and Carmen. Ira started in February 2010, did her final research project for her studies in Surinam
between August 2011 and January 2012, then started working part-time with Rambler while writing her thesis. In Summer 2012
she started working full-time. The studio was created in November 2010 with the organisation OASIS that develops workshops:
in two weeks they worked together with the youth to build the entire studio including the furniture, decoration, renovations,
painting etc. Zeedijk studio is perfect as it is downtown (where most youth hang around), close to some of the key places for
street youth and because the Zeedijk attracts a lot of tourists: they wanted to see what the target group of customers for their
products are – people between 25-40 mainly tourists.
Who do you target with your project and why this specific group(s)?
(Street) youth who need to learn how to function within society. Impact is: to focus on talent (instead of what problems the youth
have – focus is on what they CAN do and like to do.
What are some of your hopes and dreams for the project?
That Rambler will grow, open a studio in Berlin and New York, and that the model will be replicated by others. And also that the
brand Rambler will become known as this will really empower the youth.
If you used just a few sentences to describe yourself (as a designer, entrepreneur, project manager, creator or something else?)
what would come to mind first?
Ira sees herself as a hulpverlener. I said that what she has done sounds like ‘entrepreneur’ to me, but that is not how she feels.
That she is making the step now to work at HVO, which is a large hulpverleningsorganisatie, shows that this is really her thing.
Not setting up a Rambler abroad, or starting her own business (even though she always said that she would open her own
praxis, but now she feels she needs to gain more experience first).
Do you consider yourself a social, ethical or sustainable entrepreneur?
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Rambler was started to empower youth to focus on talent – social impact. The USP of Rambler is that they combine creative
activities(dagbesteding) with social work, this is a combination that barely exists even though there are many offers for
dagbesteding – Ira did not even know how many exactly.
Did you create this business to make a difference in the world? (value creators-value driven)
For Ira, working with the youth is really HER thing.
Story of collaborative venture?
Tim and Carmen started this and got Ira on board to develop the social part.
Is it important to be referenced by others?
Ira was 20 years when she started as a trainee. By now people in the network in Amsterdam (HVO, city council, streetwork etc)
refer to her and know her – she has built up a name for herself.
Who made the decisions and how were decisions made?
Tim and Carmen came up with the idea and started Rambler.
How did the local community of entrepreneurs engage and at which stage of the creation of the venture were they involved?
Were members of the target group empowered to become entrepreneurs themselves?
Tim and Carmen pay themselves a small salary, Ira and Milou are paid from the project financing budgets they acquire (indirectly
they are paid by private funding agencies and city council etc).
Have you considered the interests of marginalised groups of the community? Do they participate and have a voice in the
venture?
Collaboration with HVO and Streetcornerwork enables Rambler to get access to the target group. These youth 17-27 years often
have (multiple)traumas, have psychological problems such as psychoses and schizofrenie and have difficulty getting their life
(back) on track. Ira is the spider in the web and constantly coaches approx. 18 youth: they first come to her and she is the one
who can refer them and is in touch with the network of hulpverleners around them.
Do you offer training to the members of the venture or/and the local community?
Ira offers training lifecoaching with the ZRM tool (zelfredzaamheid). These trainings were initially offered through
streetcornerwork. The creative program is low profile and low impact: youth are invited to hang out in the store/atelier to create
their own fashion designs and after approx. 9 months they can ‘stream out’ onto the next challenge, either a traineeship, job or
education. The retail program is higher intensity and impact: twice half a year of training in which youth really learn how to
approach customers in the store, how to sell, how to keep the store clean etc. Chris Hartman owns her own store and is the
trainer in this program, once a week for one hour.
The work floor program helps youth to create a proper CV, interviewtraining and gaining confidence. All programs are financed
by i.e. municipality and undergo strict monitoring. Every conversation needs to be documented and sent to the funder
(municipality) – this is basically ongoing data collection/monitoring if programs are functioning properly and if interventions are
needed. New trajectory offered by municipality: ‘Meedoen werkt’ (twice half a year). For these type of programs it counts as a
good result when 20 youth start and 2-3 fall out – in that case the project will probably be financed again. ‘Jong en Baas’ is a
program that focuses on supporting youth to become entrepreneurs (i.e. the boy that is a talented drawer and wanted to start a
tattoo studio, but in the end dropped out of the project due to personal circumstances).
Why was the venture created? What are its goals?
i. To create jobs, we create 2 for every 1 job needed, (job creator)
ii. To protect the environment (environmental impact)
iii. To help solve a social issue (social impact)
iv. To help others follow a dream (co-operator)
v. To increase our turnover and profitability, to lower our costs (economic benefits)
vi. To increase innovation and/or enter new markets (strategic benefits)
vii. To learn
viii. To gain reliability and increase our reputation, to get connected with other stakeholders and networks
Rambler contributes to goal iii and iv.
Would you say the venture is successful? How do you measure success of the venture?
Rambler is successful in local, national and international fundraising, but their brand is not yet sustainable.
Governance of the venture
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What was the best moment for you since you have started your project? And the worst moment?
Ira told the story of the girl who came in with 20 years old, was at Rambler for one year while having her play to stay (bedje) at
Elandsstraat, she did the creative program and the retail program, then went on to do education in retail/detailhandel and is now
an assistant manager in a clothing store. That is a success story!
(…)
How have your relationships with these people and organizations evolved over time? (high involvement)
Rambler is definitely operating at the level of high involvement – through their honest feedback to municipality programs, the
municipality has changed their strategy from focusing on problem-solving to focus on empowerment of talent (appreciative
inquiry approach).
What type of qualities/characteristics are crucial in sustaining and developing these relationships? Which of those qualities did
you acquire during the process?
Ira has learnt a lot, she has basically grown into the role of ‘zorgcoordinator’ acting on a management level. She won’t be able to
enact this in her new job, but the challenges there will be:
1. to work with an older target group
2. to work inside the house where the target group is living
3. to work in a big team (suddenly 34 colleagues instead of 2)
4. Many potentials for growth within the organisation HVO
Do you own equity in the venture? Does the venture hold equity in your business?
Ira does not own any equity but is an employee. Tim and Carmen own equity in the BV Rambler (not sure if also in the German
sister GmbH….). Next to the BV Rambler has a foundation - Stichting Rambler Amsterdam and Verein in Germany. Focus of the
stichting is societal independence (maatschappelijke zelfstandigheid) – kids refer each other to Rambler or are beign referred via
HVO/Streetcornerwork etc. Goal for the BV is selling shirts and becoming a self-sustaining shop. The goal for the BV is to
achieve collaboration with fashion company (with Tommy Hilfiger it failed) and create the fashion together.
How do you make money from the venture performance?
Tim and Carmen are currently able to pay themselves a small salary. Ira, Milou and Chris (the financial person) get paid through
public project funding.
Has the venture attracted money from external sources?
Gemeente Amsterdam and some public, private and EU funding. Ira sends invoices to organizations such as HVO for the
different youth , i.e. if a youngster has 16 hours per week assigned for being at the Rambler studio, this amount of hours is what
Ira can send an invoice for to i.e. HVO. In that sense Rambler is a subcontractor of HVO. WMO = wet maatschappelijke
ontwikkeling, DMO = Dienst Maatschappelijke Ontwikkeling.
Do you trust your partners in the venture?
Collaboration between Ira and organisations such as HVO is good, flat structures, short lines, you can pick up the phone and talk
to someone. Everyone calls each other with the first name, very nice to work like this. In Germany it is very different, much more
hierarchical, long lines, many people that need to agree or put a signature, you need to wait much longer for replies….
What are your responsibilities and role in the venture? Who defined them?
Ira has build up the whole social part of Rambler and together with Tim she has applied for funding, i.e. Erasmus+ funding for
opening up shop in Berlin. Ira has during her traineeship researched if Rambler would have opportunities to replicate in Surinam
but that was not an option for two reasons: 1. Surinam did not have the financial means to support such a project and the idea
was NOT to get funding from The Netherlands. 2. The target group was very different: focus on early school drop outs as the real
street youth went to the jungle to look for gold (often mafia practices). Very different reality, so no Rambler in Surinam.
(..)
Are there any cultural barriers to people or organizations fully perceiving your project as you would have intended them?
People in Surinam did not understand our concept as they are 30 years back in time when it comes to social work (models). In
Berlin we were also doing something totally new so they really wanted to work with us. In Amsterdam, we have helped set up a
replica of Rambler in the form of CREATE. They do the same thing but then with 3D printing, which is nice as youth can really
create something tangible within a day.
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Case 5: NOTJUSTSHOP (PL)
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Helping
Implementatio
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“When preparing for the interview I realised that I have two different projects with very similar
names. Also the general goal is, of course, very similar. One is a Notjustshop clothing brand, the
other: EndNotjustshop. I mean, all the time the name Notjustshop was present, because it is a
known brand.…”
“EndNotjustshop actually is a marketing agency responsible for cooperation with big partners such
as Tesco, Onet (note: a large Polish news and media website), Empik (note: a large Polish chain of
shops selling books, magazines, stationery and fancy goods) .”
“Thus I try to combine the two worlds together”.
“This is a very personal question, it came straight from my heart. Everything began with a clothing
company”.
„Once upon a time, I ran a different enterprise, dealing with waste, a recycling
company, which also counts as CRS. Having had the company for many
years I was asked: Łukasz, maybe you could spare a few zlotys …one zloty here,
one zloty there, and the money was flowing out. So in order to keep control over
the money we started to think with my wife and we made a money box, and then
we started to think of whom to help with the use of the money. And I found this
family in which Ola still lives, she was 4 at the time, the same age as my daughter,
and that’s why it was so important.”.
“Year 2011, I went there to donate shoes and winter jackets needed by Ola and her brothers, but
their mother said what they most urgently needed was food. I went to buy these things, I came back
with big shopping bags two days later. I get out of the car carrying all the…..I need to say I was
looking for a sense in what I was doing then, it might sound high-toned – looking for something
important. My search turned me towards the Internet, construction industry using straw and clay,
diving, different projects.
So I get out of the car, to hand over the things, all the food for the needed, etc. An old red-brick
house, on a chilly October day. And this girl runs up to me – Ola, without a jacket, in her slippers,
and she hugs me, and that was it. Then I realised that was that what I was looking for. I felt I did
something important. I didn’t need to invest large sums of money in any internet ventures, I didn’t
need the construction industry. I did something she and her parents really needed. I already knew it
was going to be that!”
“Then followed searching for a systematic way of doing it, so that I could meet more of such Olas,
children like her on my way. A foundation was out of a question, it wasn’t my style, I did not want
others to come and ask for help, I wanted us to be equal partners, so we could build different
things together. It meant a company.
I was then carrying out a project – a clothing company, I made my own printed designs, pictures for
T-shirts. I had this idea of combining this tiny venture with helping others. Such a mixture was
created. That’s how it began!”
Yes, I established the company thinking of changing the world, exactly so!

Idea
Values

Printed Tshirts
Passion
SOFE-IO1-Frawework

“I think that everybody reaches such a point, having a salaried job… so that they don’t focus on
money only. What I always say…
look for the passion …because you will eventually reach a point when the money will no longer give
you the satisfaction, you’ll look for the thing, the passion! That’s why you should devote some time
now to developing the passion, to find it for yourself. And them (note: children, young people) of
course don’t believe me …”
“It was a natural order of things. There is the money, everything is well arranged, everything is fine,
but something is lacking…
“Honestly, we absolutely refuse to cooperate with partners that act in non-ethical ways, not true to
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the spirit of this project. Definitely we will not cooperate with T-shirts manufacturers in China or
Bangladesh, it’s out of the question. We are doing our best, so far it has come out naturally.
Because wherever we came, there were companies related to the social part of CSR, to aid. It
came out naturally. The partners had such projects related to aid.
I never encountered a person that would say – OK, now you “whitewash” us. Because I’d have said
“No, thank you” and would leave. It’s not what it’s about.”

Ethics

Cooperation –
how he
chooses
partners and
develops
projects

Spirit
Compulsion to
help

Project’s
heroes

Is the interest
of the
disadvantage
d taken into
account?

Much more precious in Notjustshop is the spirit, the way we reach such a portfolio.
And what we do with the partners.
Sometimes it’s like our partners, well, could be better, but we make them become better.
That is how the idea of a marketing agency occurred to us, because we decided that we can help
to a larger extent creating something together with big partners. They not only have a bigger
budget, allowing me to reach a larger number of customers. Sometimes we don’t act like a
marketing agency, we don’t collect royalties, but our partner has the possibilities to engage many
different media in the campaign, so that eventually our stakeholders (….) that it is an indirect
investment. Each of us contributes to this project, in order that in the end as many things as
possible happened.
When we design a project these people (who need help) are not in the back, they are in the centre.
Our people are the heroes of the project. We never presented poor children with sad look in their
eyes. Our kids are the heroes and we want them to see that they can spread their wings and do
something amazing, like the able-bodied ones. For example the “Give me a high five”….. The kids
appeared on TV not because they were blind but because they did something cool. A cool Tshirt, a cool project.
When it comes to trainings, this is my dream. But I wouldn’t call it a training, rather some
wisdom.
We would like it to be something different than booklets, we have some ideas: comics, infographics,
something of the kind.
Kids sometimes learn at school in the traditional way. Here it wouldn’t be like a school, no
homework. After the project the kids should receive a compendium of knowledge in a nutshell – how
to design the process? So that they can reason, on the basis of what they are doing, how a project
is made, what its stages are, how one should plan it, so that when they have a dream, they can
make it come true.

Trainings

Dreams

Extending the
scope of the
venture

Ecology

”Ecology, that’s right. Together with one of the companies we’ve been collecting electronic waste
that we exchanged for money. What we suggested was: you’ll receive 5 thousand zlotys (note: more
than one thousand euro) in exchange for several tons of such wastes and the money will disappear,
will be spent. While we can use it to buy books, student books for the kids. It was September (note:
in Poland a school year begins on 1st September). The idea of environmental protection can
overlap.”
“It is not that it just happens, we are trying to implement it whenever possible. So that some
physical work with the production was done by mothers of the kids we are helping. Simple things
like sewing, simple jobs, packaging, sewing a label, an insert, so in this sense this is creating work
places. We ask the women, of course we offer them payment”.
Helping others to make their dreams come true, this is the most important.

Creating jobs
as part of the
enterprise
Social and
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We are a start-up using the lean model, so cost surpluses are eliminated. We do not
mismanage money. We manage money in this way. I speak from the inside of the company.
The stakeholders, if they do have money, they need to know how to manage it. We provide
them with knowledge of how to process certain things.
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Yes, they are taken into consideration.
Definitely so. Take the projects we are carrying out right now. We are preparing a Children’s Day. It
will be an event held in a gym for 200 children, playing, games, etc. But this is not the most
important. We are making a map of Cracow. One can take the map and go and discover the city
anew with the child.
In the Sukiennice (the Cloth Hall) passage, a central place in Cracow, there is something its citizens
have no idea of. There is a knife hanging there. It is related to the construction of the buildings. It’s
a story of two brothers, a spine-chilling one. Creating something like that, a map related to the
Children’s Day (note: 1st June), one can turn attention to such „knives”, discover them. There are
plenty of interesting things to discover (note: citizens of Cracow, one of the most popular destination
for tourists from around the world, are fed up with the typical attractions as Wawel, Sukiennice,
etc.). Creating such a platform as this map, we get companies involved that have never been
involved in anything of the sort, with this world. For example parenting portals, where this map may
be placed. We combine the worlds together, so that on the weekend families wouldn’t go for a trip to
a shopping mall. You have a map, you may take your child for a walk. This will be connected to
gamification, so will be interesting and attractive both for a child and a grown up.
We combine the worlds together. UUUUU! Gaining knowledge, definitely, about different groups.
Becoming more trustworthy for our partners – absolutely so.

Map

Success

Other
dimension of
success

“I like this question. I don’t know why people think we have already succeeded. This is just the
beginning. I realise this is some light at the end of the tunnel, but we must work hard to succeed.
One day we will be able to call it a success. A truly measurable one, a one that can be described.
As of now, for me a success is that this is noticed by people not involved in any way, that it
is visible. An interesting case”.
“Kids! The fact that I can look myself in the mirror and say that we managed to do a lot for the kids.
Having fun with what we’re doing. Watching the children grow, seeing as they simply change.”
Together with children from Prokocim (note: a large hospital in Cracow, known in Poland for its
specialization in children diseases) we designed a T-shirt.
Two thousand people kept running around the Błonia (note: a large green area, a park in the centre
of Cracow), then we made a movie and showed it to the kids – look what you’ve done, so many
people ran in what you designed just a month or two ago!
No matter what kind of person you are…you can always do amazing things!

Achievement

Trust

I do trust our partners. I was never cheated by them.
Life has taught me that until something is final, one should not go and celebrate, opening the
champagne.

Nervous

No, I don’t have very bad memories. I may be pissed by some things. Everything is arranged and
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moments /bad
memories

then, you know, “But we thought… We made a mistake.” And everything begins to collapse.
This does not happen often, I try to manage ventures, projects.

Humbleness

At first I was surprised that when you help somebody, they don’t always throw their arms around you
with enthusiasm. Clumsy attempts at aid may have a reverse effect and cause more damage (note:
the respondent talked about some cases where help was needed and well-chosen, for example a
full set of items for school was delivered, but the problems children had were so big: unemployed
parents, no financial means, illnesses, that even the well-chosen help did not make the recipients
happy, contrary to what one could objectively expect).

Reaction
stress

to

“Well, keep going.
It’s good to get rid of stress, vent it, and then start thinking in a constructive way. OK, it
happened, but we need to keep going. What are our plans.
At first there is a mushroom cloud of the atomic bomb! But the most important thing is to start doing
real things.

Key features

A compulsion
to help
Mission

Passion
once more

Deeper
reflection

External
financing

Where there is a passion and you want to do something not because of money or splendour,
there are no problems!”
“One should realise that young people have this false belief that if you have money, then you have
everything.
A few years ago I thought I would be able to cope with anything and I would be happy. But life
showed me otherwise.
The problem is that people think money is the most important and will buy them everything they
need. But money is just a means for doing something cool. A means for reaching goals.
I am lucky to be able to access entrepreneurs that help others and think in a different way. It does
not have to be a company like mine, running to help children, they may be producing for example
computers and automatically donate some part of their income to something that is needed!
Mark Zuckerberg, the guy does not need a yacht, a Porche car…a private jet, but he is respected by
everybody for what he does, that he has a foundation and creates something extraordinary”.
“You need to have a passion. Having a passion you are able to overcome difficulties. When
someone does such things as I do they have to realise this is not going to be easy, I am
trying to maintain the company and develop it, but I also care for the world around me to
develop, become better. Out of this one business I need to support two paths so you need to be
ready to do some extra work, but if you have the passion and you really feel it, then you’ll overcome
any obstacles.
A lot of companies give up on the way. They started at the same time as we did and they no longer
exist. They found some model, they produced something, but it wasn’t their thing, they did not have
the need we feel.”
No. It’s not necessary. I mean I had, I have made a financial cushion, and I use it, and the company
had the initial capital.
It started to make profit. It started to run. I had a chance to invest my money and survive.
For a short time I tried to find external investors, I did not mean founders but real investors, with an
option of withdrawing from the investment, the investors’ relationship. We may enter the stock
exchange, which is my dream.
Together with children we want to show to these corpo-people how to do cool business. Because
there they have a real cult of money.
And then a company springs up, showing one can do it in a different way.
But I don’t blame the people from corporations, it is thanks to them that we are doing all the fun
things, the good things. I will never speak ill of them.
“Right, 88 percent of Poles don’t trust their partners, not even someone they are talking to. When I
do a presentation I have to take into account that many will think there must be more to this
business. The guy must be up to something nasty.
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Cultural
barriers

They are suspicious. This is something typical for this country. When abroad, I don’t need to
explain what I am doing. How it works…
I am doing “social business” – fine, all right! We sell clothes and help children in this way.
The market and the awareness are completely different ”.
“Definitely so! I came to this stage, we are more and more confident and are looking overseas or
towards our western neighbours. Where they have a different mentality.
We’re creating NOTJUSTSHOP in English, with Polish as an additional language.

Future

Case 6: Showroom (PL)
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Motivation

quotes
“The idea for Showroom emerged by accident when we were running a social media agency with
Michał Juda, some friends who had just established their own fashion brand came to us. They
asked us for help in getting their online sales going. As we specialised in the use of social media,
we developed an app for them, making it possible to sell products directly on Facebook. Then we
decided to go to the Fashion Week and ask other designers whether they would like to use
Showroom. It turned out that virtually everyone was interested, so when we returned to the office,
which was located in Michał’s flat at that time, we started creating accounts of other designers. It
was also then when we decided to end all other projects and focus on SHOWROOM. This was
how we got our first customers, soon after we launched the showroom.pl multibrand, where we
presented their products.”
“We started together by organising club events when we were in secondary school. Then we went
to the university and then to work. I was a consultant in a headhunting agency, while Michał
worked in a consultancy company in the Netherlands. We soon got bored with nine-to-five jobs,
which is why we set up an interactive agency specialising in brand promotion on Facebook. Then
we created the Showroom app which recommended designer products. We found a niche, as this
was something new on the Polish market. Before that, there had only be pages with handmade
products but not with clothes of numerous designers, all in one place. We soon established
contacts with influential people in the industry and managed to infect them with our vision. We
treated fashion in a business manner.”
“It was thanks to running an interactive agency that we established first important business
contacts and learnt how to cooperate with corporations, such as Kingston and Apple, for which we
organised Facebook campaigns.”
“The business model is simple: we offer space in our shop to three hundred most interesting
artists, we do marketing, we provide packaging and advertising material for shipment, and in
return we charge 19% of the price of each product sold.”
“Today Showroom is the largest platform in Poland connecting independent designers with fashion
fans. It is characterised by good quality, great design, and affordable prices.”
“We operate a bit like a fashion incubator, we help talented young designers in becoming known
on the market. We started two years ago when this industry was completely different.”
“We appropriated the word ‘showroom’ a bit, as it had already been commonly used and there
was a risk it would not be associated with us, with our company, if the company didn’t develop
enough, and that we would be lost in a tangle of other showrooms. We managed to develop the
brand fairly quickly, and now ‘showroom’ is associated with us.”
“It so happened that that the industry goes towards the so-called showrooming, which means that
sales is being moved to the Internet, while traditional shops move towards showing products in an
as attractive as possible manner, and these are showrooms, so we just hit the bull’s eye here.”
“SHOWROOM connects young fashion designers with people who like looking good.”
“I like what I do, I really enjoy it. The best motivation for me is the work itself, the fact that I meet
great people, and responding to new challenges every day. If I feel one day that I lack motivation,
it will be a sign that it’s time to do something else.”
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“Yes. We only focus on Polish designers who sew in Poland. Many of the brands we cooperate
with strive after sustainable development and work ethics, including small brands, which are built
upon an ethical attitude towards designing and creating clothes.”
“Practice, practice, and once again practice, as you can’t learn entrepreneurship from books. Of
course, this doesn’t mean you have to achieve everything on your own.”
Peer learning
“I’ve learnt a lot from my friends who run enterprises of different sizes, manage projects and
collaborate with people. I enjoy being the proverbial ‘dumbest among the wise’ and I try to
surround myself with people I can learn something from.”
Lifelong learning
“We don’t see ourselves as fashion experts and we’ll probably never become them. We’re
constantly learning. When we went to the Fashion Week with the first version of the app, which
didn’t look as well as it does now, everyone was interested in it and treated us in a friendly
manner. We’re motivated by the fact that people from the industry talk about Showroom and they
say that it’s finally been taken care of by someone who mostly deals with online business. We’re
learning fashion all the time. People from the industry treated us really well because they felt we’d
like to do something cool with them.”
“Art is a kind of intellectual pleasure, a source of knowledge of the world and oneself. I also think
that you should always do what you enjoy.”
Independent fashion "We focus on independent Polish fashion designers. These are not the most expensive brands
designers
and top designers, the clothes of whom not everyone can afford. We rather focus on looking for
the young and promising fashion artists. These clothes are by no means very expensive. Our
prices start from 50-60 zlotys. Of course, the most expensive products cost several thousand.
We’re trying to provide an alternative to all those popular high-street shops.”
Collaboration with “We also cooperate with fashion bloggers, as fashion blogs are not just excellent communication
bloggers
channels but also very active communities that are highly interested in fashion, know a lot about
fashion, and offer very valuable feedback. We regularly cooperate with several bloggers, and at
the moment we’re also working on a new promotional campaign related to this community.”
Common
“We also receive great promotional support from the brands using Showroom. You can often find
promotional ventures information about our special campaigns, promotions etc. on their fanpages.”
Development thanks “Burda’s investment was of course the money that let us develop. We expanded our team a lot.
to investors
This was the time we recall with Michał well because we could afford to collaborate with the best
specialists on the market and they joined our team, which we believe to have been really strong.
We had more money for marketing, although our principle is that we don’t look for money as such
but we look for the so-called smart money. That investment also involved great know-how. We
learnt a lot about the fashion market and the press market.”
International
“Thanks to Burda we established numerous international relationships, we talked to editors and
relations
chief editors of fashion magazines from various markets, we travelled all over the world and got to
know many people, but this was also about Poland and great support in terms of building the
brand in the industry, very strong support in terms of work with editors, stylists; that investment
opened a brand new chapter in the development of our project.”
Trying out different “At the moment we’re testing various models of cooperation with Polish fashion magazines to see
models of
what works out and what doesn’t. We suspect that Burda’s plans concerning our future depend to
collaboration
a large extent on the results of these experiments.”
Alternative offer for “All our products are manufactured and sewn in Poland. And this is something we’re really happy
customers
about because in this way people support Polish entrepreneurship. On the other hand, we think
it’s great people buy clothes of Polish designers who are often ahead of the trends of popular
brands. Large brands are frequently behind young designers.”
Everyday new
“We must say with great satisfaction that many customers buy something in Showroom virtually
interesting product every month. Our range is very broad and changes dynamically: brands selling in the Showroom
proposals
add new interesting products every day. Our male and female customers, who we try to talk to as
often as possible, mostly praise the wide selection of independent Polish fashion as well as
competitive prices and a clear and easy-to-use interface. We encourage the customers to use our
tools through traditional online promotional tools (Google Ad Words and FB Ads), we organise
image sessions, and we cooperate with bloggers and industry media.”
New wave
“Generally, we’ve introduced new quality into the industry in technological, marketing, and sales
terms. And this industry, including us and somewhat thanks to us, has developed a lot. For
example, two years ago some designers who cooperated with us did it as a hobby, designing in
their free time. But they could quit their jobs and now they only design. Some of them opened their
boutiques in Warsaw.” “Independent fashion brands and designers took to our app mostly
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because it’s been created with this industry (fashion) in mind. Some of our customers tried to use
Facebook shops but their aesthetics did not harmonise with the products they offer.”
Outstending results “We’ve already received several awards, including, for example, the Polish Auler. The company
also received a million Euros for promotion in the media during 7 Ventures Pitch Day. Our
company also reached the finals of international competitions for startups, such as Pioneers
Festival in Vienna, Startup Games in London, and Collision in Las Vegas.”
Challanges
Reaching new
“Our most important challenge is reaching new customers. Most people who have discovered
customers
Showroom return to us regularly.”
Change
“We’ve also expanded our team. We’ve employed a person we could not afford until recently, and
management
we’re really glad we’ve done it. Also, some people from the market came to us, and they know a
lot about what they’re doing. What we didn’t know was that people we employed earlier, from the
beginning, might not fully accept the changes we introduce, and we didn’t expect that to many of
the employees who were with us from the beginning this could be a problem, which is why we’re
now introducing these changes.”
Teamworking
“I think that the most difficult elements of doing business are forming a team and working with
people. We were really lucky when it came to the team, from the very beginning we were joined by
cool, motivated, and involved people. And this hasn’t changed. What I look for in people are
potential and involvement. I think it’s much easier to teach someone a specific business than to
develop characteristics people should bring to the organisation. Let’s not delude ourselves, work
in a startup is difficult, it’s not a nine-to-five job. People working with us often have to work longer
hours and they take work home, not only physically in a form of a computer but also in emotional
terms. There are seesaws, sometimes it’s really great and sometimes it’s really bad, and then
everyone really has to get themselves together. Changes are very dynamic, it’s not that someone
comes to a position and knows exactly what to do in this position and that probably everything will
be similar over the next ten years or so.”
Dynamic changes “We implement a lot of ideas, a lot of new projects our team often get involved in, but we can
cancel such a project with one decision, which might be difficult to some people because you just
have to come to terms with it and simply move on.”
Personal developmet “Key success factors include personality, industriousness, I really enjoy watching the people
working with us because I can see that they develop and they do it really quickly. And I know that
people who leave us are doing really well on the labour market, they often occupy high managerial
positions in great companies.”
Reliability of
“Problems arising include, for example: Once one of the designers forgot about an order. But the
stakeholders
idea to just ditch it has never occurred to us and I hope it won’t any time soon.”
Training to the
Know-how diffusion “Once in a while, together with Glamour magazine, we organise a cycle of professional workshops
members of the
called Fashion Workshop, dedicated to the process of fashion brand creation. The idea behind
venture or/and the
these workshops is to allow specialists to share their unique knowledge, making it possible to
local community
design a fashion brand that will be successful on the market. Fashion Workshop is a response to
the constantly growing demand for lectures about the professionalisation of the fashion industry.
Today, passion, talent, and personality are not enough to be successful on the competitive fashion
market. In order to create one’s own unique brand one needs know-how that can’t be just found
on the Internet. These workshops are addressed to people who only start their adventure with
designing clothes and accessories and who want to create their own brand but don’t know where
to start.”
"Our graphical designer also runs workshops on illustration for the local community: children, the
youth, and adults. I also run workshops for professionals. It's great to share knowledge with
others, to contribute to others' development”
Quality assurance
Strict quality rules “Before we start collaboration with fashion artists on new brands to be promoted by our platform,
we run a thorough check on the products they sell and their quality. Having learnt from
experience, we are really determined in this respect. We make no exceptions, which reduces the
number of returns and has a positive influence on the way our whole venture is perceived.”
Listening to
“We are constantly keeping track of the opinions of our customers because they are most
customers
important to us. We respond to their comments and try to keep our finger on the pulse. Products
don’t come to us directly but we try to attend a lot of fashion events where various brands present
their clothes and where we can check their quality. Still, we place greater emphasis on contacts
with customers: we call them and ask how they like it and if everything’s all right.”
Analysis of returns “We also keep track of the number of returns and in each case we ask about the reason for return.
Customers have the right to return products within a specific time without giving any reason, which
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undoubtedly is an advantage. This option can always be chosen by customers who are not
satisfied with the products bought. Our platform is constantly developing and more and more
brands use it. There have to be all kinds of problems because it’s a natural phenomenon when
you consider the scale of it. However, we try to quickly respond to crises and we propose
discounts or various bonuses.”
“Both HardGamma Ventures and Burda International have considerably contributed to our
success and we’re very satisfied with our close cooperation. We particularly appreciate it during
numerous trips abroad where the investors’ contacts and relationships open many doors.”
“We knew from the start that building a dominant position on the market would require raising
capital. At first we invested our own savings in Showroom, which allowed us to develop the first
version of the app. This really made it easier for us to look for an investor: apart from an idea and
a vision we had a working prototype that filled the first orders. After several months of operation
we decided it was time to look for an investor who would help us ramp up the business. We knew
that a cash injection was not enough and that we needed the so-called smart money, i.e. money
with added value. This was why we decided to choose the offer of HardGamma Ventures and not
any of the others, although some of them were higher. To us, smart money is knowledge and
contacts the investor contributes to the company along with the investment. The time devoted also
matters: particularly at the beginning Krzysiek Kowalczyk from HardGamma Ventures really
devoted a lot of time to discussions about the direction of SHOWROOM’s development.”
“Burda is a perfect strategic investor for us. We reached them from two sides. There was an article
about Polish fashion published in InStyle magazine, including an interview we had given to Piotr
Zachar, the then chief editor of the magazine. Piotr mentioned us to the management of Burda
International. Soon after that Krzysiek Kowalczyk introduced us to Jean Paul Schmetz, who
occupies the position of Chief Scientist in Burda and is responsible for technology. He liked our
idea and attitude very much, and he also mentioned us to the right people. Then there were a few
meetings over Skype and in the Warsaw office of Burda, short negotiation, due diligence, and
Burda International become our investor, taking up 25% of shares.”
“The previous year 2015 was extremely important – a premium offer and a German version were
launched on the website, and an investor was acquired.”
“At the beginning of 2012, a Polish VC fund HardGamma Ventures invested in Showroom – 20%
of shares in the company. The capital acquired made it possible for us to expand and
professionalise the team, but most importantly, Krzysiek Kowalczyk, who manages HardGamma,
provided us with access to his network of foreign investors. It included Burda International whose
representatives liked the Showroom concept and we quickly reached an agreement on the second
investment round. Burda’s investment was a giant step for us, they purchased 25% of shares.
They are mostly interested in fashion e-commerce because of the titles they publish (such as Elle
or InStyle in Germany and Poland). At the moment, everyone on the publishing market are looking
for the recipe for redirecting the traffic and converting from press to the Internet, while Showroom
is perfect for experiments in this respect.”
“The key to success of a venture is its team. If you have the right people on board, the outcome
will always be positive.”
Ola: “Perhaps 30% of success is talent, 30% is luck, while the rest is hard work and PR activities. I
show my works on Pinterest, Facebook and Twitter, and like everyone here I’m present on the
industry portal Behance.”
“To us, minimalism is an essential issue, the most important elements in the Showroom app are
product photos, other elements are in the background. The solutions available earlier were too
standard, they were offered to both fashion brands and electronic shops. What also matters in the
case of our app is the full use of the Facebook platform: we have advanced OpenGraph
integration (WOW! buttons), when using our platform you can also use such promotional tools as
interactive product galleries, ready to be published to the wall.”
“In terms of the influence of investors on what we do, they provide us with advice and their
experience (until recently we knew nothing about the press market), however, operational
management of the company and taking final decisions belong to me and Michał (besides, we still
own most of the shares in the company).”
"We own shares in Showroom with Michał.”
“Showroom only operates in a commission-based system – we charge a commission of a dozen
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or so per cent of the amount of each order filled through our platform, we ensure online payments,
customer service, all technological issues, and also marketing and online promotion.”
“This model really made it easier for us to expand, as designers had no barriers to entry to our
platform, we could honestly tell them that we would start earning money only after they have
started earning money thanks to us.”
“Matter-of-fact, open, knowing their value and being able to see the value of cooperation. Building
open, long-lasting relationships based on trust and respect is also important.”
“In general: persistence, hardworking, consistency and self-confidence. On the other hand, the
ability to listen to others (customers!), create an atmosphere in which the best want to work, look
at products from a distance, and not to grow attached to their ideas.”
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“To us, minimalism is an essential issue, the most important elements in the Showroom app are
product photos, other elements are in the background. The solutions available earlier were too
standard, they were offered to both fashion brands and electronic shops. What also matters in the
case of our app is the full use of the Facebook platform: we have advanced OpenGraph
integration (WOW! buttons), when using our platform you can also use such promotional tools as
interactive product galleries, ready to be published to the wall.”
“Plans for the future – expansion to European markets! At the moment we’re not thinking about
selling the company, we have made ambitious plans for the future together with our investors, and
we focus on implementing them. Working on Showroom, we learn a lot: we’ve built a great team,
which grew from 3 to 17 people in a year, and we’ve been introducing a lot of organisational
changes.”

Case 7: Ecoluxe London (GB)
Stamo Ampatielou, Co-founder of EcoLuxe London – Normal
Maria Ampatielou, Stamo’s sister and Co-founder of Rain – Italics
INTRODUCTION
What does the name of your project mean, how did you choose it?
Ecoluxe London I think it’s descriptive by itself, we are a platform that supports luxury we have defined sustainability as people,
planet, profit, in that order. Because you have to have happy people living in a clean planet, but you also have to have a viable
business in order to fund the planet, then the profit.
We’ve always, both my co-director and myself we always aimed at the luxury side of the market, and when we started back in
2010 we just wanted to capture this in our name, and also London is basically the hub of sustainable fashion, whether we… the
Mayor of London and British Fashion Council believes that or not. So it’s everything in our name, EcoLuxe London.
BUSINESS MODEL
Tell me about the story of your project, please describe how you got started and how it has evolved, what is the current
business model of your project?
Exhibitions/Showcases
Okay, we are in fashion and everything in fashion happens yesterday so with that business model we started as a wholesale
exhibition back in 2010, Elena Garcia which is my co-director and myself, we used to show at the official London Fashion Week’s
ethical fashion piece which was Estethica, and we also used to show at Paris, and it was a huge cost for us twice a year. Buyers
need to see you for four or five seasons before they even commit in buying two of your garments. So that is a big expensive
because they need to see how you progress, whether you’re actually doing something that they can sell, and with that in mind
we said, “We’re doing our own thing, we can target the customers we want,” i.e. the high end of the market, and we started.
It was launched by Miriam Clegg back in 2010, we started with 11 exhibitors, one every season, we have been doing an event
every season, every London Fashion Week since then along with two other consultants of projects that we work with, we work
with Milan, we work with Spain, we work with other projects worldwide, and now we have about 40, 45 exhibitors, but now that
wholesale is a little bit difficult we are changing our business model.
We still have the exhibition but it’s completely different now, we try to not charge the exhibitors, we use a smaller space and we
get one or two pieces from their collection, so people can still be involved. We receive part funding from the Mayor of London to
put on the showcase and exhibition and the rest is my very expensive hobby.
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Online Marketplace/Shop
We always had an online shop and the reason we had the online shop is because a lot of our exhibitors were first time showing,
so they could not get the press if they did not have a stockist and they could not have a stockist if they did not have press, so by
coming to us and saying, “I’m stocked in this online boutique,” they could get press, so this was something we had set up to help
the exhibitors, but now we’re looking into basically properly setting it up and operating it so we can help the people that we work
with. We’ve got an extended network of ethical fashion designers pretty much all over the world now so, you know, why not use it
and they can get some promotion and maybe we can get some sales.
It’s a marketplace but we’re still debating, that’s why we had the pop-up shop, we’re still debating whether we’re selling
something that you can repeat, or we’ll also have something unique, because I think one of the biggest trends is to sell an
experience.
Pop Up Shop
And also we just finished with our first pop-up shop in Whiteleys in Bayswater, London because we wanted to actually see the
feedback of the concept store we want, how it would work and before we set it up in a more serious manner. We had the pop-up
shop for two months, and at all times we had between 10 and 15 designers, different price points, and different products. The
design of the Pop-up Shop was made out of palettes, used palettes…and our lights made out of seaweed.
CUSTOMER FOCUS
Who do you target with your project and why this specific group or groups?
What we have been doing is aimed at buyers and press, now we’re trying to approach the general public. We target, what we
saw from the pop-up shop, anybody that has an interest in fashion or sustainability can come in because we sold items from £10
up to £1,200, so I mean the £1,200 was not our every day one, but you know, different people would come in to see what we
were selling, the general public basically.
DREAMS & HOPES
What are some of your hopes and dreams for the project?
Well it would be good if I start making some money out of it, because if I make money then the designers make money, but it
would be nice to see this happening and I know a lot of people say, “Oh Marks & Spencer or whoever cannot be sustainable and
they’re doing it for a PR exercise,” but I don’t care because they’re taking this a little bit forward, you know, they’re raising
awareness, so if they do it for me it’s good because on top of that I can raise awareness of what we’re doing and launch our
collaborative online marketplace. I would also like to have a little shop as I imagined,
PROFILE DESCRIPTION
If you used just a few sentences to describe yourself as a designer, entrepreneur, project manager, creator, or
something else, what would come to mind first?
I don’t use the word entrepreneur, I don't believe that you make entrepreneurs, businesspeople were born like that.
I’m sorry I don’t believe I’m a businessperson, I’m a designer. I’m not doing something that other people haven’t done, I don’t
believe that, sustainable fashion is a concept as old as humanity.
I’m a designer, I’m not an entrepreneur, this I’m not willing to accept, I’m a designer trying to go into business, onto the business
side
I’m a designer trying to let’s say raise awareness about how we live.
COLLABORATION
What was the best moment for you since you’ve started your project, and the worst moment, in terms of key
interactions with key people that you worked with?
Best moment
I think one very nice story is the Cambodia project we work with called Craftworks Cambodia a cooperative in Cambodia that
work with lots of women.
…that we work with…They recycle anything they can get their hands on and through the years that we’ve worked together they
have evolved so much and the products mainly jewellery and bags are always nice, they didn’t have the money to travel to the
UK to exhibit or to send over their products, they researched and they said, “Sorry, it’s too expensive, sorry for your time but it’s
too expensive to send it.
They could not afford $22 US dollars because the rent in Cambodia at the time was about $15 US dollars which made us
understand how expensive it was for them to send over a half of kilo of stuff. But we convinced them to send over their products
and sold them on their behalf and then sent them the money from the sales. We have a very good relationship with them since
2011.
We used to sell their products on the website, offer their products as gifts to raise awareness as well. Recently we also sold a lot
at the pop-up shop.
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…we had found that through Ecoluxe many wholesalers have found them, and we’re so happy when we realised that they had
found them through us and they’re doing wholesale that way.
Bad moment:
The bad moment is when you get designers who you know need help and you can see that they’re doing a mistake, and you try
to help them and they take it personally.
INSPIRATION AND MOTIVATION
Can you tell me how these key people have influenced your own inspiration, motivation, and your activities along the
way?
I think working with projects like the Cambodia people or another project we consult in Peru (a prison), the prisoners there, they
make me a much better person.
I can’t remember the name of the prison, there’s about I think 10,000 inmates with 100 guards, and the guards… it’s run by
gangs, the guards don’t even go there, this French man has managed to get a team of youths and they make a really nice
collection, it’s called Project Pieta.
We started offering consulting to them to help them design and produce a womenswear casual collection from Sari’s and it’s
really nice. Now I’m trying to make a scarf collection for Ecoluxe for our website through them.
When we’re selling something we always have to know the person and we always have to know the thinking behind it but if I’m
honest like I haven’t found somebody who has more experience than me being in the sustainable fashion at the moment, I’ve
been doing it for 30 years, I have people I respect a lot, so I would ask them but in terms of the production side of it no. From the
Pop-up shop we actually learned what’s selling, we actually learned that we had a shop where the customers appreciated unique
things and actually wanted to learn about the designers behind the product.
CO-CREATION
More or less people come to us for advice, I come from business, Stamo knows both business and what’s happening on the
production side, and we work with designers from across the globe.
For example, a milliner, perfect milliner, but now there’s not much demand for hats, so we worked with her now and she has
started doing jewellery, handbags, even bags, products that are easier to sell. By co-creating we are sharing value for our
customers. Yes, definitely, and then they share their knowledge with us, so…
RELATIONSHIPS
What type of qualities, characteristics are crucial in sustaining and developing these relationships would you say?
Honesty.
Integrity.
Responsibility.
Responsibility and respect.
CHALLENGES/BARRIERS
Are there any cultural barriers to people or organisations fully perceiving your project as you would like to have
intended them to?
Yes, when we were talking with various people from different cultures for example like China, and I have nothing against China
because it’s exactly the same in Greece, in Greece there’s no recycling of garments, there’s no, you know, people want new
stuff, same in China, so you need to have a different marketing approach
They wouldn’t wear anything second-hand, it’s a bit of a social stigma. And it’s cultural, you know, they completely understand it,
it’s the same in Greece, they don’t want to have… there’s no second-hand shops in Greece.
How do you try to overcome these barriers, you’ve mentioned that you’ve had to kind of change products?
Yes, we change the word Sustainability because it has so many different angles so if it can’t be upcycling or recycling it can be
introducing something that’s made locally, or that respects tradition, so you don’t need to have only recycled or upcycled things.
FUTURE ORIENTATIONS
Where do you see the greatest opportunity to make a difference through your project in the next five years?
In actually managing to sell all the products I want to sell from the projects I work from, the only way I can help them because we
are self-funded is by actually making something that can sell, because if I can sell it then I can give them some money.
wrong, you know you never know, that’s why you’re doing it [both laugh], I may be proven wrong, I don't know.
Okay, and how do you see your role change within the next five to ten years, specifically around trying to make your
project financially sustainable, ‘cos that’s one of your big wishes and hopes to…
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Yes, I can’t see it changing. No, I will be still running around, I will be still giving… I’ve refused… somebody that… if it’s a project
that cannot afford to pay me I refuse to take money. If it’s a project that cannot afford to pay me I don't want to take money, you
know, if I sell products that’s a different story, then I want my share, but for somebody that cannot afford to pay me for advice I
refuse to take money, but in an ideal world yes I can be paid for a big company that can afford me because then it will allow me
to a) have my shop for example or consult in a project that can’t afford to pay me and so I can’t really see it changing a lot.
What
would
you
like
to
share
that
we’ve
not
covered
in
the
interview?
Having worked with designers for a very long time… this co-creation is extremely difficult, designers are competitive monsters.

Case 8: Here Today, Here Tomorrow (GB)
Interviewee 1 - normal (Katelyn)
Interviewee 2 - italics (Julia)
INTRODUCTION
How did you choose the name of your project?
We had a big, long list of lots of different names, we wanted something that helped tell the story of who we were and what we
were about and had some meaning, so it's a play on the phrase 'here today, gone tomorrow' and it's obviously turning that
around and talking more about, you know, what we're doing is, has a purpose and meaning and a resonance beyond the sort of
fast fashion or throwaway fashion, it's more sort of conscientious, and trying to sort of sum up all of those thoughts and that
ethos in a sort of playful name.
Tell me about the story of your project, describe how you got started and how it evolved.
Myself and three other designers met on the MA Fashion Environment at The London College of Fashion, we studied, started
studying that in 2008 and graduated in 2010, and we all came from quite different backgrounds, all sort of fashion-related but
with slightly different specialisms, I studied accessories design, Anna did knitwear, Emma was women's wear, Inês was more
interested in print and illustration and communication, so we all had slightly different skills and backgrounds. When we
graduated, we all knew that we wanted to continue what we'd sort of started researching and practising through the MA, which
was looking very much at sustainability throughout the fashion industry from all sorts of different angles and environmentally,
ethically, from a sort of social standpoint.
So we wanted to get a space together where we could continue our projects, or collaborate, or build new things, we were looking
initially for a studio together that we could share and struggled to find anywhere, this shop space was empty at the time, and we
passed by one day and out of interest just asked what the rent was and it wasn't actually that dissimilar from the studios that we
were looking at, and we thought well, this is an opportunity for us to have a space where we can work, where we can practise as
design and makers, but also sell directly to customers and open out that process of how things are made and get people
involved and understanding the time and materials and the processes that go into making products. So it was very much about
being within this very sort of micro space and the concept of being transparent in that way, people can walk past and see, you
know, fabrics and machinery and items, accessories or bags or clothes or knitwear being made and then a day later appearing
on the shelf or, you know, they can come in and watch that happening. So that was very much the sort of initial concept of the
shop, of the studio space, having this dual use and it revolved from there, so after the first year Inês decided to move back to
Portugal and Katelyn joined us, and around the same time we decided we did want to do a collaborative project which was our
own brand and our own label and wanting to design a collection together and that's where we started the collections working in
Nepal and the brand came about and that's been sort of evolving and growing ever since then.
BUSINESS MODEL
What is the current business model of your project?
We’re transitioning at the moment, the shop's been here for six years this summer and we've decided that we are gonna close
the shop because we're not using it as a studio space so much anymore, we've sort of had these two projects running in parallel,
the shop and the brand, and the brand is something which we want to put more of our efforts into, and 'cos it's been growing,
and we work with two different producer groups in Nepal, we have a range of knitwear, we've Autumn/Winter knitwear which
we're putting out, this is our fifth season that's for sale at the moment to wholesale to stockists, and it's a Fair Trade model of
making and a pretty slow process. Whilst you see a lot of industry going to shorter and shorter lead times, this one in order to
keep the ethics of being able to give reliable and well-paid work to the producers by its nature has to be a relatively slow model.
We have stockists across Britain and Europe at the moment which stock the brand in their shops, so seasonally, and then we
have been developing an 'all seasons' collection as we call it, which is making use of some of the hand-woven fabric that's made
in Nepal to compliment the knitwear range, it's quite a slow development because it's the weaving or something which has been
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in decline, so getting that up and running and getting the women's wear and some menswear line going is something that we're
putting more effort into, so that's where we're seeing a lot of the growth.
There's three of us, that run the business and we do, I think, quite, well it seems to be relatively uniquely, we do run it completely
cooperatively. The three of us pretty much make all the decisions together, the major decisions, we do each bring our own
strengths and skills but we don't have traditional distinctions between our roles, we use each other's strengths to do different
sorts of jobs, but we design all the collections together and we have a process which we've been doing now for a number of
years where we do that collaboratively and I mean that's definitely my favourite part of the whole business is getting to do that.
CUSTOMER PROFILE
Who do you target with your project and why this specific group or groups?
Well given the nature of the products our main target customer group is women, we have tried really hard to, well within the shop
it's always been our goal to, for all the products that we sell to be accessible and we're not going for a high-end luxury market,
we want regular people to be able to wear and enjoy the products that we design. Because of the nature of what we're doing and
the way it's produced and the materials that we use and the quality of all of that and ensuring that the production is done in an
ethical way, we're never going to compete with High Street prices, so we're at that kind of midrange price point.
In terms of the Here Today, Here Tomorrow brand we sort of have, I would say it's sort of gloves that are around thirty, forty
pounds, hats are forty to fifty pounds, we have some knitted, hand-knitted jumpers, cardigans and other sort of tops and
garments that are around a hundred and fifty pounds, so that's our kind of price point. What's been great about having the shop
space and, even though we're sort of moving away from that now, it has given us that first-hand direct contact with our customer
and to talk to people about what they love and why they're coming back and what they like and what they don't like. We definitely
have appealed to young and old customers, we have people from all different age ranges and all different backgrounds who
come in and enjoy our products, so that's been really interesting to see, there doesn't feel like 'oh we're in a twenty to thirty age
range and that's it', it's actually got quite broad appeal which is what we would aim for as well.
I couldn't give you a breakdown exactly what it is people who are coming in for, I think there's a lot of overlap between when
things are made ethically and you can sense that about them and when things have a good story behind them and there's a real
strength of their provenance and whether that is sort of eco or ethical I think the line blurs and people who can sense that it's
really well-designed and well-made there's lot of overlap there between people looking for those things too.
And definitely for us we don't see that our product just sits within the eco category and that we would only ever be stocked in
shops that have an ethical sustainable story or that our customers are only ever gonna be people who have that interest, you
know, we are designers, we're interested in fashion and in style and we want people to wear products that make them look great
as well and feel stylish and we feel like our products stands up in that sense as well and belongs on the shelf of any kind of
boutique, whether it's trying to appeal to a sustainable or ethically minded customer or not that's really important for us.
And I think that's the way that the, in general it seems to me that the industry's really changed a lot in the last ten years, that
there was more of a separate sort of eco ethical sort of brand or sector and now I get, I really have, feel like I've witnessed that
the vast majority of brands now want to tell some sort of a good story behind their products, so it seems like it's become much
more fluid in that way.
HOPES AND DREAMS
What are some of your hopes and dreams for the project?
I think a lot of our hopes and dreams is definitely to do with the people in Nepal, the makers, so I'm actually the only person who
hasn't personally visited, Julia and Anna have been to see the makers. We have a very personal connection to them and to
have seen the organisation that they're part of thrive and grow and that is something which is a big part of what we do that, you
know, our growth is also good for, well a lot of times, the women who are the knitters and the weavers and feeling like we can
continue to support them to thrive and grow is definitely important to us. They obviously had the huge earthquake in Nepal and
watching, the effects that that had on a very, very fragile place already and then how they were able to rebuild things and they
had very difficult political situation for almost the rest of the entire year going into this year with shortages of all resources, fuel,
food and things, and so being able to watch them rebuild that infrastructure and thrive as a community, as a country, is
something that we want to be part of.
I mean none of us have got into this area of work to make a fortune, we're not particularly motivated by making a huge amount of
money, we want the project to be sustained and self-sustaining and grow to keep running year on year and keep supporting the
people that we're working with. We would like to grow that and expand that and work with other groups maybe in other parts of
the world, we'd love to be able to establish collections where our materials are more sustainable as well, at the minute we're
focussing on the relationship we have with our makers but within Nepal there's particular challenges with getting organic cottons
and wools and those sorts of things which is another really important aspect of what we want to do and where we see the brand
going and what we represent, and we've not been able to do that at the minute because we are so small and we have limited
capabilities for those kind of growing in that way as well, so that's definitely a goal of ours. But for us, it's about taking it to, stepby-step to get there.
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I think feeling like, some of the limitations that we have for the design in terms of the types of materials we can get, sometimes,
you know, obviously those are really good limitations to have in that they give you a structure to work with, but I think there's a
number of different places in which we'd love to have some more freedoms and that would require being able to have access to
different materials like, like non-wool yarns so things like banana fibre or yak wool or, so those are other things that are in
development or, well they've been in development for a while!
PROFILE DESCRIPTION
If you used just a few sentences to describe yourself as a designer, entrepreneur, project manager, creator or
something else, what would come to mind first?
We usually refer to ourselves I think as co-director, co-designers or something along those lines, to try to articulate the fact that
we are this combination of things, but we also are all educators and we are all lots of different things, I mean I would call myself
an artist as well. But that is the joy of the discipline of design is that it's, very naturally collaborative and interdisciplinary, that's
why I was always drawn to it, that you can bring all of these different aspects of things together and in a business context that
can be really, really useful to have that kind of flexibility.
We do so many different things and whichever hat we're wearing that day whether it's an educator, a researcher or a project
manager or designer, it's about doing things conscientiously and thinking 'well where is the value of what we're doing here' and
'is it contributing something positive'.
COLLABORATION
What was the best moment for you since you started your project and the worst moment?
For me, the best moment was going to Nepal myself and having that experience and meeting those people and it being real and
seeing first-hand actually the impact of what we do and to people I think that's what it boils down to is how, what we can do here
has a real effect on other people's lives. We went to meet the weaving group for the first time, so this is following, our Kickstarter
campaign to start the collection using the woven materials Katelyn mentioned earlier, the hand woven darker fabric, which is this
traditional Nepalese textile but it's been in decline, the technique of weaving it has been in decline as influx of cheaper materials
from China get imported and those sorts of things, but, so the Fair Trade group that we work with manages sort of working with
craftspeople in the district surrounding Kathmandu who do all sorts of different types of craft and often they're in sort of small
workshops or they're home-based and it's ceramics and metalwork, glasswork, textiles, knitting, weaving, so they sort of have a
central HQ in Kathmandu and then they sort of manage these different groups and bring them the work and manage those
projects, so this weaving group is kind of establishing and they're bringing new mainly women in to learn the craft, I mean I think
they said it's something, having those conversations directly with those people, we had a translator there, but you know, talking
to them about, you know, how long does it take you to learn this and, you know, things like it takes them a day to weave just one
metre of the textiles so when you're talking about slow fashion and slow production the time that's gone into making this and the
care and the skill, you really begin to understand that when you're standing there in front of these people and you're thinking, you
know, it's, yeah, it's quite sort of breath-taking.
You can imagine as a perfect example of how that changes our designs, to see that then if we're thinking about for instance, you
know, designing say a top that has to be cut in lots of different places knowing that you're cutting through this fabric and you're
throwing away waste potentially that has taken that much effort and time to put it, it changes how you design things. Traditional
crafts sometimes aren't necessarily so appreciated at certain times and it's great to be able to help to make sure they do get
appreciated for what they are and for the history that's gone into it.
The Association for Craft Producers who we work with and have built a great relationship with mainly work with family run groups
and women. They go above and beyond Fair Trade certification. The organisation is really trying to create a robust organisation
which does provide for its workers, things like childcare and education.
One of the things they do is training, so, you know, there's huge unemployment in the country and so if they can find young
people, young women, young men, depending on what their areas are, to train in different crafts so, you know, training new
people with the weaving or the knitting, that is part of what they're doing, but you know, obviously having to be hand-in-hand with
their clients and customers, like us, and lots of other different brands and companies from around the world that they're getting
those orders to sustain training new people in those skills and to do that.
Worst story/experience
The worst moment is sales season! None of us are natural salespeople, it's tough, it's hard work.
I think that there's a lot of conventions that exist in how you're meant to sell products and how buyers are used, you know,
systems of how buying takes place like trade shows and things like that, that feel very removed from the parts of the project that
we really like, from the sort of integrity of it, from the story of it, I think somebody who was a, probably a natural salesperson
would not necessarily say that because, you know, for them that would be a great place to tell the story, but yeah, we find that
quite difficult.
It's hard as well when you've got, you've got that first direct contact with other retailers and you hear then first-hand stories of, I
mean retail is tough, you know, it's difficult business to do well in, especially for independent retailers which I think are squeezed
in every single direction, whether it's competition from High Street brands who can offer anything and everything at a lower price,
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or whether it's the fact that the rents and rates go through the roof because an area becomes popular because of all the
independent shops. We were, or are members of the East End Trades Guild which is a sort of organisation built up of members
who are all independent retailers or traders within the sort of broadly speaking East End of London, and very much largely as
well round the sort of Spitalfields Shoreditch area where over the last sort of ten, fifteen years that area has been transformed
with amazing sort of independent businesses who are now being, you know, told their rent review comes up and there are 300,
400% increases because the landlords know 'well I'm gonna boot you out and get a chain in', but of course then those areas lose
the appeal for why they've become popular in the first place. So when we're in the process of contacting people saying 'we've got
this new collection, are you interested in, you know, having it in your stores' and people are saying 'well actually, we're closing',
or you know, 'we're struggling to make ends meet' and things like that, that feels as a symptom of the sort of society and the way
things are and, in that kind of particular world anyway from that point of view.
INSPIRATION AND MOTIVATION
Can you tell me how these key people have influenced your own inspiration, motivation and/or activities along the way?
We're always interested and open to opportunities for a bit of co-design with them in a way, and to learn from them, that's why I
think it's so crucial that we have gone there and visited them and seen it first-hand and have seen what their restrictions are and
how they work, so also for instance the fact they sometimes don't have power, maybe have electricity only for like two hours a
day, that really changes how things are made, so that's one of the reasons why the hand knitting and the hand weaving is more
possible, but of course there are things which they do need electricity for, and learning directly about their limitations influences
our design and then we know that because we send them designs which are like sometimes nothing like anything they've ever
seen it changes, you know, their understanding of how things are made as well, so that communication between us is a really
amazing thing and, you know, that's another thing which I think that relationship has grown over sort of five years and which
really, is really inspiring to see continue to grow and develop.
I think seeing what, I think it's a really interesting perspective to be on the one hand speaking to people like buyers and retailers,
and on the other hand speaking to these guys in Nepal and seeing the challenges that they surmount on a daily basis gives you
such a different sort of headspace when you are, I think when you're speaking to people who are really actually looking just, you
know, their world, their present is very much to do with, say, retail, it's a very different, it's, they're just such different worlds that,
but it, yeah, so by communicating with these guys who've done just extraordinary things in a country where there's such difficulty
to get even basic infrastructure going, I think puts everything in perspective and it means that then when you go back and you're
kind of in the fashion industry you bring that with you and prioritise things differently than otherwise.
I would say that whole 'all seasons' collection is very much inspired by our relationship with our makers in Nepal. It was a ‘oh
gosh moment’ where we thought there's this incredible activity going on there, it should be connected to what we're doing here'.
So we've tried to, design it so that there are pieces that layer really well, there are pieces which are not only high summer or
deep winter, so to try to be in contrast to the idea of fashion being disposable, so that they're items that can endure and that
aren't necessarily only sold for three months and then they go on sale.
STAKEHOLDER RELATIONSHIPS & INFLUENCE
Makers
I think something that is quite important to say we'll tell you about the collaboration and co-creation is that it's always, you know,
thinking back to the beginning and to where we've come on that journey, it's been a lot of times along the way that realisation of
things and communication, you know, is gonna be harder than you thought it was for a moment, you know, so something like
sending the technical specification to the group and then getting back something where, you know, they've done it and they've
interpreted it in a way that you could have never imagined. We've learned a lot over the five years to of how you can
communicate so that it's something that they understand and I'm sure there's loads of different ways in which they've learned
how to communicate with us, so and I think, you know, I'm sure anybody who's done that kind of work would say that's, that
you're always learning.
Customers
A relationship over a period of time you get to know each other better, you trust each other and it's absolutely right, I think it's
about understanding, it's about communication and, you know, I think with our customers we've never done any formal cocreation as such, we've held lots of workshops, we've held events, we've collaborated with artists and designers to do our sort of
displays and our windows, but I think it's more on a subliminal level of like I was talking before about, you know, when you get
that direct feedback from our customers about what they like and what they don't like and that is going to actually affect how we
design.
Retailers
We will call them and keep in touch with them to find out what they liked, what sold, what was received well and that has always
influenced what we do as well so it's just another form of data gathering, as it were. But that has evolved, so with the knitwear
the collection evolves and gets better in the sense that if a design does well what we do is really usually we develop it in a way
for the next years and then we add new things to try to then test those, so I think quite differently than how a lot of people work,
it's not all new styles every year.
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SKILLS/QUALITIES/CHARACTERISTICS
What type of qualities, characteristics do you think are crucial in sustaining and developing these relationships? Which
of those qualities did you acquire during the process?
I think empathy is very important and being understanding.
As a brand If you're not going to have a really strong hierarchy you need a lot of empathy I think, and we really do operate in a
fairly non-hierarchical system.
Flexibility and willingness
Respect for other people's ideas
The ability to and see things really holistically, being able to see that there's lots of different parts and how they come together
and how things influence each other across of the various systems that we work in.
Skills we have had to acquire along the way are accounting, social media skills, things to do with putting together catalogues and
graphic design, photography and copywriting.
CHALLENGES/BARRIERS
Are there any cultural barriers to people or organisations fully perceiving your projects as you would have intended
them?
Mmm, that's an interesting question. Any barriers... not that we're aware of is the only answer that you can give that. If there
have been then we've not heard about it!
I think telling the story of what we do, because none of us come from specifically communication marketing backgrounds I think
sometimes we, you know, we're all very genuine and we hope that our genuineness, genuineness, comes through and we make,
we have the responsibility to the project, to our makers and to ourselves to tell the story of what we do really well, but I think
sometimes it can get lost in translation.
It would be great to have somebody who does actually come from that expertise to help with that, so I couldn't tell, if I knew what
the ways were that we could do it better I would do it, so I can't tell you what those ways are but, yeah, I think there's some
things that maybe get lost in.
It depends very much on the audience or whoever it is, 'cos everybody has a different way of responding to and to appreciating
something. It is hard to get that story or that message out there though when everyone is inundated every single day with a
million stories, a million bits of information or images or products or, you know, so that sometimes feels like we're just a tiny voice
amongst many but that's still...
I think maybe what's, one of the things that we've always known whilst having the shop studio and having the brand is that that
becomes challenging to tell both of those things on one website and that maybe has left people thinking, well maybe not
understanding that we're a brand or that, do you know what I mean, go on the website and think 'oh well they just, they sell
sustainable brands so they're just like an eco shop'. So that's one thing that we're kind of looking forward to when the shop does
close we can refresh the website and it can be much more focussed in on that we do and those sorts of messages will become a
lot more sort of clear.
FUTURE ORIENTATIONS
Where do you see the greatest opportunities to make a difference through your project in the next five years?
I think it's continuing the support of the producers that we already have in Nepal, of growing that to support more people, of
being able to integrate some more environmentally-friendly materials into the collections. We've always been very much about
organic growth and it's not pushing beyond what's sort of manageable for not only us as the three of us to, you know, stay on top
of but also for the producer group to stay on top of, you know, if we quadrupled our sales figures in one season then they would
struggle to meet those order quantities, so it's about sort of growing hand-in-hand with them and I think over five years that's
something that would be nice to.
I also future co-producing in London, so having something where there's a mix of locally made and so it's supporting both, yeah,
both local industry and Nepalese industry at the same time, which is something that like for instance we could have, you know,
like we could have the leatherwork for bags done here or we could maybe have the weaving done there but some of the sewing
done here and that is potentially something that we might be looking at doing in the next five years.
How
do
you
see
your
role
change
within
the
next
five
to
ten
years?
I don't really know that we particularly have that as a plan, maybe it would happen of its very nature but it hasn't as of yet. I think
what Katelyn said a minute ago is it's maybe a case we actually need to bring other people onboard who fit those gaps in those
roles of, you know, someone who is sales and marketing expert or someone who is the finance and accounting expert, perhaps,
and that might be the necessary step as hopefully the whole service and the brand grows and establishes that we're able to do
that and our skills that we have then is complimented by others.
If somebody has a real life change in the next few years, we will find ways to be flexible and adapt to that and find ways for it to
be a positive thing for the business.
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HTHT been a studio shop, it's becoming the brand, there's nothing to say that it's always going to be about a Fair Trade brand in
Nepal, I think this idea of Here Today, Here Tomorrow and the fact that we're all doing so many other things, we do research, we
do education, it can be so many other things as well and it might, again, evolve into something beyond Fair Trade production and
it might become a research hub or, you know, a consultancy for businesses or, you know, educational workshops on sustainable
design. We definitely have an open mind about that and talking about collaborations we don't necessarily need or want to
collaborate with another designer, it's maybe a research centre at a university who's doing a project on x, y, z and we actually
have other skills and knowledge that gives us a position to fit into different aspects of this world.
What would you like to share that we've not covered yet in this interview?
I think we probably said it all. We're very sharing people.

Case 9: Co-Shop (ES)

Introduction
Co-Shop means collaborative shop. With my bad English I thought that shop means tienda. I might have been better to call it
Collaborative Store. It comes from what is happening with the co-working spaces. We had the idea to create something that is
similar to a co-working space but for retail.
Intention
The project started when we saw a clear necessity here in Barcelona, which is what I know (referring to the place). But then it
became clear that tis is true across Europe; that they have an interest in fashion, they want to start their project, and really it's not
only fashion; this is true with games, furniture and a lot of the designers.
Experience
There are a lot of design schools here in Barcelona, and they start a great project of high quality and then they find that they
don't know where to sell their product. They sell online and they sell in markets and fairs, but they don't find stores to sell their
products. We saw that there is a need.
Values
We started as two partners, and then I continued by myself, and we saw that this was something we wanted to try, because
there were no such stores
Business Model
We started with the idea to create a co-shop with the model of a co-working space, you pay and you have to make it profitable.
But what happened was when we started to look at the the business model, was that because they are not accustomed to and
also because they start off with a large investment in the creation of the product, it would probably not be a good idea to ask for
more money for a space to sell their products in a store.
Collaborative efforts
We thought it would be better to say that our engagement is not a fixed quote for the space, but a certain percentage of the
actual sales. Because this also creates an obligation for us to sell. So with the commission-based model we ensure that we all
do our part in creating sales, the designers and us. And for both of us, the core we sell the more we make. For us this was a
more fair and collaborative way.
It was more challenging for us to do it this way, but I also think it makes it better and more interesting.
Right now there are three stores and we are about to open the fourth. The three that exist are in the centre and the fourth one is
in Gracia. Form there on out we want to open additional shops outside of Barcelona, but using a franchising system, although I
don't like the word franchise, because it won't be a franchise , but a similar model, a social franchise, which we created and this
will start in 2017.
Needs
The first need we identified was that the designers don't have a sales point; their first need was that they don't know where to
sell. But when we started opening the first shop we also saw that they have many more needs. They need more tools, they need
information, suppliers and space to work, because some work form home. And from there we created a co-working space where
they can come to work. And also, from where we, as a community can offer information, because some have the knowledge and
others don't, so to share. Things like how to label a piece, this sounds simple, but it's really not and not everyone does it
correctly, and not everyone knows that the law tells you how you have to label. How to price, because many don't know how to
price their products, how to calculate their prices, calculate taxes... many don't know.
And in the more technical part of production they also lack
And also the photos, because a lot of times they make photos at home in a way that doesn't allow them to sell online. We started
developing the online platform, and the photos many of them don't have the photographs that allow them to sell online, so we
have a photographer, who shares the space. We are also learning bit by bit and trying to create solutions that we all need.
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Community
Our community is made up of designer and brands, workshops, suppliers of textiles, and machinery and the public who is
interested in a different type of fashion, which respects working conditions and the environment, is something unique and
special, and of course public entities and foundations, entities which are interested, for a number of reasons to participate,
Customer
From our experience, well, all our current shops are in the centre and in the centre there are a lot of tourist, all the stores sell to
tourists, we sell to a lot of tourists. The tourists like that it is something special made in Barcelona, they value that and buy. We
also sell to locals who already know of co- shop and know that they will find something different, a present or a piece that no one
else will be wearing.
Target market
Our client us a client who wants to buy a piece that makes them feel unique, beautiful and know that what they are buying is
produced locally in fair conditions. Tourists, conscious consumers but also not conscious consumption, but just something that
makes them feel special. So there are really three profile: the tourists, the responsible consumer and the selective
consumer. The majority is for women, but for the simple reason that most designers make pieces for women and they do that
because everyone knows that who buys more are women around 30. So there is an excess of designers targeting that sector.
Dream
I always thought that it would be beautiful that if I travel to a city, in or outside of Spain, to see what the talent in that city is
creating. I would love a co-shop in every city to see what they are doing there. And that from the co-shop emerge brands and
designers that grow in a way that they can stand alone, and are recognized and can leave co-shop. I don't see co-shop as a
shop for established brands, but rather as the birthplace.
Profile
I think I am a converted person. I think it's important to get it all wrong, say I got it all wrong and change paths., I think that is
important and good. For everything in all parts of life. Because ten years ago I didn't think I would have children, and I have
children, I didn't think I would have a fashion business and now I have a fashion business. You should give opportunities to the
things you never though you would do.
Entrepreneur, values
So I am civil engineer, my education is so far from fashion, I worked in engineering, and have introduced brands "made in china "
"made in India", importing and introducing brands here in Spain . I contributed to closing production in Europe and now I can see
that that was a mistake. A European mistake, in our country and in many others; offshoring all the industry. in such a feral way.
Because you can off-shore, I am not against globalization, but the way we did it was not the way to go. Saying let's make
everything abroad, so that everything is cheap, with the only aim to make it cheaper. Because there really is not a single other
motive to off-shore than to make it cheap. It wasn't about finding the best quality, where people can make it better, no just to
make it cheaper.
Social entrepreneur
I don't think I am a social entrepreneur. The company is a social enterprise. I was just looking to do something that I was
interested in. I think that a social entrepreneur first looks to others' needs. By chance what interests me, interests society. Which
is great. So I created a social enterprise, but I don't know if I am a social entrepreneur first.
Ethical values
The ethics, the ethics are inside a person. You have it, you believe it, you create it. I think I am an ethical entrepreneur. I had
very clear convictions when I started and I was not willing to compromise.
Sustainable
From the three, I would say I am first and foremost a sustainable entrepreneur. Because I am fascinated by the topic of
sustainability. Sustainability, is something I think is something that we all need to work toward. So that our planet does not suffer
more. You have children, you are thinking of your children having children, and there is this one planet for all of us, which has
such beautiful things to offer and we are destroying it and for what, money? So I think that is the most important.
Mission
I don't think co shop is changing the world, but it is a different path... I am going in a different route.
Collaboration
We started with a call, on Facebook and a blog we had once we found a great space that was basically ready to start, and we
started receiving many many messages, from people who wanted to sell.
The thing was that the community in reality already exited, it just wasn't established in an organized form, there were many
designers that got together to go to markets to sell, or organized fairs, so they already knew each other. And from the designers
we got a lot of recommendations and network growth.
And from there we had a full shop and much more interest than space.
There was a real necessity and you the movement that followed demonstrated that. And it has continued this way during the
three years. We rarely had to go out and look. Almost always, the people approach us with products, ideas for collaboration, a lot
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more than we have the capacity to manage. The only thing we have done is organize it. Give is a body, a form, meet and
connect. But this community already existed.
Funding
We received investment form the momentum project which is a social investment fund from the bank BBVA. We participated in
the momentum project in 2014, and they saw the viability of the project and bought a stake in the company.
Momentum is the larger investor, and equity holder, but we also have a small minority investor, who is also a social investor .
Value alignment
In our case the investors are social investors, so their values are quite clear. Although of course it is risk capital, coming from a
bank, to me that is welcome investment.
Selection
We support designer, but of course not any designer, but someone who commits to a certain level of sustainability. It's not easy,
where do you draw the line, what do we accept what don't we. But firstly it has to be people who are working in the city, so they
are contributing to the local economy, creating local employment. From there we add values. Organic materials are a plus, social
workshops who help people at the risk of exclusion also get more points. It's like a point system but internally.
The more impact you create the better, for us there are two dimensions: employment and environment. And within the two
dimensions we evaluate every brand or designer that approaches us, how they do it and why.
The minimum is that they work and produce locally. The most local possible. And in coherence with our understanding of
working standards and rights
If it is produced within the European Union it already guarantees the minimum, because the European Union doesn't allow you to
dump your waste in the river,
Also in no European Union country the abuse at the workplace is allowed, that a person works without vacation or breaks.
Why you use one and not the other is a personal choice, and that's ok. What I don't like is that if you can buy bread from the
bakery downstairs, you take the car and drive two towns over, because the bread is 10 cents cheaper. That would be ridiculous.
You are contaminating, travelling more, and then you buy 10 pieces of bread to freeze it so you don't have to drive every day.
this is what I am against. Local production needs to survive, on both ends but not one at the cost of another .
I can't control everything, but we do revise and evaluate. We learnt to, and we learnt to detect the fraud.
And we learnt to see the values and identify the intentions. But of course we can't control everything, there is a large part of trust.
Of course there are recommendations and also evaluations from the participating brands.
Governance
I have a team internally, and then of course the people in the shops. The last decision lies with us, but we have large meetings
with the brands and they know each other and control each other. In a way they compete for the best spots in the shops and so
they do control, each other and if someone is leaving our path, they alarm us.
Challenges
In the beginning it was hard to define what our values are. We didn't have something written down, sometimes it was just a
feeling. We had to learn, that was hard. and now again, we are starting to grow and so we are back at trying to define some of
the practices, I think these two moments are both difficult and important.
We have a range of designers, some have a refined product and are only looking for point of sale. That's one extreme, and then
the other just have a concept, a few drawings an idea. We sit down with everyone and start working on what they need.
The majority does have a minimum production, have been working for a while, 2-3 years, that's the majority.
Sometimes, we have to send designers to a different type of shop , because sometimes they meet all the requisites, but they
don't fit our target, this also happens.
Social Production & Inclusion
We don't have an incentive for designers to work with social workshops, but it's a good idea. We recommend it, we put them in
contact; and for some it's the best option they have right now.
It's not necessarily more expensive, but it takes longer and there are more errors... There are different models, some are still
learning, but that part is often well-covered by subventions, but others already learnt it all, so the y work the same as any other
workshop. We have worked with different workshops, but we also are starting to work with our workshop, people who are
studying sewing. They are learning and looking for work. They are not at such a great risk, but they want to work and are looking
for work. They are the youth, and looking for work.
If we have a meeting with the designers, we don't necessarily invite the workshops, although that might be another idea. But first
we want understand their issues with them.
Objectives
The first objective for us is to create local employment. We also want to contribute to less en negative environmental impact, in
an indirect for, but yes. The social problem we are looking at is the delocalization of the industry. I didn't create the business to
help others follow their dream but I think we are.
Success
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I do think we are successful. We are selling, people like what we are doing, we are growing, investors are interested. Yes! I think
we are successful I think one of the ways we look at how we are doing, is when people come back to co-shop. So the locals
who come back . Really at the moment we don't measure much. We measure how much each designer makes and if they can
live from it. And we measure by how much their income is growing.
So far 5 have successfully left Co-Shop
But of course we also have a few that drop out, because it takes to long for them to make a decent living. One of the difficulties
we have is that it's very hard to know by how much we are contributing to the local economy, the number of jobs we create. The
whole first year was incredible, the response we got, the brands, the designers, the people, everything. A very difficult moment
was when my partner decided to drop out and I needed to decide if I would continue by myself.
Collaboration
Apart form my team, Momentum project, Alfred, the director, has been great in supporting the project. Momentum project also
has the part of the mentoring, and support, apart form the financing which helps a lot. The team I have has been here from the
start and they are key. I love working in a team and it gives me a lot of energy.
Learning and Growth
It has changed, me, in part for the better, in part for the worse. It has changed my values and they are still developing. I see why
people are doing what they are doing and I learn and take on their approach. I am an engineer, I think I have learnt to appreciate
the small things, live in the moment and enjoy the day to day.
But I also suffer more when something doesn't go well. It's like a child.
Three years is not a lot, but we have more confidence, some things have gotten a lot easier, but we are still learning. the brands
are also learning to collaborate, do their part to make sure we all do our part to sell. It's more than a sales point, they need to see
how to present their collection, among each other, they are learning how to collaborate, and we are learning how what to ask of
the collaboration.
There are some who are very self involved. Who don't know how to collaborate, don't want to work in a team and are not willing
to adapt. We are representing so many brands, that we need to ensure that our management can meet a common standard.
The dialogue is the most important thing in collaboration. We need to try and understand each other.
Governance
We have a board and the investors are part of the board. The investors are very involved. We have meetings every month with
the investors, internally, without the designers. I trust them a lot, in their experience, their mentoring and support. I think I have
two key responsibilities. One that it works, works economically and continues working and the other is that it doesn't lose it's
values.
Team
The team is constantly evolving and redefining the roles and responsibilities, things that are valid today are not relevant in 6
months. When we have an issue, we always talk about it as a team.
If there is something with a certain person in the team I talk to them personally, if there is a problem with a designer there are
some things that we can sort out one to one, and others that effect everyone that we talk about with everyone.
We have at least two meetings with all the designers per year, and then we have meetings one on one also at least twice per
year with every designer.
Almost all the communication happens by e-mail. The more public information, we pass via Facebook.
For the designers it's important, that we share the insights we have on the client. Often, they don't know of the effects some of
the changes they might want to make on their sales, so we do try to give them feedback.
Collaboration and Challenges
Of course there are cultural barriers. The designers are creative, they think in the short term, they are chaotic, also creative
minds value their creation more than anyone. But we need to find a way for that creation to be sold. If you think of other creatives
the music industry, the arts, you can create what you like and have it at home. But if you want to sell it, you need to understand
who will pay for what. and this part, the more market oriented part is hard to bring across to the creatives sometimes. They see
themselves as artists and they are, but if you want to live from it, it takes more than creative talent. I am still learning the
language of the creatives. An engineer doesn't get offended from feedback. It really is like changing the country not too direct.
You need to learn how to say it in a way that doesn't offend
If you say to an engineer that something doesn't work, they will ask you where and why. IF you tell a designer that a dress
doesn't fit well... Huu, that's a whole different story. They will tell you that the people have bad bodies, because the dress is
good(laughs)
If designers and brands lie or cheat, in their explication of how they produce, they are out.
What also happens, is that some of the designers treat the shop personnel poorly. So sometimes we need to explain to them
that they are not their assistants, but their collaborator. They cannot order them around.
Future
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I think opening more shops in different cities, and places. We are also growing online, but I see it more as an offline growth. I
would like to see my role growing into something that is more a strategic vision, than the day.-to day

Case 10: Moves to Slow Fashion (ES)

Name
Moves to Slow Fashion means move yourself toward sustainable fashion... I wanted a name that would indicate what the project
is about and has an actual meaning."
Intention
The project is linked to both my professional and personal life. I worked all my life in the textile industry, including large
corporations, in purchasing and marketing and e-commerce. I am passionate about fashion and marketing and all of it. So for me
it was clear that if I start a project it has to be related to fashion. But during my time working in the textile industry there were also
a lot of things I didn't like about the industry practices, how things are produced under what conditions...
Experience
I wanted to start a project that was different to fast fashion, and can demonstrate that a different way of making fashion is
possible; the textile industry has a bad reputation in both social and environmental issues
Values
I wanted to found a company related to fashion that I could identify with, with value added... I wanted to help change what
fashion is today
Business Model
The business model is based on the need for viability, everyone has great ideas but the important thing is that it is viable I
looked at the market and wanted to make sure that what I was doing was actively addressing a need. The business model is a
platform that is a point of access for sales and communication of sustainable fashion brands, which are the ones that really do
not have access to clients. What we do is, we are an intermediary platform, we upload the products help create an image and
facilitate sales, and from the sales we take a commission. We do not buy stock, nor do we ask for deposits. Why? because both
those things are related to thing that in my opinion are going wrong in the fashion industry. Stock is creating overproduction and
high costs and I don't want to ask for deposits because most of the sustainable fashion entrepreneurs have short production and
I don't want to take potential channels of commercialization away from them. I want to grow, but I want them to benefit as well.
But one of the important commitments is, that they inform us of any changes in stock. To sum it up, we offer a platform for sales
online with image, photography and marketing online; don't hold stock, nor deposits and receive a commission on sales. We
offer photography and image for the commission fee; we do not ask for payment. Within our expertise we try to offer as much we
can in the communication and sales toward the final client.
Client
We did not try to primarily target the already existing sustainable fashion client. We target the fashion client in general.
Sustainable fashion is still fashion. I believe that one of the reasons the sector has not grown is, because it was sustainable
people, who were not focusing on style and design. So sustainable fashion that reaches the final client, first and foremost has to
be fashion. What we sell is fashion, with the added value, that it is sustainable.
We particularly target women between the ages of 25 and 45, who value fashion, who are accustomed to buy online, with a
certain level of education.
Dreams
We are the first multi-brand platform for sustainable fashion in Spain, and the idea is that we grow. We internationalize, to other
countries in Europe and the specifically to the US and Japan, growing the number of brands; but also diversify the products; last
week we started including beauty products.
Growth
We will always be a platform for sustainable fashion, but what we want to do is create synergies among different sectors; which
share values and potential clients, toward a sustainable lifestyle
Synergies
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A person who buys sustainable fashion is a potential client for sustainable cosmetics, and a client of sustainable cosmetics is a
potential client for sustainable fashion; and might be more interested in vegan or raw foods. We want to create a platform for a
sustainable lifestyle, starting with fashion, fashion is our catalyst.
Profile
I am an optimist, proactive and entrepreneurial. I always intend to do things the right way, I am curious in so many ways with a
global outlook, I've travelled for work and myself and like seeing new things, investigating... observing, and I think this connects
to my professional choices; if I hadn't seen all the things I've seen, hadn't observed, I wouldn't have developed the capacities to
do what I do.
Social Entrepreneur
Social Entrepreneur because I would not have chosen to start a business that does not have a positive impact, both socially and
environmentally. MTS is a social enterprise because 1. we have created a solidary t-shirt ourselves and part of the return goes to
Oxfam Intermon; this is obviously not a big part. But 2. we integrate brands that have a social value. Brands who work with social
workshops or buy textiles made by people with disabilities or integrate social practices in other ways.
Ethical
So, the ethics are the basis of both the professional and personal life. And again, we support brands that use ethical practices,
with the materials they buy the way they produce... and we chose to work only with brands that produce under fair conditions,
whether that is in Spain or outside of Spain. We also work with brands that commit to fair trade.
Sustainable
For us a sustainable brand is a brand that incorporates ethical practices, local production... and ecological production.
Sustainability is a mix, so it can only be used when some of these criteria are met.
For example, MTS we only work with brands that commit to at least two out of the three criteria.
Collaboration
I searched for sustainable fashion brands that were interested in what we wanted to offer, and had a good aesthetic; explained
what we wanted to do and what we could offer them, and what they could offer us, and the reality is that 98% of those we
contacted said yes. Because they like the image, our aesthetic, and we create trust by demonstrating that we know what the
market is about.
Ownership
Rosa and I are the only partners
Selection
Basically what we look for are brands, which commit to our criteria: ecologically, ethically, produce locally and fair trade.
At least, they (the brands) need to produce ethically, that they work with ecological materials or that they include actions which
reduce the negative effects on the environment; so we include brands that use practices like upcycling, they produce locally to
support the local economy. Of all these criteria they need to commit to at least two.
What happens is that all are producing under fair working conditions, this is the basic principal, this is the minimum.
What we look for is a story, not only that the product can be commercialized, meets the ethical standards ect. But that there is a
good story underneath.
Capacity
We now have 57 brands, we don't have more, because we managing more is impossible, with the capacities we have. We have
reached the point where we do not look for brands, they come to us.
No we only reach out to brands for specific commercial needs, like having few products for men, or because I am missing lower
priced products, or ecological brands.
Collaboration, trust
In sustainable fashion we rely on trust. But we do start with a collaborators agreement which the brands sign, that they are
working within their stated criteria, that they commit to sustainable fashion... it's a simple page and a half, where they sign, that
they work within certain parameters.
Quality control
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Independently, we have a supervisory role; apart form the investigation we do online... in which we get to know the people
behind the brand and the products. We know every brand we work with personally.
The personal relationship we have with the brands also ensures that we understand their needs, we know them so we can help
them; but we also know them to ensure that they meet our criteria.
Criteria
Of course the brands need to have a minimum production capacity, so that they can ensure that when orders come in they can
supply; they have to be committed and up to speed, it has less to do with how long they have been around; some of our brands
are only in their second season, but they are committed; basic maturity: minimum production capacity and product quality.
And of course it would be great for us if they already have an established brand image, a client base, apart form a marketable
product; but that part is difficult, because in Spain in doesn't exist.
There are exceptions of course, but in reality what we need to do is help the rest.
Challenges
I have had to turn down many brands. Obviously, we say no to brands that are not sustainable. Particularly the topic of local
production is tricky. But local production is not equal to local production. Local production to us means produced locally and
incentivizing the local economy, in a collective or along those lines. But also, if you look at some of the local production, the
conditions are horrendous. Local really does not mean fair. Also in Europe.
Trust, quality
And then a tricky issue is the design, I have also had to turn away brands because they are... well let's say not in line with our
aesthetic, and what our clients look for. What is clear to me is the the aesthetic part of the platform is very important, it is
fashionable and we can sell it. But also, the brands we have on our platform are on our platform because they feel comfortable
being associated, next to the other brands on the platform."
Challenges
In reality, brands that don't have a minimum of brand identity, and an image they care for... well, this is usually a symptom
indicating other issues, like the lack of production, the lack of a collection...ect.
It doesn't have to be a perfect webpage, but an Instagram account, a couple of photos, this demonstrates that they are serious
about their project.
Synergies
We offer to create looks using our products, to show how to combine the different pieces offered. We look for synergies between
the brands. This creates trust and a collaborative atmosphere between the brands."
Governance
Rosa and I make the decisions, but we are always open and look for another set of eyes. and we ask for opinions and from as
many different perspectives as possible.
We don't offer courses, but we are not firm either. When we see that a brand needs help we support as much as we can. IF
someone doesn't know how to calculate a margin, is creating too many bottoms and too little tops, doesn't know how to do
billing, of course we help...sitting with them for 2 hours doesn't create us any income, but in the end we think if they improve we
all win.
Support „the extra mile“
I am part of the management in the MSBCN, so helping is something natural to me, obviously if I will do it voluntarily there, how
would I not do it within by own business!
Impact
To me, a business, whether it is sustainable fashion or not; well, the world will not be sustainable, society will not improve if the
businesses are not sustainable (meaning, cover their costs). To me everything is a mix, I will not say it's 50:50 but we need both
the social goals and the business goals. If you don't cover the minimum by generating income, you will not be able to have a
positive impact on society.
Collaboration
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collaboration to me has to address the economic side of things as well.
Values
People to me are always above everything.
Success
I am absolutely moving toward success. Although I don't create enough income to quit my day job. This is my time, my life, my
dream and my primary objective. Everything else is means to continue doing this, nothing else.
To me success is not measured by the amount of money we make. Sure, it has to be enough to cover our costs, but it doesn't
define success.
To me success means that the brands tell me that they are selling more. Not only via our platform, but also their own channels.
But we are giving them visibility with PR, interviews and on. And they are; success is when they tell me they are selling more.
Catalyst
We also do physical sales, we have retailers in Belgium, Japan and France who come here looking for the brands we have
online to sell in their stores. So to create this visibility and offer an ample supply, creates that the brands are selling to new
retailers.
Last week a Japanese girl came to buy stock from here. And if a girl comes from Japan, because she saw products on your
webpage that she wants to buy and bring back, that's success. When the platform was online on the 23rd of April 2 years ago I
had my "bling" moment.
Great/Worst moments
Its a great moment when the you see that all your ideation and work has resulted in a real thing. You go to movestoslow.com
and there is a platform and it works and people are looking at it. And then the first sales.
The worst moments are when you don't have money. You are working 20 hours a day and you realize you don't have the money
to do stuff. These are daily struggles. But although it's the hard moments, it also has its bright side. Because everything that is
money is solvable. It drives me crazy when people say, but I don't have money. There are so many things you can do without
money; it’s harder to find solutions, but you can.
For example I don't have money to pay for professional shooting or hire models; but I found a photographer willing to do it for
hardly anything; the same with models, And just today I was offered a space for free to create a shooting.
Collaboration
Rosa and I make the team. But the community, and also the personal side is so important and confirm that although you are
crazy, you need to continue. For us as well the brands and collaborators reinforce the path,
and you notice that when you need something there is always someone who can lend you a hand. with money no, because no
one has any, but you notice that with the relationships you have built there is always someone who can help you out.
With more time, you have more of a relationship. It's funny because normally when a business relation doesn't immediately
display the economic benefits you hoped for things start to dissolve, but we are doing more and more things together. Eva for
example from Ecology, we started having her stuff online, she has helped out a few times and I have offered her space to do her
own shootings.
It is funny how a professional environment, with the relations that are not friendships but interchanges or help professionally,
grow when it is not about financial return directly. But when you are not yet creating volumes of return, doing things is not as
easy, but it's growing with all of the brands we work with.
Trust
I think trust is super important.... Trust is the basis to grow the relationship: trust and professionalism.
I learnt a lot but I also got a lot of confirmation for myself. I was able to confirm that in this world a lot of people have great ideas
and concepts. But few are able to put them into practice in a good way. There are so many people that have dreams, but they
lack a business vision entirely, also the education, so the great ideas get lost on the way."
Learning
In every 200 (that have a great idea but don't know what they are doing), there is one that is not like this."
I learnt, also, that the small businesses are much more open to collaborate, and especially when they want to see a better
world and do their own thing, they have a strong intrinsic motivation, and the rest, well they are easily identifiable.
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Right now, since we don't have funds, we look for specific collaborations. So we found a guy who has a sustainable fashion
brand and he is teaching us via skype; and we offered a showroom to him and some more support.
Funds
Of course if we had the funds, I would prefer to pay; but I have what I have to offer now, so that's the payment I can offer now.
We are looking for funds. Barcelenoa Activa offers services but nothing is free, not the office... but we are supported by the
ecosystem of other start-ups.
Financing
From the start MTS created with the concept to find external funds; we are not particularly focused on philanthropic capital; and
since everyone needs a financial plan in the end. To solve problems? Well you talk, right? And you continue talking.
Target group
We have a few brands from outside of Spain, but most of them, this is true are local. And although most are local brands, many
were founded by internationals who live here. But I have never felt like we have cultural barriers.
Challenges
You need to be careful, because the conscious consumption boom also leads to the fact that many say they are sustainable - but
you need to see some of the conditions in the factories in Alicante or Malaga. The people work more hours than in Bangladesh,
and most of them don't have contracts.
The brands didn't know about the concept of sustainable fashion, now that it's bigger many want the label. We have never had a
case where one of our brands was not producing the way they had promised. But of course if they did, well, they have to go.
Vision
A global platform for a sustainable lifestyle.
In Spain it is not yet about trusting that sustainable fashion is actually sustainable. But this is the next step. To have trust issues,
first you need to know it exists.
I want MTS to be the go-to point for quality, sustainable, trustworthy products for a sustainable lifestyle. So you are browsing in a
place where you don't have to worry about whether someone was exploited in the process.

Case 11: Baobag -a part of CoShop (ES)
Marc
Joan
Name of the project
Baobag... was playing around with words. We wanted something that had something to do with what we wanted to do; and
because we wanted to make bags we started playing around with the word bag. the word bag, in different languages, and bao, I
think in an Asian language means bag as well. So it's really just a play on words. When we started we didn't know where we
were going, so it was playing around with words along the lines of what we wanted to do.
Intention
It was three years ago, there were three of us, now we are two and a half, one is present in mind. He is an illustrator, and was
looking for a place to put his drawings and how to capture them, and our third partner was unemployed and started sewing bags,
for her it was a passion and so we decided to put together his drawings, and the sewing. So we started investigating in what
ways we can put the illustrations on the bags and the technique we liked most was serigraphy. So it was putting together bags
and serigraphy. And from there we started making shirts and other stuff and once we noticed we could no longer produce
everything we needed, we started working with a foundation and create a social workshop that works with people with
disabilities.
Collaboration
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We started as a brand. And when we noticed that we couldn't produce everything we needed, we thought that we don't need to
do the mechanical part of actually producing the product. So the idea was to get in touch with the foundation, but not only to
produce our own products, but to create a workshop for other clients as well.
Business Model
Yes, we have three segments, one that is our own brand, one for private companies and one which is the workshop with
But in the end everything goes through the workshop. Because the workshop is not external, we are co-owners, it was a
collaboration with the foundation. It depends, on what it means to survive. No, we both have work outside of this and this is the
extra. We don't dedicate 100% to this, but of course we also don't work 100%. We understand, that this is slow growth, and it's
better to grow little by little with a solid structure, and if everything works well one day we will be able to be with baobag fully.
Customer
Well, the client, we have a n age range between 15/16 to 40 and older. Because really, we have some products that speak more
to young people, but older people also buy the products. We have products for both men and women, but in reality we sell more
to women.
Women are the ones who buy bags, we are still working on a more masculine bag. and also we sell mostly, in places where
women buy.
Dream
To buy a jacuzzi, no? But really, to have the brand in a good place in the market, make a name for ourselves, so people know
us. So people know us for what we do.
And to be able to live from it economically, and also that the workshop in collaboration with the foundation’s, works and that we
can offer our service to more brands. And to sell to the world, really. Because we started in Barcelona, but now we have started
selling to other places.
Profile
Well our roles are quite clear. He is the designer , talks to clients, in charge of the brand image
And he is the basic structure. He supports the whole company, the logistics, contact with the clients, but the more economic part,
As a person? Ha! (laughs) No, he is super hard working, more the nmbers guy.
Yes, I am more structured, so it happens that I say we need to do this and that and from there we divide tsaks. I am more
organized than he is.
Yes, I am the artist, more flexible... More...
He is a little more chaotic.
But if you know how each person works... We also never had problems. We always see that there are tensions in companies,
but we...
No, we can always talk. And what one person doesn't have, the other one does.
It's like he said, what one of has, the other one does, and together we can come up with everything we need to get to something
that works.
Social Entrepreneur
I think of the three, we are firstly a social enterprise. But really what happened was that we didn't have a clear idea when we
started, we wanted to do something we liked. And little by little, when we started growing, we had to figure out where we were
going. Would we be the type of company that does everything super cheap or would we try and create additional value. and
that's when we started looking for a more social way to do things and started working with the foundation. But the reality is we
are also trying to maintain a competitive price. And that's not easy.
Sustainability
If you try to buy 100% organic fair trade cotton... Well... We're just not there yet. No, I think the society is just not prepared to
value that yet. If you argue that a t-shirt was made locally , didn't exploit anyone and is made of completely natural material; but it
costs you 30 Euros, well no one will buy it. So now, we are well situated and stable and we can start looking to make a more
sustainable product.
Yes, like a certain collection.
You know that if a T-shirt by Zara costs 5 Euros, someone is being exploited, you know that something is happening. If it's the
earth or the worker...so little by little with a better position we are looking to make things in a more fair way, no, not fair... more..
better.
Because really Inditex has created a lot of harm.
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And really, we have been doing this for three years, but it's more like 1-2 years seriously. Because we started, with look, what we
are doing is getting a following so let's continue. We started the working with the workshop a year ago and we had a lot of
challenges internally, logistically growing, so it has been challenging enough to deal with that, we haven't had the capacity to
look beyond getting this to work.
Materials that are local and organic are hard to find and expensive. And the supplier from here that we work with don't want to
guarantee anything.
And the price just goes up, the price of the final product also goes up, and right now we still don't want to risk losing our clients.
And first we need to be known as a brand. We have a more sustainable product in mind.
We have the option for the client if they order, say 5 t-shirts, to select organic materials. But the reality is that when they see the
price, they pick the cheaper option.
It's a bit contradictory. You want to offer something that has more quality, but in the end, the client choses cheap.
Collaboration Workshop
The workshop, is more than collaboration. We are co-owners. And then co-shop, yes that's more of a standard collaboration.
With the workshop it all started, with a contact we had at the foundation and they proposed, because they have different types of
production, like labelling, more mechanical tasks, and they work with people who have mental and physical disabilities. And
prom there, we asked them if serigraphy, the technique we, if they see that could be viable in a workshop. Because, the learning
process might take a while, but once you know the technique it's very mechanical. So we thought that they could do it. So we
opened space, started teaching the technique and after a lot of visits and back and forth, now we are up and running.
But we are still there. The learning curve is a lot longer. There are still things that need to improve. The workshop works for us
and other brands, but we coordinate it all.
We and them communicate what the workshop has to offer. But also, because we already have experience with budgeting ect.
It's easiest if everything passes through us. Of course for us as a brand it's great to have our own workshop to produce,
because normally you are bound by rules and large quantities. So this gives us a lot of flexibility as a brand.
And also the workshop is not working at full capacity, so we also had to look for other options.
Collaboration Co-Shop
Co- shop, well we were looking for a place, because we used to have one in Sants, but we had to leave, so we spent a couple of
months looking, and co-shop wanted to create a co- working space.
They had the idea to open various stores .... With the condition... Wait was that co-shop or just Nieves?
So they wanted to use closed stores, and make them into co- working spaces.
Impact
But that never worked, or they never did it, but that's how we met.
When they opened we saw how co-shop worked and saw all the products ... And at that moment it wasn't for us.
But some time passed, and she got back in touch, with the idea to put some of our stuff in her shop. And so we went there we
explained to each other how it all works and that's when we started selling. We even had the idea to co-create some products,
but in the end we are all so tied up in our day-to-day.... But the idea would be to collaborate more..
Collaboration Workshop
The foundation is in charge of working, teaching and taking care of the workers. They have a psychologist, and they select those
they think are best suited and capable to do the work. Because in serigraphy, you do need to use some pressure and, so there is
also a physical component and of course you require some development and willingness to learn.
So we know that they are in the process of trying to figure out how best to personalize some of the conditions, and we are still
waiting to hear back from them. But at the moment it's all a bit on hold, I think.
The last meeting was in September, so it really has been a while. We are overdue for a meeting. Yes, they do sell our things,
definitely. The only challenge is that you have to leave quite a lot of products with them in stock, and until it's sold, it's there. And
that is money of course.
It would be great if stores would buy the pieces, but that’s not customary . So of course they take less risk, and who actually has
the risk is us. But that's how the majority work.
Customers
First and foremost, they buy the product because they like it, not because it's made in a social workshop.
You find all kind of clients, and of course there are those, who value the local production and the social aspect a lot. When we go
to markets, that's when we have the most client contact, and explain the project, they are interested; the brand baobag, and also
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the workshop. And then some say, you know I wanted to make my own t- shirts, for a bachelor party , or something like that, they
like the idea of having them made in a place like ours.
Governance, structure, responsibilities
Collaboration Workshop
We don't teach the workers directly, but we spent the whole first year teaching to coordinator of the workshop, who now teaches
the workers. Because of course we are here in Barcelona, and they are in Vila Franca, and we go every week but we can't be
there all the time.
And so now there are two coordinators, or work-shop caps, one for serigraphy and the other for sewing and they teach
We look for the balance, we want a result, certainly, and the foundation, who has the experience working with people with
disabilities for 20 years, can tell us, if the worker can achieve a certain level or not.
But for now, they have always managed to get the results we needed, so we haven't had to adapt.
But what is true , is that it's a very slow learning process.
Motivation
Rather than to help other achieve a dream we started trying to achieve our own dream. (laughs) We also didn't start with an
economic outlook. We started in his hour stamping in his room, washing in the bathtub...
We started creating a product just to see where it would go, it wasn't ambitious. Let's see what me make and where we will go.
Of course now, that we see that the product works, the project, and with the workshop, so now of course we are more ambitious.
This, yes more so. To go away from the same old t-shirts by Inditex. I don't know if you are referring to this when you say
innovation, but it was little like that, look, what we do, we are doing our way.
To learn yes, of course.
Success
I think so, yes, we are successful.
Depends on the day... But in general yes. (laughs)
We grew, because we had success. We did not grow because we made investments, and 1000 t-shirts, and selling all over the
place. No, we started growing because it works. Yes, because the client asked for more.
So I think that is a success.
That's complicated. Maybe by the products you are creating, the sales you make, how you grow.... You learn new things... I think
one part is what you make and sell and then the other part is how that then permits you to learn and grow to places that you
wouldn't have reached before. We started with one type of product now we have new types of products... I think that to have
the workshop with the foundation, is already a success... To better the technique is also a success, the progress we have made
there, that is also success.
growing, they are producing more, getting more orders, that of course is an objective, in the end. When we go to the workshop
and see that the workers are so involved , are happy because they are learning and are getting better every day...
And then of course, when a client tells you that they like the product a lot. Sometimes that gives you more than the 10 Euros they
pay for it.
Collaboration and Intercation
I think to be more than one person helps, and to have a place to go and work also to differentiate places, although we always
have our mind on boabag 24/7, but at least if you change your setting a little...
And here we are sharing, and although we don't work together, sometimes they give us a bit of fresh air between us, they have
new ideas and share opinions...
Me, yes I think it has changed me a little. You have something there that is like a baby, and it changes your vision. Yes, you
always have a next step to do, and you want to take care of it, and make sure it grows, and so it's like another concern that you
didn't have before.
And of course the contact with different people, if you go to markets, and the work with the foundation. We never worked with
people with disabilities before
And to work with clients... They can tell you what it's all like, but until you do all that, it's very different. And of course to manage
people
I think empathy is the most important. To understand that we have our business and they have theirs, but we want to work
together. And that they are professional, that they work well. Because in the end you are doing the best you can, you also hope
that they are doing the best they can.
And with co-shop we have seen that there is the willingness to work together, and that has been working well for a while.
Governance
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In baobag as a brand we are three, co-owners.
And in the workshop, it's the two of us and the manager of the foundation. Once a month we have a meeting with all the people
involved in management of the workshop and every day or two he talks to the oordinators, for the things that happen day-to-day.
And the once a month we meet with the sub-director of the foundation and the coordinators of the different production lines to
see how we are doing, what we need to change, so management.
We are in touch a lot, but the truth is we are already a bunch of people who are involved, the coordinators, and management of
the foundation and the n the workers.. So in truth it happens that some of the information slips between the cracks. But we are in
contact and we try to ensure that we are all up to speed.
Challenges
The first thing is the conditions they give you .
It has to be a store that is in line with your needs, how they present your products, and then that they need to be willing to be in
touch. We've been lucky, but one store, well, now it's closing, but the communication cost us so much. They were a bit lost, didn't
get back to us... In reality, a store that has bad communication. Well...
Because it's one thing if they buy your product and then sell it, but if they have it in deposit, then they need to be willing to stay in
touch. So if you don't know what's going on... Because I mean, in the end it's still your products.
I think that the idea of entrepreneurs from Barcelona, with local production, is the most interesting thing about co-shop. That
there are small labels making great stuff and and then giving them a space to sell, that's the most interesting part. Mmm.. I would
like to have a meeting one day with other brands. Because we know of some of the brands that are there, but in the end we don't
know them, you don't know anything about them. We know more about brands that had a stand next to us at a market than we
do about some of the ones that are sharing shelf-space with us now. And we know that there are more people out there doing
what we are doing, with the same set of values, but we really don't know anything about them, how they are doing. So really we
don't have any information about what else is in the stores.
Yes! They tell us, why don't you try this, many clients have been asking, or this colour is more popular, and that illustration is
great... So, a little. We have also once made something particular that they asked us for, because many were asking.
We don't yet have a finished catalogue, for our collection, so we are not selling online with co-shop. And because we are
renovating our own online shop, we are still missing new pictures and so on.
And we are in Etsi, it's a platform for artisans, but in reality... it’s not our case. But yes we need to start using the world of the
internet to reach more people.
Future
It's to create a brand that people recognize and identify the values with, that you want to transmit, with a strong brand it's easier
to sell added value. With the workshop it’s harder to create a brand, but if it is linked to our brand as well, it’s like, in the end we
want, that when someone wants to print t-shirts, instead of going online, to find the cheapest price, they can go to that workshop
and know that these workers are making them, you can visit the workshop, see the project.... so that could also be a reference.
The role inside the company? I think we that is quite clear.
And also I think it’s not necessary we do what we are good at and what we want to be doing. In reality I think we have said a lot.
(laughs)
Case 12: Miu Sutin – Moves to Slow Fashion (ES)

Introduction
My brand is called Miu Sutin, it is quechua and it means "sell the truth". My father is from Peru. I selected a name that represents
my roots a little, and also what I wanted to do; sustainable fashion.
Intention
I started with the idea when I was working for a large European multinational, I was a buyer, I worked there for 10 years,
travelling a lot, mainly in Asia. I saw the working conditions and the material we were buying, the requisites we had for durability.
Really what we were doing was looking for the cheapest prices, that the garments endure three washings, and aiding a nondevelopment of these countries, in my opinion.
Experience
So what I wanted to do was capture what I learnt and redo it in a completely sustainable manner. I understood the methodology,
I know how a fashion company works, the to-dos; and translate it to a clean process.
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Values
I started by myself, but met a person who wanted to participate in the project, and she quickly became my business partner.
What happened is that she only stayed for one year. What happened was that, when you work on your own account, it's a lot of
dedication, many hours of work and a lot of effort. When we did our business plan we saw that we needed to hold out at least 3
years. But she couldn't.
Business Model
Mainly I sell here in Spain, in some online platforms, there were two, the one that interests me most is Moves To Slow, which
was the first platform I sold in . And to me it's the most important national platform: because it was the first, because it has a lot
of sustainable fashion brands. And also because I really like the aesthetics. And I am also selling on another platform, called fair
changes. Apart from the online sales, I also sell in stores. The collection is very Mediterranean. So I sell in stores in the
Balearics, the coast or Ibizan stores. And the other two collections, which are more simple, I can sell in any store. So I am here
in a store in Gracia, dedicated to sustainable fashion, in another in Madrid also dedicated to sustainable fashion, one of the only
ones there and in a few stores, which like the design, and are not focused on sustainable fashion. Not at all. Not at all. Like I
said in the business plan I need to hold out at least three years. I am now one and a half year/ maybe two down the line.
Production
This was a very important topic. When I started working, it was obvious that I would not be producing in just any workshop. And I
started looking for workshops dedicated to social inclusion. The first workshop I found was Donna Colours, run by an NGO, they
have their own brand and work as a workshop for other brands. It worked well and they continue to be an important workshop for
me. But it all depends on the quantities. They work with women, who come from conditions, well, form the street and they give
them training to give them a different future. So, they need time to learn to do the pieces well, and it becomes more complicated
with important quantities. I worked with two more workshops that are dedicated to social inclusion, but you need time, simple
models; so I have these workshops in mind, and it all depends on what I need exactly and I know what I can count on. And
apart from that I am with a network of seamstresses, here. It's a network of seamstresses that are older than 50, have dedicated
their entire life to sewing and do amazing work. I love working with tem because I have so much to learn and they want to teach
and explain, because they know that their know-how is being lost.
Customer
I am selling to women aged 25 to 45, 50 , they are conscious women, and are looking for clothes that encompass the need to
protect the environment, produced fairly, people who look for a differentiated product. But the truth is that my objective is that
these women buy my product, but also that there are women who buy a sweater and know that it will last them years. It's an
investment for them and they understand that. But the majority are women who have the purchasing power to buy a more
expensive product.
Apart form that there are other clients that buy my collection, they are not my primary objective, but they simply have the
purchasing power and like the design. Because in reality what we do is limited editions and quality materials.
Sourcing
I buy a lot (of material) from different places. But one of the ones I like the most and am using the most right now is hemp. It has
a lot of favourable properties, and lasts a long time. I also work with fair trade silk. I try to buy materials that adhere to both social
and environmental standards, but between the two the social value is always the most important. I will always buy fair trade silk
before I buy ecological silk.
Dreams
I want to reach an equilibrium., to live from what I make. I don't have the expectation to become a market leader in Spain or
Europe. I only want to survive in a market niche. Apart from creating sustainable fashion, I don't have a collection for every day,
it's pieces that are quite elegant, for occasions. My dream is to live from what I make with my brand, that people know my brand
and are conscious of what I am doing.
Profile
I am an entrepreneur. Although I worked in the industry for so long, I had to do a Master's degree in fashion design to learn
about design, and I still have a lot to learn. To create the design, to me is the easiest part, and everyone in fashion design knows
how to do that, everyone in this world has creativity, some more, some less, but everyone has some creativity. But apart from
that you need to understand the sizing, fitting and sewing processes. And all that is work I truly respect, and I don't consider
myself a designer. In five years maybe. to draw is easy but all the rest... no, I am not a designer. I feel as an entrepreneur before
everything else.
Social Entrepreneur
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I consider myself a social entrepreneur. Before all else. When I work with a social workshop I don't try to negotiate the prices,
because I understand that the work is for them, so that they learn. When I was a buyer the negotiation was the basis, but here
no. You must understand and respect the working conditions. Ethics are in everything. I the discourse I lead, in what I say and
how I say it. In the transparency, but also in the way you organize your work, so that every step of the way is the cleanest
possible.
Collaboration
We are both in an association. The association for sustainable fashion (MSBCN). And that's where we met. Two years ago we
organized a parade for the fashion revolution, and showed the people an alternative to fast fashion. And they really liked my
collection. So they sent me the contract and we started working.
So really when I started, I started with them. I really like that it's a platform so rich in what it offers, in diversity. There are casual
collections and ones more to dress up. Some are more expensive, and some are cheaper. Some are more sustainable, some
less, but in all that they are very transparent. And so apart from being able to sell on the platform I can also communicate what
my brand is, which is very difficult when you are a standalone brand. So to be able to be on this platform, which is also the first
platform in Spain, gives me the chance to disseminate in a way that would otherwise be very difficult.
They also communicate the general message of what sustainable fashion is, here in Spain. They are a communications agent
for all the brands, they are really more than a platform for sales.
Positive moments
One of the most important moments early on, was the parade we did with the fashion revolution, two years ago. These were
samples, we had not yet produced a full collection. Behind a collection there really is a lot of work, the drawing the materials, the
sewing, the fitting. I also started working with an NGO in Terrassa that gives women, who are in danger of social exclusion the
chance to go out and do something, learn something and they work with some artisanal practices, and in these samples, I saw
for the first time what all that work amounted to. That was very important to me to see the outcome in such a beautiful setting.
Collaboration
Collaboration is my interaction. I am now alone in the in creating this brand; and I still always talk in we form, because I feel like
the work is a collective one. The collaborator who has helped me the most is the association for sustainable fashion. I see it like
a constant learning process. To me, to keep learning is something super important, also online. I am also doing a workshop
form the the city, I look at what Barcelona Activa is doing a lot. I chose this because you can talk to the people, you exchange
ideas, even if they are not form the same sector you can always learn. And of course it's also a way for me to leave the house.
Because, often to be an entrepreneur, I work from home, which is convenient because I have children, but it's also good to leave
and breathe what's out there. I also do courses online form Next and also in English, called ethical fashion, which are great. But I
could spend my whole life taking courses, I also try to select, where I need more information and support at the moment. and we
also help each other a lot. In the association we are a lot of brands that are more or less in the same boat, that helps. I would
like to sell online to my final client myself as well, and also sell to more physical shops.
Challenges
I started selling to stores, it 's going fine, they order and re- order, but I would like to start looking at possibilities outside of
Spain, because the reality in Spain is that selling to stores is very difficult. They have the habit to work in deposits. This is
something I am accepting less and less, but am also lucky enough that I have found stores that are placing orders.
Growth
My first step is to sell my collection online, entering e- commerce; and the second step is to go outside of Spain. (and for these
two objectives she looks to learn more) What I intend to do is change the way we consume, so in terms of environmental
impact, I try to buy certified materials, the Gotz certification and then I also buy fair trade materials. Then I also buy materials that
last. I distance myself from trends, I try to make beautiful pieces obviously, but I don't follow the fast fashion trends., because
they last a year, maybe two and then no one buys or wears that style anymore. So that the pieces I sell will be worn for 5, maybe
10 or 15 years. Which also creates less of an impact on the environment. I chose who I work with, my collaborators, to create a
positive social impact. Including human rights, working conditions and social inclusion; this also includes fair trade in other
countries. And to follow my dream, which is to change the way we consume, and I would love to grow and give work to people.
Success
The word success scares me a little, but I am growing. If I look at what I have done it is so clear, I have had so much support,
and seeing that people want to help and grow.
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Impact
I have a lot of objectives, in sales, in stores, in growth, in expansion, in the image the following I create. In terms of impact I
don't have a certain way of measuring. The environmental factor, well I buy certified, but it's all still growing and complicated. For
example, there are certified material distributors, but you will not get the certification for your piece. There are other material
distributors which have some sort of certification, but they don't tell you what's happening, or how they do what they do. So to
know how clean your purchasing decision really is, is very difficult. and in terms of social impact, well, the more I grow the more,
I can ensure that the people that work with me develop.
Challenges
The first thing that was difficult for me was my sales price. Because if you try to produce with certifies materials and in a social,
clean way, everything is much more expensive. So if you want to at some point in life live from what you do, you need to
understand that your client needs to be willing to pay more It meant that I am not my client, my friends neither. So that was my
first challenge understanding that I am not making clothes for everyone, and adapting my image, my communication to that
client. Then, what I told you before the way the stores work. To me the conditions are not ethical; because you are not paying
the materials after sales, nor the workshops; that they ask you to leave your pieces in deposit and pay you when they sell, to me
this is a n abuse of power. But there must be a way to find a way to find a compromise to help both sides. Like buying half and
getting the other half in deposit... In my trainings I heard two key messages also from brands that have a lot more experience
than me, that helped me a lot to understand how it all works. Saying that you will work A LOT and if you have one sale, that's
great. and the other one was that you need to spend 70% of your time to find prospective sales, if you don't do that, you will not
sell.
Support
The contact with other entrepreneurs and the trainings are my help and support.
The brand has changed me a lot. And I am very happy about how it's changed me. Flexibility, discipline, all of it. I feel like the
general environment ,the economy, all of it is against us.
I am growing, I don't have the same resources as other brands, but I am growing, and I am optimistic, I feel good. And apart from
all that I have a great deal of support from my family, without all that it wouldn't be possible.
Collaboration
With MTS I feel like it's a business relationship, because they do all these things for me, I do not participate as actively. They
communicate my story and I can sell via their platform and as long as I do not sell online myself they are the most important
online outlet for me. They have helped me with looks and communication and image.
And the events that happen, we all partipate actively. There are shootings and events and presentations and we all support each
other by sharing each others news. This is something natural that happens everyday. This is not a strategy it's an integral part of
who we are.
My collaborators have the same philosophy and values, this is clear . With the materials, it's very hard to find trustworthy
collaborators, this surprised me, it really did. There I experienced that sometimes you need to pull the plug.
With the stores, it's true, it's true that it's super important to listen to what is sold, what people like and it's important to be willing
to adapt. Of course there are cultural barriers. The funniest thing is that although I was born in France, it was clear that French
suppliers have trust issues with Spanish companies. I try to explain my point of view and my situation. And also try to explain
why I am flexible in some parts and not in others and then see how we develop.
MTS are very open and flexible and they really know the reality of what it means to be a small brand for sustainable fashion.
They give out a lot of information, and support. For example, a women ordered a dress to her fit, but with the inflexible supplier in
France we now have a significant delay. And I know that they will communicate the situation in a careful and friendly but also
honest way to the final client.
I know a lot of the other brands and I trust their values and process and what their image means for my brand. But I also have
trust in that they can help me with their experience in fashion and working with the brans when I need it. A lot of the process is
based on values and trust.
Opportunities
I think that the best opportunities are outside of Spain. Where the market is a little more mature.
Dreams
In five years my dream would be to have my own workshop for where I am producing my collection and giving dignified work to
people in need.
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In Spain it is so hard to be self-employed. If you want to do everything well, you have a weight on top of you that is almost
impossible to carry. What I need is an ambassador- who understands the brand and can help in the diffusion, a programmer, for
the online sales and a following.
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